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There are several tasks you can perform from Administration, under Configuration.
Note: Some configuration tasks are only available to users with certain security rights.
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Countries and States
You can add country and state information to the program and include address block format information. In
addition, you can edit and delete any existing country and state information. From the Countries and States
page in Administration, you can view a list of all country and state entries and the address formats configured for
your organization. To access the Countries and States page from Administration, click Countries and states
under Configuration.
To help you manage this information, the Countries and States page includes multiple tabs.

Manage Country Information
On the Countries tab, you can view a list of all country entries configured for your organization.
For each country, you can view its abbreviation and address format. You can also view whether a country entry is
active and which is the default country entry for your organization. To view the states, provinces, or territories
configured for a country, select it in the grid and click Go to state list. For information about the state list, see
Manage State Information on page 5.
From the grid, you can add and manage country entries as necessary.

Add Countries
When you add new countries to the program, you can select a default address format and phone format for each
country. You can also customize the field labels that appear for address information for a country. Each time you
add a new address, the country you select determines how the address components appear, how phone
numbers are formatted, and what text appears in the address field labels. For information about how to manage
default address formats, see Add Address Formats on page 7.
} Add a country entry
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Countries tab, click Add. The Add a country screen appears. For information about the items on
this screen, see Add a Country Screen on page 4.
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3. In the Description field, enter the name of the country.
4. In the Abbreviation field, enter the abbreviation for the country, such as UK for the United Kingdom or
USA for the United States of America.
5. In the ISO 3166 two-letter code field, enter the international, standardized two-letter code for the
country as set by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), such as GB for the United
Kingdom or US for the United States of America.
Note: This field is primarily used with the Blackbaud Payment Service. To successfully process credit
card information, the Blackbaud Payment Service requires the international, standardized two-letter
code for the country to be those set by ISO. For more information, see
http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.html.
6. To set up the country entry but not allow users to select it, select Inactive.
7. In the Address format field, select the default address format to use with the country. For information
about how to add an address format for a country, see Add Address Formats on page 7.
8. In the Phone format field, select the default phone number format to use with the country. To not
automatically format phone numbers for the country, select Unformatted.
9. In the Phone country code field, enter the international country calling code required with phone
numbers for the country when called from the default country of your organization. When users enter
phone numbers for the country, the program automatically adds the country code as a prefix to the
selected phone format.
10. Under Address input field labels, enter the captions to appear in the program for address fields for the
country. For example, in the State label field, enter Province for Canada or Region for the United
Kingdom.
Note: To validate addresses for the country, you must install the Address Validation Service and
configure the web server. For information, see the Installation and Update Guide.
11. Click Save. You return to the Countries and States page. Unless you select Inactive, the new country
appears for users the next time they log in.
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Add a Country Screen
Screen Item

Description

Enter the name of the country. When users enter address information in the program,
this name appears in the list of available entries for the Country field.
an abbreviation for the country. For example, enter USA for the United States of
Abbreviation Enter
America or AUS for Australia.
Enter the international, standardized two-letter code for the country as set by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), such as GB for the United Kingdom
or US for the United States of America.
ISO 3166
two-letter
Note: To successfully process credit card transactions with the Blackbaud Payment
code
Service, the program requires the international, standardized two-letter code for the
country to be those set by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). For
more information, see http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.html.
To not have the country appear in the Country field list available in address sections in
the program, select this checkbox.
Inactive
You cannot mark the default country inactive.
Address
Select a default address format for this country. For information about how to add an
format
address format for a country, see Add Address Formats on page 7.
Select a default format for phone numbers associated with this country. The program
uses this selection to automatically format phone numbers that users enter in the
program. The phone format does not include country codes. For example, if you select
Phone
“###-####”, when users enter a phone number as “5550199,” the program automatically
format
formats this number as “555-0199.”
To display the phone number exactly as users enter it, select Unformatted.
Enter the international calling code required for phone numbers for the country when
Phone
from your default country. When users enter phone numbers for the country, the
country code called
program automatically adds this code as a prefix to selected phone format.
Address
Define the address fields available to users throughout the program. For example, in the
input field
Postcode label field, enter Postcode for the United Kingdom or ZIP Code for the United
labels
States.
Description

Edit a Country
You can edit a country entry for your organization, such as to change the default address or phone format,
update the address field labels, or mark an entry active or inactive. When you select a country in the program,
the address components conform to the format settings established on the Countries and States page.
} Edit a country entry
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Countries tab, select a country and click Edit. The Edit country screen appears.
3. Make changes as necessary. The items on this screen are the same as the Add country screen. For
information about the items on this screen, see Add a Country Screen on page 4.
Note: To validate addresses, you must install the Address Validation Service and configure the web server. For
information, see the Installation and Update Guide.
4. Click Save. You return to the Countries and States page.
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Delete a Country
Tip: Rather than delete a country entry, you can mark it as inactive. Inactive countries and their settings remain
in the database but do not appear as options for users when they enter address information. To mark a
country as inactive, edit the country and select Inactive. For information about how to edit a country, see Edit
a Country on page 4.
When your organization no longer uses a country entry, you can delete it so users cannot select it when they
enter address information. To delete a country entry, select the country on the Countries tab of the Countries
and States page and click Delete. On the confirmation message that appears, click Yes.

Set a Country as Default
You must set a country as the default for your organization. When users enter address information, the program
automatically displays the default country and uses the address and phone format selected for the default
country. To set a country as the default, select it on the Countries tab on the Countries and States page and click
Mark as default. You cannot mark an inactive country as the default.

Manage State Information
On the States page, you can view a list of the states, provinces, or territories associated with a specific country.
You can access the States page from the Countries and States page in Administration. On the Countries tab,
select a country to view state information and click Go to state list.

Under States, you can view the states, provinces, or territories configured for the country and the abbreviation
for each. When users enter address information for the country in the program, these states appear as options
for the user.
From the grid, you can add and manage states for the country as necessary.

Add States
When users enter address information in the program, they select the state, province, or territory of the address
based on the selected country. You can add states to appear as options for a country. When you add a state,
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you can include an abbreviation for the state.
} Add a state
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Countries tab, select the country for the state and click Go to state list. The States page for the
country appears.
3. Click Add. The Add a state screen appears.

4. In the Description field, enter the name of the state.
5. Enter an abbreviation for the state.
6. To set up the state but not make it available as an option for users, select Inactive.
7. Click Save. You return to the States page for the country. Unless you select Inactive, the new state is
available to users the next time they log in.

Edit a State
You can edit state information included in the program, such as to update its abbreviation or mark it as inactive.
} Edit a state
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Countries tab, select the state’s country and click Go to state list. The States page for the country
appears.
3. Select the state and click Edit. The Edit state screen appears.
4. Make changes as necessary. The items on this screen are the same as the Add a state screen. For
information about the items on this screen, see Add States on page 5.
5. Click Save. You return to the States page for the country.
Note:

Delete a State
Tip: Rather than delete a state, you can mark it as inactive. Inactive states and their settings remain in the
database but do not appear as options for users when they enter address information. To mark a state as
inactive, edit the state and select Inactive. For information about how to edit a state, see Edit a State on page
6.
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When your organization no longer uses a state, you can delete it so users cannot select it when they enter
address information.
} Delete a state
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Countries tab, select the state’s country and click Go to state list. The States page for the country
appears.
3. Select the state and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes. You return to the Countries and States page.

Manage International Address Formats
To automatically format addresses you enter in the program, you must assign a default address format for each
country. The preferred address format for mailing and communication varies between countries. For example,
some countries may require the post code come before the city, while some may require it come after the state
or province. To view and manage the address formats configured for your organization, select the Address
Formats tab.
Under Address formats, you can view the countries for which address formats are configured. To view the format
configured for a country, select in the grid and click Show details. The Format string window appears and
displays how addresses for the country appear.
Although the program includes the proper address format for many countries, you can add new formats or edit
formats as necessary from the grid.

Add Address Formats
When you enter an address in the program, the format assigned to the country you select determines how the
address components appear on the constituent record, mailings, or any other area that displays address
information for the constituent.
} Add an address format for a country
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Address Formats tab, click Add. The Add a country address format screen appears.
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3. Enter a name for the address format.
Note: If you enter the name of a country, the program does not automatically associate the format with the
country. You select the default address format for each country on the Countries tab. If multiple countries use
the same address format, you can associate the format with each country that applies. For information about
how to link a country with a default address format, see Add Countries on page 2.
4. To base the address format on an existing format, in the Copy from field, select the existing address
format.
5. To create or add address components to a format, at the bottom of the screen, click the components
and punctuation to appear on the first line of the format. The selected components appear under
Address Format. For example, if you click Address, “[Address]” appears.
To enter a new address line to the format, click New line and the components and punctuation to
appear.
6. Click Save. You return to the Address Formats tab.

Add a Country Address Format Screen
Screen Item Description
Name

Enter a name for this address format.
If you enter the name of a country that uses this format, the program does not
automatically link the country to the address format. For information about how to
associate a default address format with a country, see Add Countries on page 2.
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Screen Item Description
If the address format is similar to an existing format, you can copy the components and
punctuation of the existing address format and edit it as necessary to save time. Select
Copy from the address format you want to copy address components and punctuation from. Under
Address Format, the address components and punctuation of the selected format
appear.
Displays the address format selected in the Copy from field or the address components
and punctuation selected at the bottom of the screen.
Address
You can remove components from the format as necessary. To remove the last
Format
component of an address line, select the line and click Delete. To remove an entire
address line, select the line and click Delete line. To remove all components from the
address format, click Clear all.
Click the address components and punctuation to appear under Address Format. To
enter a space between components, click Space. To start a new address line, click New
Address
For example, to include a comma between the city name and the state name in an
components line.
address format, click City, then click Comma [,], Space, and State. “[City], [State]”
appears under Address Format.

Edit an Address Format
You can edit an address format as necessary. If you edit a format linked to a country, all addresses that currently
use this format automatically update to reflect your changes. For information about how to associate a default
address format with a country, see Add Countries on page 2.
} Edit an address format
1. From Administration, click Countries and states under Configuration. The Countries and States page
appears.
2. On the Address Formats tab, select a format and click Edit. The Edit country address format screen
appears.
3. Make changes the format as necessary. The items on this screen are the same as the Add a country
address format screen. For information about the items on this screen, see Add a Country Address
Format Screen on page 8.
4. Click Save. You return to the Countries and States page.

Delete an Address Format
Tip: To determine whether a country uses an address format, select the Countries tab on the Countries and
States page. Under Countries, the Address format column displays the address format used by each country.
If your organization no longer uses an address format, you can delete it as long as it is not currently linked to a
country. To delete an address format, select the format on the Address Formats tab on the Countries and States
page and click Delete. On the confirmation message that appears, click Yes.

Time Zones
To ensure time is formatted and displayed correctly for time zone-aware areas of the system, select your
organization’s default time zone. From the Time Zones page in Administration, you can view a list of supported
times zones and designate one as the default. You can also make time zones inactive or active.
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The default time zone setting is especially necessary for organizations with a hosted Blackbaud solution. For
example, if your organization is located in the Pacific time zone but our servers hosting the solution are located in
the Eastern time zone, you must set the default time zone to “(GMT- 8:00) Pacific Time” so that time zone-aware
areas of the application function using the correct local time.
The default time zone setting affects the following time-zone aware areas of the program:
• Program event dates and times displayed through advance sales, daily sales, group sales, and online
• On sale date for tickets
• Availability time for discounts and combinations
• Times displayed on sales receipts
• Order information, including the order date and print date
• Times displayed on the Average Hourly Sales Report
Note: The Update time zone daylight savings rules task is used to refresh and apply daylight savings rules
stored in the database. This tasks is needed only if the government changes the rules for when daylight savings
time begins and ends in a particular region. For example, if the date and time that daylight savings begins for
the “(GMT-05:00) Eastern Time” region changes, then rules stored in the database will be updated to match the
changes. To apply the new rules, you must access Administration and click Update time zone daylight savings
rules. For more information see, Update Daylight Savings Rules on page 10.
} Select a default time zone for your organization
1. From Administration, click Time zones under Configuration. The Time Zones page appears.
2. In the grid, select the default time zone for your organization and click Mark as default. The selected
time zone is now the system default and is displayed with a green checkmark.
Note: When a time zone is marked the default, the daylight savings rules for that time zone are automatically
updated to match the latest rules stored in the database.
} Mark time zones inactive or active
1. From Administration, click Time zones under Configuration. The Time Zones page appears.
2. In the grid, select a time zone to make inactive and click Mark inactive. The time zone is removed from
the grid. By default, inactive time zones are not displayed on the Time Zones page. To view inactive times
zones, select Include inactive and click Apply.
3. If needed, you can make the time zone active again. To do so, select Include inactive and click Apply to
display the inactive zone. All inactive zones are now displayed. Select the one to activate and click Mark
active.
Note: When a time zone is marked active, the daylight savings rules for that time zone are automatically
updated to match the latest rules stored in the database.

Update Daylight Savings Rules
The Update time zone daylight savings rules task is used to manually refresh and apply daylight savings rules
stored in the database to all active time zones. This task is needed only if the government changes the rules for
when daylight savings time begins and ends in a particular region. For example, if the date and time that daylight
savings begins for the “(GMT-05:00) Eastern Time” region changes, then rules stored in the database will be
updated to match the changes. To apply those new changes, you run through this brief process.
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} Update daylight savings rules
1. From Administration, click Time zones under Configuration. The Time Zones page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Update time zone daylight savings rules. The rules stored in the database are applied
and updated to all active time zones.

Fiscal Year End
You can specify the final month of your fiscal year, to be used in calculations in reports and other instances
throughout the program. The default ending month is December.
} Edit ending month of fiscal year
1. From Administration, click Fiscal year end under Configuration. The Fiscal Year End page appears.
2. Click Edit. The Edit final month in the fiscal year screen appears.

3. Select the final month of your fiscal year.
4. Click Save. You return to the Fiscal Year End page.

Application Usage Report
With the application usage report, you can monitor overall system usage and tallies. The report includes counts
for how many records of different types are in the system, along with information about how many system roles
and users there are. The report also includes information about any custom catalog components that have been
added.
To view the report, in Administration, click Generate application usage report file under Tools. Then click Start
process under Tasks. Select a date and the report is processed. You can click View report.

Report Model Record Access Security
You can configure security for the Report Model Generator to use the same user access rights that exist in the
program for records. To use record access security for the Report Model Generator, go to Administration, then
click Configure Report Model Record Access Security under Configuration. Select Use record access security
and click Save.
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Enable or Disable Phone Formatting
If phone formatting is enabled, the program automatically applies the format you selected for the corresponding
country on the Countries and States page. For information about how to assign a default phone format to a
country, see Add Countries on page 2.
When you disable phone formatting, you must manually enter phone numbers exactly as you want them to
appear in the program. You must also enter phone numbers as you want them to appear for countries assigned
“<Unformatted>” as the default phone format.
For information about how to add phone numbers on a constituent record, see the Constituents Guide.
} Enable or disable phone formatting
1. From the Administration page, click Enable/disable phone formatting under Configuration. A
verification message appears.
2. Click Yes to enable or disable phone formatting, depending on the current configuration setting. For
example, if phone formatting is enabled, click Yes to disable formatting.

Notifications
Notifications allow you to share important information about a record or a group of records with users. You can
determine whether all users should receive a notification or only a targeted group of users. For example, you
may want all users to receive a notification when they open the record of a board member.
Notifications appear on the information bar of a record.
Notifications for constituents also appear in the Constituent Window of a revenue batch.
You can also set notifications to appear on a separate screen when a record is accessed. The notification screen
appears the first time a record is accessed during a session. If you leave the record and return within 60 minutes,
the notification screen does not appear again. However, if you return after more than 60 minutes, the
notification screen appears again.
You can create notifications for groups of records in Administration. You can also create notifications for a specific
record from the Documentation tab of the record.

Add Notifications to a Group of Records
You can create notifications for groups of records in Administration. You determine whether all users should
receive the notification or only a targeted group of users.
} Add a notification to a group of records
1. From Administration, click Manage notifications under Configuration. The Notifications page appears.
2. Click Add. The Add notification screen appears.
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3. Enter the name of the notification (such as “Board Member Alert”) as well the message or text to display
in the actual notification.
4. You can specify a date if this notification expires. You can also specify whether the notification displays
only in the information bar of a record or whether it also displays on a separate screen.
5. Select the record type and a selection of records to use. The notification displays for records included in
the selection.
6. Select whether this notification displays for all users or for selected users. If you select “Selected users,”
pick the selection of users to receive the notification.
7. Click Save. You return to the Notifications page. The notification is available for the users you selected
when they access the records you selected.

Add Notification Screen
Screen Item
Name
Message

Description

Enter an intuitive name for the notification, such as “Board Member Alert”.
Enter the message text you want to display for this notification.
If this notification will expire or is temporary, you can select a date after which the
Valid until
notification is no longer valid and will not display.
Display in
Select this checkbox to have the notification appear in separate window that displays
notification
when a user first accesses the record, as well as in the information bar at the top of each
window
record.
Display this
Select the record type for the notification. You can add notifications to constituent
notification for the records and event records. You can also specify a selection of records to use; only records
following records
in the selection would display the notification.
Display this
the users who should receive the notification. If the notification is not for all users,
notification to the Specify
you
can
specify a selection of users; only users in the selection will receive the notification.
following users
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Edit Notifications for a Group of Records
You can make changes to a notification for a group of records that has already been set up in Administration. If a
notification was added from a record, you can edit the notification from the Documentation tab of the record.
} Edit a notification for a group of records
1. From Administration, click Manage notifications under Configuration. The Notifications page appears.
2. Select a notification and click Edit. The Edit notification screen appears.
3. Make changes as necessary. You can change the name or message text for the notification. You can also
change how the notification displays, the records that have the notification, and the users who receive
the notification. For more information about the items on this screen, see Add Notification Screen on
page 13.
4. Click Save. You return to the Notifications page.

Delete Notifications for a Group of Records
You can remove a notification from a group of records when you no longer need it. To remove the notification,
select it on the Notifications page in Administration and click Delete.

Update Notification Query Relationships
If through a customization process, you add a new query view after a notification is created, the new query view
does not automatically add the notification. To add the notification to the new query view, click Update
notification query relationship.

Reason Codes
With reason codes, your organization can standardize the reasons users change information and restrict the use
of records, such as when they mark a constituent as inactive or write off unpaid pledges. When users make the
change, they can select this code to consistently explain the reason for the change. On the Reason Codes page,
you can view and manage the reason codes your organization uses. To access the Reason Codes page from
Administration, click Reason codes under Configuration.
Depending on your system role, multiple tabs may appear on this page so you can manage reason codes by
functional area.
Note: You can also configure reason codes from the Configuration section of Constituents, Revenue, and
Memberships.
Constituents
On the Constituents tab, you can view the reason codes your organization uses to designate a constituent “inactive” and to rollback constituent record changes. By default, all active reason codes display in both the Mark
inactive and Constituent data review rollback grids. To view all reason codes, including those marked “inactive,”
click Filter, select Include inactive, and click Apply. For each reason code, you can view its description and
whether it is active. To update the information that appears in the grid, click Refresh List.
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Revenue
On the Revenue tab, you can view the reason codes your organization uses to write off pledge balances and
installments and adjust revenue that has posted to the general ledger. If your organization enables gift fees, you
can also view the reason codes your organization uses to waive gift fees automatically applied to payments. For
rejected direct debit transactions you receive from your financial institution, you can select which adjustment
code to automatically apply to the corresponding entry in a Direct Debit Return batch file. In the Adjustment section, select Default for direct debit return batch rejections on the Add a reason code screen. For information
about the Direct Debit Return batch rejections, see the Batch and Import Guide.
For auction import adjustments, you can select which adjustment code to automatically apply as the default. On
the Add a reason code screen, select Default for auction import adjustments.
To include reason codes marked as inactive in a grid, click Filter, select Include inactive, and click Apply. For each
reason code, you can view a description and whether it is active. To update the information that appears in a
grid, click Refresh List.
Receipts
On the Receipts tab, you can view the reason codes your organization uses to designate a re-receipt payment. By
default, all active reason codes display under Re-receipt payments. To view all reason codes, including those
marked “inactive,” click Filter, select Include inactive, and click Apply. For each reason code, you can view its
description and whether it is active. To update the information that appears in the grid, click Refresh List.
Membership
On the Membership tab, you can view the reason codes your organization uses for canceled memberships.
When a membership is canceled, you select a reason code. By default, all active reason codes display under
Cancellation. To view all reason codes, including those marked “inactive,” click Filter, select Include inactive, and
click Apply.
On the Membership tab, you can view the reason codes your organization uses for canceled memberships.
When a membership is canceled, you select a reason code. By default, all active reason codes display under
Cancellation. To view all reason codes, including those marked “inactive,” click Filter, select Include inactive, and
click Apply.
From these grids, you can perform multiple tasks to manage the reason codes.

Add Reason Codes
With reason codes, your organization can standardize the reasons users make changes to information and
records. Before users can select a reason code, you must add it to your database. Reason codes can be up to 10
characters in length.
} Add a reason code
1. From Administration, click Reason codes under Configuration. The Reason Codes page appears.
2. On the applicable tab, click Add. The Add a reason code screen appears.
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3. In the Reason code field, enter an alphanumeric code to identify the reason for the change. For example,
for a change to correct a data entry error, enter ERR.
4. In the Description field, enter an explanation of when to select the reason code.
5. Click Save. You return to the Reason Codes page.

Edit a Reason Code
After you add a reason code, you can edit its name or description as necessary, such as to correct a typographical
error.
} Edit a reason code
1. From Administration, click Reason codes under Configuration. The Reason Codes page appears.
2. Select a reason code and click Edit. The Edit a reason code screen appears.
3. Edit the name or description as necessary.
4. Click Save. You return to the Reason Codes page.

Delete a Reason Code
If your organization no longer uses a reason code, you can delete it from your database.
If a reason code is currently in use, you cannot delete it from your database. To prevent the future use of the
reason code, you can mark it as inactive. For information about how to mark a reason code as inactive, see Mark
a Reason Code as Inactive or Active on page 16.
Tip: To avoid the loss of data, we recommend you mark a reason code as inactive rather than delete it. Inactive
reason codes remain in the database as archived information, but users cannot assign it to a change.
} Delete a reason code
1. From Administration, click Reason codes under Configuration. The Reason Codes page appears.
2. Select a reason code and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Reason Codes page.

Mark a Reason Code as Inactive or Active
If you no longer use a reason code, you can mark it as inactive. The code remains in the database as archived
information, but users cannot assign it to a future change. To view an inactive reason code on the Manage
Reason Codes page, you must first click Filter, select Include inactive, and click Apply.
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Tip: If you cannot delete a reason code such as when assigned to a change, but do not plan to use it in the
future, you can mark it as inactive.
After you mark a reason code as inactive, you can mark it as active again to resume its use.
} Mark a reason code as inactive
1. From Administration, click Manage reason codes under Configuration. The Reason Codes page appears.
2. Select a reason code and click Mark inactive. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Reason Codes page.
} Mark a reason code as active
1. From Administration, click Reason codes under Configuration. The Reason Codes page appears.
2. Select a reason code and click Mark active. A confirmation message appears. To display inactive reason
codes in the grid, select Include inactive on the filter tool and click Apply.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Reason Codes page.

Import ZIP Code Table
To use the Zip code lookup feature in the program, a system administrator must first import Zip code table
entries in .csv format. The spreadsheet must contain the following header information in this order: Zip code,
city, state, country. In the State column, use the abbreviated form of the state’s name, for example, “SC” for
“South Carolina”. For entries in the Country column, use the country’s name, not the abbreviation. For example,
enter “United States” rather than “US.” After you import Zip codes for a country, when you select the country on
screens that contain address information, you can search for the code that matches the city and state entered.
} Import Zip code table entries
1. From Administration, click Import Zip code table under Configuration. The Import Zip code table screen
appears.

2. In the File field, click the folder to browse to the directory where you store the .csv file.
3. Click Save. You return to Administration. You can now use the Zip code lookup feature.

Enable/Disable Default Blank Query Criteria
The Include blanks checkbox appears on query criteria screens for these criteria operators: Not Equal To, Not
One Of, Less Than, Less Than or Equal To, Not Between, Not Like, and Does Not Contain. When the Include
blanks checkbox is selected, the program includes blanks in the query results by adding the “or is blank” filter to
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the query condition. When the checkbox is cleared, the program excludes blanks from the query results by
adding the “and is not blank” filter to the query condition.
Note: Query treats nulls as blanks. When you include or exclude blank values, this also includes or excludes null
values.
The program is set to select Include blanks by default. Using Enable/Disable Default Blank Query Criteria, you
can change this setting. It is important to remember that the enable/disable setting simply determines the
default behavior for the Include blanks checkbox. You can always select or clear Include blanks on the individual
criteria screen. This allows you to evaluate and handle queries on a case by case basis. If you later change the
Enable/Disable Default Blank Query Criteria setting, it will not affect any queries created prior to the change.

Mapping
To access and use Mapping functionality, you must have the appropriate credentials. When you enable
Mapping, you can select whether to display maps and distances in miles or kilometers (km). On the Mapping
page, you can configure Mapping to meet the needs of your organization. To access the Mapping page from
Administration, click Mapping under Configuration.
From this page, you can manage the Mapping credentials and configure the distance unit to use.

Edit Mapping Credentials
From Administration, you can configure the credentials required to access and use the Mapping functionality.
} Edit map credentials
1. From Administration, click Mapping under Configuration. The Mapping page appears.
2. Under Credentials, click Edit. The Edit mapping credentials screen appears.
3. Enter your license key.
4. Click Save. You return to the Mapping page. To access the mapping functionality, click Mapping under
Tasks.

Edit the Map Distance Unit
From Administration, you can select whether to display the Mapping functionality in miles or kilometers (km).
Your selection determines how distance appears in Mapping, such as in the legend or a radius search.
} Edit the map distance unit
1. From Administration, click Mapping under Configuration. The Mapping page appears.
2. Under Map distance unit, click Edit. The Edit map distance unit screen appears.
3. Select whether to view maps in miles or kilometers.
4. Click Save. You return to the Mapping page.
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Organization Information
One of the initial system configuration tasks you should complete is to enter your organization name and
contact information, which includes your address, phone number, and website. After this information is entered,
it is displayed in various reports and documents generated by the system. To complete this task, you edit the
generic organization information provided with the system.
Warning: If you do not enter the specific name and contact information for your organization, the generic
information that is provided with the system will be used in applicable reports and documents.
} Edit organization information
1. From Administration, click organization information under Configuration. The Manage organization
Information page appears.
2. Click Edit. The Edit organization information screen appears.
3. Enter your organization name as it should appear on reports and documents. Also enter your
organization’s address, phone number, and website.
4. Click Save. You return to the Manage organization Information page and the updated information is
displayed in the grid. If your organization name or contact information should change, you should edit
this information as needed.

Unmapped Transaction Setting
From the General ledger setup page, under Configuration in the explorer bar, click Unmapped transaction
setting. The Edit setting for unmapped transactions screen appears. From here, you can associate an account
with transactions that are missing a valid GL transaction mapping. If you do not want to create an account for
this purpose, you can specify that valid transaction mappings must exist.
} Edit setting for unmapped transactions
1. From the General ledger setup page of an account system in Administration, click Unmapped
transaction setting under Configuration. The Edit setting for unmapped transactions screen appears.
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2. When you select Do not allow transactions to be created unless a transaction mapping exists for the
transaction GL distribution, transactions cannot be saved and posted unless a valid transaction
mapping exists. To map transactions, click Define Transaction Mappings on the General ledger setup
page.
3. When you select Allow transactions to be created without a transaction mapping by building the GL
distribution with the GL account, the Account field is enabled. Click the search button at the end of the
field to access the Account Search screen. Select an account to use temporarily for transactions with
incorrect transaction mappings.
The account you select here is only temporary. To successfully save and post transactions, valid
transaction mappings must exist within all applicable offices. If these do not exist, an error is generated in
the exception report for the post process. You may also receive an error during the post process due to
unmapped segments or missing GL accounts.
Note: Unmapped transaction messages play an important part in ensuring your general ledger setup is
configured properly. The program tracks unmapped transaction messages only when you use the Unmapped
transaction setting to associate an account with transactions that are missing a valid GL transaction mapping.
4. Click Save. You return to the General ledger setup page.

Payment Posting Options
You can specify whether or not payments must be linked to deposits in order to successfully post to your general
ledger.
The Payment posting options configuration task is only available when you enable general ledger. To work with
the Enable/disable general ledger task, from the General ledger setup page of an account system in
Administration, click Enable/disable general ledger.
} Specify payment posting options
1. From the General ledger setup page of an account system in Administration, click Payment posting
options under Configuration. The Payment posting options screen appears.

2. To require that payments must be linked to deposits in order to post to the general ledger, select
Require posting Cash, Check, Credit card payments with deposits. Use this setting to post deposits
with their linked payments.
Warning: The Payment posting options configuration task in only available when you enable general
ledger. To work with the Enable/disable general ledger task, from the General ledger setup page of an
account system in Administration, click Enable/disable general ledger.
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3. To allow unlinked payments to post directly to the general ledger, select Allow direct posting of all
payments. Use this setting to post all payments including Cash, Check, and Credit card without
linking payments to deposits.
When you select this option, the program uses the default transaction mappings for the cash account to
post payments. The post date uses the transaction date similar to non-depositable payment methods,
such as stock.
4. Click Save. You return to the General ledger setup page.

Enable or Disable General Ledger
You can select to disable or enable general ledger at any time.
} Enable or disable general ledger
1. From the General ledger setup page of an account system in Administration, click Enable/disable
general ledger under Configuration. The Enable/disable general ledger screen appears.

2. To enable general ledger, select Enable general ledger.
General ledger is, by default, enabled and creates transactions with a post status of “Not posted.”
You do not need to “turn on” general ledger unless you previously disabled it and now wish to enable it
again. Note that when you enable general ledger after you previously disabled it, transactions you
previously entered in the program will retain a post status of “Do not post.”
3. To disable general ledger, select Disable general ledger.
You may find that your organization needs to track constituents and other activity within the system,
but has no need to post transaction activity from within the program for use with an external general
ledger. To meet this need, you can disable general ledger.
When you disable general ledger, tasks in the General ledger setup area of Administration are no longer
required. Valid transaction and segment mappings, GL accounts, and an account structure are no longer
necessary to save and post transactions in your system. Going forward, the program will create
transactions without GL distributions. Since no distributions exist, a GL distribution tab may continue to
appear on a transaction record, but will not display distribution account rows for the transaction.
Transactions you enter in the program will have a post status of “Do not post.”
Note: When general ledger is disabled, the tasks in the General ledger setup area of Administration are still
available to you. You can choose to create transaction and segment mappings, GL accounts, and an account
structure. You may find it easier to set up your general ledger while general ledger is disabled. Remember, you
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must enable general ledger in order for all parts of your general ledger setup to work properly and for
transactions to post.
If general ledger is enabled and you now wish to disable it, and your system includes transactions with a
post status of “Not posted,” a warning message appears. Before you can disable general ledger, you
must either manually post those transactions or change their post status to “Do not post.”
Warning: If you work with ticketing transactions, such as group sales or daily sales, and you select to disable
general ledger, you must first create a bank account so that your sales can reconcile using a sales deposit. You
create bank accounts in Treasury.
4. Click Save. You return to the General ledger setup page.

Individual Display Name
Individual display name enables you to configure how individual constituent names format throughout the
system. When you configure the name format for individual constituents, you set the display name for all your
system users. The default individual display name is first name, middle initial, last name. You can select to change
the individual display name to any of the existing name formats for individuals.
Tip: To review, change, or add individual name formats, see Name Format Options in the Communications
Configurations chapter of the Communications Guide.
For the individual display name, we recommend the following fields for use in the name format: Last name, First
name, Middle name, Maiden name, Title, and Suffix. If you choose one of the following fields, you may notice a
decrease in system performance: Nickname, Title 2, Suffix 2, Spouse last name, Spouse first name, Spouse middle
name, Spouse nickname, Spouse title, Spouse title 2, Spouse suffix, Spouse Suffix 2, Spouse maiden name, Class
year, and Spouse class year.
} Edit individual display names
1. From Administration, click Individual display name under Configuration. The Individual Display Name
page appears.
2. Click Edit. The Edit individual display name screen appears.
3. Select the name format to display for all individual constituents in the system.
Note: The name format you select here does not interfere with the options you have already set up for mailings
and communications.
4. Click Save. You return to the Individual Display Name page and the updated information displays in the
grid.

Self-service Password Reset
When you host your own Blackbaud application and turn on forms authentication in the web.config file, the Selfservice password reset task appears under Configuration. You can configure this task to provide a way for users
to change passwords.
Note: Forms authentication includes other login enhancements such as invalid login messages to help clarify
how to successfully log in to the application. When you host your Blackbaud applicaton, you can edit the
web.config file to turn this on. For more information, see the Infinity Platform Installer and Upgrade Guide. If
Blackbaud hosts your application and you want to turn on forms authentication, create a case on Case Central.
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When you click Self-service password reset, the Edit self-service password reset options screen appears. Select
Enable self-service password reset so users can change passwords. If you have your own website for users to
change passwords, enter the URL for that site in the Custom password reset URL field. Otherwise, leave this
blank.

When you select Enable self-service password reset, an Update your email address screen appears the next time
a user logs in to your application.

When a user clicks Forgot your user name or password on the login screen, an email sends to the email address
that includes the user name and a link to reset the password. When the user clicks the link, a screen appears to
enter a new password and confirm it. By default, the link expires after the user clicks it or after 24 hours. To
adjust this time, edit the SelfServicePasswordResetUrlValidHours key in the web.config file.
Tip: To change the email address for the user, select the user name at the top of the page. From the menu that
appears, click Update email address. You cannot associate an email address with more than one user.

Enable/Disable Matching
From the Administration page, under Configuration, click Enable/disable matching. The Edit duplicate record
check settings screen appears.
To turn off all duplicate checking in the program, including batches, imports, and manually adding records on the
Add Individual or Add Organization screens, clear Check for duplicates.
To turn off the automatic updates feature for batches and imports, clear Auto-match duplicates in batch.
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From Administration, your organization can configure and manage the delivery of email messages to its
constituents and application users.

Email Services
From Administration, you can manage the processes used to send email through the program such as for
communications and notifications. From the Email Services page, you can configure the connection to the
Shared Services server, hosted by Blackbaud, used to send email messages through the program. You can also
prioritize the order in which the program submits general purpose email jobs for messages such as email blasts
and newsletters to the server. You can use key performance indicators (KPIs) to determine the health and
duration of your email processes.

Configure Email Service Settings
To send email messages through the program, you must first configure the connection to the Shared Services
server hosted by Blackbaud. You can also prioritize the order in which the program sends each type of general
purpose email job to the server. From the Email Services Configuration page, you can configure these settings.
To access this page from the Email Services page, click Email service settings under Configuration.
To send email messages through the program, you must configure the connection to the Shared Services server
hosted by Blackbaud. Under Connection health, you can view whether the program can connect to this server.
Under Email services external server settings, you can view the network address and credentials used to
connect to the server. For information about how to edit this information, see Edit the External Server Settings
on page 25.
When you run a general purpose email process, the program submits jobs for email messages such as
newsletters, blasts, and notifications to the Shared Services server. Under Email category processing order, you
can view the order in which the program submits each type of email message. You can prioritize each category as
necessary. For example, to submit email blasts before newsletters, you can give email blasts a higher priority. To
adjust the priority of an email category, select it in the grid and click the up or down arrow.

Edit the External Server Settings
To send email messages through the program, you must first configure the connection to the Shared Services
server hosted by Blackbaud.
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Warning: If you do not configure the connection to the Shared Services server, or if you enter the incorrect
credentials for the server, the program automatically disables all email job processes.
} Configure the email services server
1. From Administration, click Email services under Configuration. The Email Services page appears.
2. Under Configuration, click Email service settings. The Email Services Configuration page appears.
3. Under Email services external server settings, click Edit. The settings screen appears.

4. In the Host URL field, enter the network address for the Shared Services server.
5. In the User name field, enter the user name your organization uses to connect to the server.
6. In the Password and Confirm Password fields, enter the password used to connect to the server.
7. To use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to connect to the server, select Use SSL.
8. Click Save. The program verifies and saves the connection information. You return to the Email Services
Configuration page.

Manage Email Services
On the Email Services page, you can manage the processes used to generate and send email messages, the
status of email processes and their jobs, and any invalid email addresses encountered by the processes. To
access the Email Services page, from Administration, click Email services under Configuration.
To help you navigate through this information, the Email Services page contains multiple tabs.

Email Processes
On the Email Processes tab of the Email Services page, you can view and manage the processes used to generate
and send email messages through the program. You can manage multiple email processes.
• The email status process updates the status of an email job or invalid email addresses list based on
information received from the Shared Services server.
• The general purpose process generates email messages for general communications such as newsletters,
blasts, and notifications.
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• The transactional process generates email messages for communications based on revenue transactions such
as revenue acknowledgements and receipts.
Under Scheduled email processing, you can view whether a schedule is enabled for the email processes.
Under Email processing jobs, the processes used for email messages appear. For each process, you can view the
date and status of its most recent instance, the dates the process most recently started and stopped, and any
message about its status. You can enable or disable an email process as necessary.
To view additional information about a process, click its row under Email processing jobs. Beneath the row,
information about the most recent instance of the process appears.
When an email process runs, the program generates a record of the instance of the process. To view the Job
History page of a process, click its name under Email processing jobs. For information about the Job History
page, see Email Process History on page 27.
From the Email Processes tab, you can manage the email processes as necessary.

Disable an Email Process
From the Email Services page, you can quickly disable an email process, such as to help troubleshoot problems
with email jobs. On the Email Processes tab, select the email process under Email processing jobs and click
Disable. When the confirmation message appears, click Yes.

Enable an Email Process
From the Email Services page, you can quickly enable an email process, such as if you previously disabled it. On
the Email Processes tab, select the email process under Email processing jobs and click Enable. When the
confirmation message appears, click Yes.
Warning: If you enable either the transactional or general purpose email job process, we strongly recommend
you also enable the email status job process to help track its status.

Run an Email Process
To generate email messages, you can run an email processing job to submit the messages to the Shared Services
server hosted by Blackbaud. You can run separate job processes for general purpose email messages such as
newsletters and transactional email messages such as revenue acknowledgements. You can also run a process to
update the status of general purpose and transactional email jobs and any invalid email recipients. On the Email
Services page, select the process to run on the Email Processes tab and click Run email process.

Reset the Last Run On Date for an Email Process
To undo the most recent instance of an email process, you can reset its last run on date. When you reset the last
run on date, the program resets the sent status of any email messages generated by the process during the most
recent instance. On the Email Services page, select the process to reset on the Email Processes tab and click Reset
last run on date. When the confirmation message appears, click Yes.

Email Process History
When an email process runs, the program generates a record of the instance of the process. On the Job History
page of a process, you can view the records of the process instances.
To access the Job History page of a process, click the name of the process on the Email Processes tab of the Email
Services page.
Under Scheduled Job History, select the status of the instances to view, such as Completed or Did not finish, and
click Apply. The previously run instances of the process with the selected status appear. For each instance, you
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can view its status, run date and time details, and the number of records included in the process. To remove the
filter and view all instances regardless of status, click Reset.
You can delete the record of an instance if necessary. To delete a record of an instance, select the instance under
Scheduled Job History and click Delete.

Email Jobs
To view and manage previously run email processes, select the Email Jobs tab on the Email Services page.
Under Email status processing, you can view the date and time of the most recent instance of the Email status
process, such as to verify the process is up-to-date. To run the Email Status Poll process, click Get latest status.
Under Email jobs, you can view the general purpose email processes and transactional email processes. For each
process, you can view its status, the number of retries, the number of messages requested and sent, and its date
and time.
To view additional information about a process, select its row under Email jobs. Beneath the row, information
about the process, such as the subject of the email, its sent from email address and display name, and field
name, appear.
To view detail information about an email process on its own page, click its name under Email jobs. The Email
Job Details page appears.
To help reduce the number of processes in the grid, filter the grid by process type or status. Select the criteria of
the process to view, and click Apply. To remove the filters and display all processes, click Reset.
To use additional criteria to search for an email job, such as by description and email subject, click Search jobs to
search for the email job and view its Email Job Details page.
From the grid, you can delete a general purpose email process job that has been submitted to the Shared
Services server but has not yet been processed. For example, if you submit a process to generate newsletters for
a future date and then need to revise the content, you can delete the job from the server.

Email Process Job Details
On the Email Jobs tab of the Email Services page, you can view information about general purpose email process
and transactional email process jobs. To view additional detail about a process job, access its Email Job Details
page. On this page, you can view the subject of the email, its sent from email address and display name, and field
name information.
To access this page from the Email Jobs tab on the Email Services page, search for the email job, or click the name
of the job under Email jobs.
For a general purpose email process, you can delete a job that has been submitted to the Shared Services server
but has not yet been processed. For example, if you submit a process to generate newsletters for a future date
and then need to revise the newsletter content, you can delete the process from the server. For information
about how to delete an email process, see Delete a Submitted General Purpose Email Process Job on page 29.
To return to the Email Services page, click Go back to Email Services under Email Services.

Search Email Jobs
On the Email Jobs tab of the Email Services page, you can view information about your general purpose email
processes and transactional email processes, such as status, the number of retries, the number of messages
requested and sent, and its date and time. To view additional information about a specific email job, you can
search for the job to access its Email Job Details page. When you search for an email job, you can use criteria
such as description, email subject, status, and job type.
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On the Email Jobs tab, click Search jobs under Email jobs. On the Email Services Email Job Search screen, enter
the criteria of the email job to view and click Search. Under Results, the email jobs that meet the criteria appear.
To view the Email Job Details of a job, click its name under Results . For information about the Email Job Details
page, see Email Process Job Details on page 28.

Delete a Submitted General Purpose Email Process Job
From the Email Services page or an Email Job Details page, you can delete a general purpose email process that
has been submitted to the Shared Services server but has not yet been processed. For example, if you submit a
process to generate newsletters for a future date and then need to revise the newsletter content, you can delete
the process from the server.
• On the Email Services page, under Email jobs on the Email Jobs tab, select the process to delete and click
Delete.
• On the Email Job Details page, click Delete.
When the confirmation message appears, click Yes.

Email Job Statuses
As the Email Services process an email job, activity through the program or on the Shared Services server hosted
by Blackbaud determine the current status of the job. The table below explains the statuses of an email job.
Status

Description

Canceled

The email job was canceled or manually stopped on the Shared Services server.
The Shared Services server finished processing the email job and messages have been
sent.
A user deleted the email job from the queue.
The Shared Services server encountered an exception while processing the email job.
The program is sending the data required for the Shared Services server to process the
email job, but not all data has yet been sent.
The email job has been removed from the queue because the program exceeded the
maximum number of attempts allowed to send it to the Shared Services server.
A complete email job has been submitted to the Shared Services server, which is actively
processing the job.
The email job is scheduled to be sent to the Shared Services server, but no data has yet
been sent.
The Shared Services server is adding the email job to a group of email jobs to be
processed.
The Shared Services server paused while adding the email job to a group of email jobs to
be processed.
The Shared Services server reports an unknown job status.

Completed
Deleted
Exception occurred
Local chunking
Maximum number
of retries exceeded
Processing
Queued
Server chunking
Server chunking
paused
Status unknown

Blacklisted Email Addresses
On the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab of the Email Services page, you can manage the list of email addresses
that have been blacklisted to prevent the program from sending email to them.
When you run the email status process, the program records any email addresses that return hard bounces and
adds them to the blacklist. A hard bounce indicates a permanent delivery failure such as when the Internet
Service Provider reports that an address is canceled or nonexistent. The program does not blacklist soft bounces
that indicate temporary delivery failures such as network issues or full mailboxes.
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You can also manually add email addresses to the blacklist to prevent the program from sending email. For
example, you can blacklist email addresses that you associate with malicious or fraudulent activity.
You cannot remove email addresses from the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab, but you can update the status of
email addresses to allow the program to resume sending email.
The Blacklisted email addresses grid the blacklist status of email addresses, the number of failed delivery
attempts, and the most recent notification message. To filter the grid by blacklist status, click Filter, select a
status, and click Apply. To remove the filter and view all addresses, click Reset.
To search for a blacklisted address, click Search addresses On the Email Services Invalid Account Search screen,
enter your criteria and click Search. Under Results, the email addresses that meet the criteria appear. For each
address, you can view information such as its blacklist status and number of failed attempts. To return to the
Blacklisted Email Addresses tab, select the address to view.
Note: For email addresses that return hard bounces, the program synchronizes the Blacklisted Email Addresses
tab with Invalid accounts in Blackbaud Internet Solutions. However, the program does not synchronize email
addresses that you manually blacklist, so these addresses do not appear in Invalid accounts. When you mark
an address as valid in Invalid accounts, the program automatically toggles the status on the Blacklisted Email
Addresses tab. Likewise, when you toggle the status of an address on the blacklist, the program automatically
marks it as valid in Invalid accounts.

Change the Blacklisted Status of an Email Address
You cannot remove blacklisted email addresses from the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab. To resume sending
email to a blacklisted email address, you can toggle its status. For example, if the Internet Service Provider
incorrectly reports an email address as invalid and you want to change its status to "Not blacklisted," select the
address under Blacklisted email addresses and click Toggle blacklisted status. On the confirmation message,
click Yes. You return to the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab.

Add a Blacklisted Address
From the Email Services page, you can manually add an email address to the blacklist. For example, you can
blacklist email addresses that you associate with malicious or fraudulent activity.
} Add an email address to the blacklist
1. From Administration, click Email services under Configuration. The Email Services page appears.
2. Select the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab.
3. Under Blacklisted email addresses, click Add blacklisted address. The Add an email address to the
blacklist screen appears.
4. Enter the email address to add to the blacklist.
5. In the Reasonfield, enter an explanation for the blacklisted status.
6. Click Save. You return to the Blacklisted Email Addresses tab. The program no longer sends email to this
address.

Email Services Reports
From Administration, you can generate multiple reports to analyze activity with your general purpose and
transactional email job processes.
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Transactional Email Job Status Report
With the Transactional Email Job Status report, you can view the status of your transactional email jobs for a
specific date or period of time. For example, you can run the report to verify all email job processes completed
successfully. When you generate the report, you can select to include only email that meets specific criteria, such
as status, recipient, or subject.
For each status, the report displays each job that meets the selected criteria with that status during the selected
time period. For each job, you can view information such as its description, subject, and the dates added and
changed. Under Summary, you can view a breakdown, by grid and pie chart, of the total emails that meet the
selected criteria for each status.

} View the Transactional Email Job Status report
1. From Administration, click Email services. The Email Services page appears.
2. Under Reports, click Transactional Email Job Status. The Transactional Email Job Status report page
appears.
3. In the Date range field, select the time period of the transactional email jobs to analyze.
4. By default, the report includes all transactional email from the selected time period. To include only
specific email, specify the criteria of the email to include, such as by status, recipient, or subject.
5. Click View report. The report generates. From the report menu bar, you can print or export the report as
necessary.
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General Purpose Email Job Status Report
With the General Purpose Email Job Status report, you can view the status of your general purpose email jobs for
a specific date or period of time. For example, you can run the report to verify all email job processes completed
successfully. When you generate the report, you can select to include only email that meets specific criteria, such
as status or subject.
For each status, the report displays each job that meets the selected criteria with that status during the selected
time period. For each job, you can view information such as its description, subject, and the dates added and
changed. Under Summary, you can view a breakdown of the total emails that meet the selected criteria for each
status.

} View the General Purpose Email Job Status report
1. From Administration, click Email services. The Email Services page appears.
2. Under Reports, click General Purpose Email Job Status. The General Purpose Email Job Status report
page appears.
3. In the Date range field, select the time period of the general purpose email jobs to analyze.
4. By default, the report includes all general purpose email from the selected time period. To include only
specific email, specify the criteria of the email to include, such as by status or subject.
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5. Click View report. The report generates. From the report menu bar, you can print or export the report as
necessary.

Transactional Email Jobs Processed Report
With the Transactional Email Jobs Processed report, you can view information about the transactional email jobs
processed during a specific date or period of time. For example, you can run the report to view how many email
jobs processed for the time period. When you generate the report, you select whether to group the results by
every two hours or on a daily or monthly interval. You can also select to include only email that meets specific
criteria, such as recipient or subject.
For each interval, the report displays each transactional email job that meets the selected criteria processed
during the selected time period. For each job, you can view information such as its description, subject, and the
dates added and changed. You can also view a bar chart of the total emails that meet the selected criteria
processed for each interval.
} View the Transactional Email Jobs Processed report
1. From Administration, click Email services. The Email Services page appears.
2. Under Reports, click Transactional Email Jobs Processed. The Transactional Email Jobs Processed report
page appears.
3. In the Date range field, select the time period of the transactional email jobs to analyze.
4. In the Grouping field, select whether to group the results by every two hours or on a daily or monthly
interval.
5. By default, the report includes all transactional email from the selected time period. To include only
specific email, specify the criteria of the email to include, such as by recipient or subject.
6. Click View report. The report generates. From the report menu bar, you can print or export the report as
necessary.

General Purpose Email Jobs Processed Report
With the General Purpose Email Jobs Processed report, you can view information about the general purpose
email jobs processed during a specific date or period of time. For example, you can run the report to view how
many email jobs processed for the time period. When you generate the report, you select whether to group the
results by every two hours or on a daily or monthly interval. You can also select to include only email that meets
specific criteria, such as subject.
For each interval, the report displays each general purpose email job that meets the selected criteria processed
during the selected time period. For each job, you can view information such as its description, subject, and the
dates added and changed. You can also view a bar chart of the total emails that meet the selected criteria
processed for each interval.
} View the General Purpose Email Jobs Processed report
1. From Administration, click Email services. The Email Services page appears.
2. Under Reports, click General Purpose Email Jobs Processed. The General Purpose Email Jobs Processed
report page appears.
3. In the Date range field, select the time period of the general purpose email jobs to analyze.
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4. In the Grouping field, select whether to group the results by every two hours or on a daily or monthly
interval.
5. By default, the report includes all general purpose email from the selected time period. To include only
specific email, specify the criteria of the email to include, such as by subject.
6. Click View report. The report generates. From the report menu bar, you can print or export the report as
necessary.

Undelivered Email
On the Undelivered Email page, you can monitor undelivered email jobs to ensure that your email is working
properly. The page displays undelivered email jobs within an hour of the time you send, and it removes any
email jobs that are subsequently delivered. To open the page, from Administration, click Undelivered email.

The page summary lists the current statuses for those undelivered email jobs that were sent during the past
month, along with the number of email jobs for each status and a description of the status. The grid below the
summary displays details for the undelivered email jobs. By default, email jobs remain in the grid for a month,
but you can filter the grid to display a different time frame. To do this, click Filter, select a cutoff date in the Jobs
created since field, and click Apply. The grid displays all email jobs during the time frame you select, but the
summary still only displays numbers for undelivered email jobs during the past month.
To receive alerts when the program adds undelivered email jobs to the list, you can click View RSS Feed to open
a web browser and subscribe to an RSS feed.
Note: To receive email alerts about changes on the Undelivered Email page, you can create a custom email alert
for the Undelivered Email Data List. However, when you select create the content for the body of the email alert,
keep in mind that the EMAILADDRESS and RECIPIENTNAME merge fields are not applicable to all job types and
statuses. This means that if you include these merge fields and they are not applicable to an email job, the
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merge fields will be blank in the body of the email alert. For information about how to create email alerts, see
Email Alerts on page 35.

Email Alerts
With email alerts, you can configure the program to automatically notify application users by email when
changes in the database impact them. For example, you can set up alerts to inform users in Batch entry when
ownership of batches transfer to them as the result of a batch status update.
Note: To generate system alerts, the program requires that you first set up a profile of Database Mail in your
supported installation of Microsoft SQL Server. For information about how to configure Database Mail in SQL
Server, visit the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) at http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/ms175951.aspx.
To generate email alerts, you must configure information about the database mail settings in Administration.
You can then generate standard email alerts to inform users of changes in batch ownership or prospect
management or custom email alerts to meet the specific needs of your organization.

Manage Email Alerts
You can use email alerts to automatically notify application users by email when changes in the database impact
them. For example, users can receive email alerts when the ownership of a batch transfers to them. To view the
settings for email alerts at your organization and information about the types of email alerts your organization
uses, from Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
The program provides standard email alerts, such as to inform users in Batch entry when the ownership of a
batch transfers to them. Your organization can also create custom email alerts to meet its specific needs. From
the Email Alerts page, you can manage the standard and custom email alerts your organization uses.

Edit Email Alert Settings
You can use email alerts to automatically notify application users by email when changes in the database affect
them. To enable email alerts, you must enter information about your profile of Database Mail set up in SQL
Server. If Blackbaud does not host your organization’s database, you must also enter information about the
database to use email alerts.
Note: When you enable email alerts for your organization, the Email preferences tab appears on application
user records. From this tab, users can select whether to receive specific types of email alerts and enter the email
address at which to receive the alerts. For information about the Email preferences tab, see Configure Email
Preferences for Users on page 48.
} Enable email alerts and configure database mail settings for alerts
To generate email alerts, the program requires that you first set up a profile of Database Mail in your supported
installation of Microsoft SQL Server. For information about how to configure Database Mail in SQL Server, visit
the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175951.aspx.
1. From Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Edit alert settings. The Edit alert settings screen appears. For information about the
items on this screen, see Edit Alert Settings Screen on page 36.
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3. To enable email alerts for your organization, select Enabled.
4. Under Database Mail settings, enter the name of your Database Mail profile set up in Microsoft SQL
Server.
5. If Blackbaud does not host your organization’s database, the Application URL parts frame appears. To
include links to pages in the program in email alerts, enter the root URL to the program and the name of
the database to use with the alerts.
6. Under Application link format, select whether you access the program through a web-based user
experience or a Windows-based user experience.
7. Click Save. You return to the Email alerts page.

Edit Alert Settings Screen
The table below explains the items on the Email alerts screen. For information about how to access this screen,
see Manage Email Alerts on page 35.
Screen Item

Description

Enabled

To generate email alerts to notify users of changes in the database that affect them,
select this checkbox.
To generate email alerts, the program requires that you first set up a profile of Database
Mail in Microsoft SQL Server. If you select Enabled, enter the name of the Database Mail
profile to generate email alerts.
If Blackbaud does not host your database, this field appears. If you select Enabled, to
include links to pages in the program within the email alerts, enter the root URL to the
program.
If Blackbaud does not host your database, this field appears. If you select Enabled, enter
the name of the database to use with the email alerts.
Select whether you access the program through a web browser-based user experience.
or a Windows-based user experience.

SQL Server
Database
Mail Profile
Application
URL root
Selected
database
Application
link format
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Standard Email Alert Types
On the Email alert types tab, you can view the types of standard email alerts your organization uses. To update
the information in the grid, click Refresh List.
To view additional information about an email alert, such as the users who receive the alert and the email
message they receive, click its name under Email alert types. The record of the email alert type appears. For
information about the items on this record, see Email Alert Record on page 38.

Custom Email Alert Types
To meet the needs of your organization, you can create custom email alerts, such as to inform users when a
specific constituent makes a large donation. To manage the custom email alerts for your organization, select the
Custom email alert types tab.
Under Custom email alert types, you can view the types of custom email alerts your organization uses. To
update the information in the grid, click Refresh List.
To view additional information about an email alert, such as the users who receive the alert and the email
message they receive, click its name under Custom email alert types. The record of the email alert type appears.
For information about the items on this record, see Email Alert Record on page 38.
From the grid, you can add and manage the custom email alert types for your organization.

Add Custom Email Alert Types
To meet the needs of your organization, you can create custom email alerts based on the activity of a data list.
For example, you can create an email alert to inform users when a specific constituent makes a large donation.
After you add a custom email alert type, you can configure its content and manage instances of the alert. You can
also edit and delete custom email alert types as necessary.
} Add custom email alert types
1. From Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
2. Select the Custom email alert types tab.
3. Under Custom email alert types, click Add. The Add a custom email alert type screen appears.
4. Enter a unique name to help identify the alert type.
5. In the Data list field, search for and select the data list on which to base the email alert.
6. Click Save. You return to the Email alerts page. Under Custom email alert types, the new alert type
appears.
7. To configure the email content and design of the email alert, click its name under Custom email alert
types. The record of the alert appears.

Edit a Custom Email Alert Type
After you add a custom email alert type, you can edit its name as necessary. You cannot edit the data list
associated with the alert.
} Edit a custom email alert type
1. From Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
2. Select the Custom email alert types tab.
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3. Under Custom email alert types, select the alert type and click Edit. The Edit custom email alert type
screen appears.
4. Edit the name of the alert as necessary.
5. Click Save. You return to the Email alerts page.

Delete a Custom Email Alert Type
After you add a custom email alert type, you can delete it as necessary. To delete a custom email alert type from
the Email alerts page, select it on the Custom email alert types tab and click Delete. When the confirmation
message appears, click Yes. You return to the Email alerts page.

Email Alert Record
The program automatically creates a record of each type of email alert your organization uses.
To view the record of an email alert from the Email alerts page, click its name on the Email alert types or Custom
email alert types tab.
For a custom email alert or a task reminder email alert, you can view and manage the instances of the alert, the
email message sent with the alert, and the process that sends the alert to its users. To help you navigate through
this information, the record contains the Manage alert definition tab and Process Details tab.
For a standard email alert other than a task reminder alert, you can view and manage the application users who
receive the alert and the email message they receive from the record.
Under Email content, the subject and body of the email message that application users receive with the alert
appears. To edit the email message users receive, click Edit. For information about how to edit the email message
of an alert, see Edit Content of an Email Alert on page 39.
Note: The program automatically includes a link to the area of the application related to the email alert. For
example, an email alert that notifies the user of a batch assignment automatically includes a link to the batch in
Batch entry.
Under Users, the names of the application users who receive the email alert appear. To update the information in
the grid, click Refresh List. From the grid, you can also assign the alert to users or disable the alert for a selected
user.
From the record of a custom email alert or task reminder email alert, you can manage the process to send the
email alert to remind users to complete their tasks.

Manage Alert Definition
For a custom email alert or a task reminder email alert, the Manage alert definition tab appears. From this tab,
you can configure the email content sent with the alert and view and manage the instances of the alert.
Under Email content, the subject and body of the email message that application users receive with the alert
appears. To edit the email message users receive, click Edit. For information about how to edit the email message
of an alert, see Edit Content of an Email Alert on page 39.
For a task reminder email alert, under Users, the names of the application users who receive the email alert
appear. To update the information in the grid, click Refresh List. From the grid, you can also assign the alert to
users or disable the alert for a selected user.
For a custom email alert, under Instances, you can view information about the alert, such as whether it has a
context record or parameters and how many users to which it is assigned. The Enabled column indicates whether
the alert is enabled. To update the information in the grid, click Refresh List.
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To view or manage the users assigned to an instance of a custom email alert, click its name under Instances . The
record of the alert instance appears. For information about the items on this record, see Custom Email Alert
Instance Record on page 43.
Under Instances, you can also add and manage instances of the alert.

Edit Content of an Email Alert
When application users receive an email alert, they receive an email message to notify them of changes in the
database that affect them. You can edit the subject or body of the email message to better fit the needs of your
organization.
Note: The program automatically includes a link to the area of the application related to the email alert. For
example, an email alert that notifies the user of a batch assignment automatically includes a link to the batch in
Batch entry.
} Edit email content
1. From Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
2. On the Email alerts page, select the alert with the email content to edit and click Go to alert type. The
record of the email alert appears.
3. For a custom email alert or a task reminder email alert, select the Manage alert definition tab.
4. Under Email content, click Edit. The Edit email content screen appears.

5. In the Email subject field, edit the subject line of the email message as necessary.
6. Under Email body, compose the email message users receive with the alert.
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Under Available merge fields, a list of merge fields available for the type of email alert appears. To
personalize the message, use merge fields to include information specific to the recipient or the change
that causes the email alert. To add a merge field in the body, select it under Available merge fields and
click the right arrow. For example, for an email alert about a change in the ownership of a batch, use
merge fields to include information about the number, type, and status of the batch.
7. Click Save. You return to the email alert record.

Assign an Email Alert to Application Users
When you assign an email alert to application users, they receive an email message to notify them of changes in
the database that affect them. You can assign email alerts to specific users or a selection of users.
Tip: Application users can select whether to receive specific email alerts. For information about how to select to
receive an email alert, see Subscribe to Email Alerts on page 45.
} Assign an email alert to application users
1. From Administration, click Email alerts. The Email alerts page appears.
2. Select the Email alert types tab.
3. Under Email alert types, click the name of the alert to assign to users. The record of the alert appears.
4. For a task reminder email alert, select the Manage alert definition tab.
5. Under Users, click Assign to users. The Assign to users screen appears.
6. In the Assign to field, select whether to assign the email alert to selected users or a specific user.
7. If you select Selected users, in the Selection field, search for and select the selection of application users
to receive the email alert.
If you select Specific user, in the User field, search for and select the application user to receive the email
alert.
8. Click Save. You return to the email alert record.

Disable an Email Alert for an Application User
After you assign an email alert to an application user, you can disable the alert for the user, such as if the user
requests to no longer receive the alert. To disable an email alert for an application user from the record of the
alert, select the user under Users and click Disable alert. The program disables the email alert for the user and
removes the user from the Users grid.
Tip: You can also enable email alerts for a user from the application user record. For information about how to
manage email alerts from the user record, see Enable or Disable Email Alerts for an Application User on page 48.

Add Instances of a Custom Email Alert
After you add a custom email alert type, you can add instances of the alert. When you add an instance of an
alert, you configure the parameters of when the program sends the alert to user. The parameters depend on the
data list on which you base the alert. For example, if you create an alert to notify users when a constituent makes
a large donation, you can configure the constituent and minimum donation amount for each instance of the
alert.
} Add instances of an email alert
1. On the record of the email alert, select the Manage alert definitions tab.
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2. Under Instances, click Add. The Add a custom email alert instance screen appears.
3. Enter a unique name to help identify the alert instance.
4. Enter the parameters of when to send the alert. For example, to send an alert to notify users when a
constituent makes a large donation, select the constituent and enter the minimum donation amount for
which to send an alert.
5. Click Save. You return to the email alert record.
After you add an instance of an alert, you can then assign users to the instance so they can receive alerts
when you run the send process. For information about how to assign users to the instance, see Assign
Users to a Custom Email Alert Instance on page 43.

Edit an Instance of a Custom Email Alert
After you add an instance of a custom email alert, you can edit its name and parameters as necessary.
} Edit an instance of a custom email alert
1. On the record of the email alert, select the Manage alert definitions tab.
2. Under Instances, select an instance and click Edit. The Add a custom email alert instance screen appears.
For information about the items on this screen, see Add Instances of a Custom Email Alert on page 40.
3. Edit the information as necessary.
4. Click Save. You return to the email alert record.

Disable or Enable an Instance of a Custom Email Alert
You can disable an instance of a custom email alert, such as when your organization temporarily does not require
its use. When you disable an instance of an alert, users assigned to the instance do not receive alerts based on
the instance. To disable an instance of a custom email alert, select it on the Manage alert definition tab of the
email alert record and click Disable.
After you disable an alert instance, you can enable it to resume its use. To enable an instance of a custom email
alert, select it on the Manage alert definition tab of the email alert record and click Enable.

Delete an Instance of a Custom Email Alert
You can delete an instance of a custom email alert, such as when your organization no longer requires its use.
When you delete an instance, you remove the instance and any historical information about its send process.
Tip: Rather than delete an instance of a custom email alert, you can disable the instance. When you disable an
instance, the program retains the instance and information about its process history, but users do not receive
alerts based on the instance. For information about how to disable an instance, see Disable or Enable an
Instance of a Custom Email Alert on page 41.
To delete an instance of a custom email alert from the record of the email alert, select it under Instances and click
Delete. When the confirmation message appears, click Yes. You return to the record of the email alert.

Process Details
To send alerts for a custom email alert type or a task reminder email alert, you must run a send process. When
you run the send process, the program determines whether changes to the selected data list match the
parameters of the alert type. If the changes match the parameters, the program then automatically send alerts
to the assigned users to inform them of the change. From the record of the email alert, you can start the send
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process. For information about how to start the send process, see Start the Send Process for an Email Alert on
page 43.
To view the status of the most recent instance of the send process or information about previous instances of
the process, select the Process Details tab. From this tab, you can also add and manage job schedules to run the
process automatically.
Under Recent status, you can view the current status of the process to determine whether it completed
successfully. You can also view the status message generated for the most recent run; the user who ran the
process and on which server; the dates and times the process started and ended and its duration; and the total
number of records processed, how many of those records processed successfully, and how many exceptions it
generated.
Under History, you can view records of the previous instances the process was run. For each instance, you can
view its status, the status message generated for it, the user who ran it, its start and end dates, its duration, the
total number of records processed, and which server handled the process. To view all process instances of a
specific status, click Filter to display the Status field and Apply and Reset buttons. In the Status field, select the
status of the processes to display such as Did not finish, and click Apply.
From the History grid, you can also delete records of previous instances of the process. For information about
how to delete an instance of the process, see Delete an Instance of the Send Process on page 42.
Under Job schedules, you can view the job schedules set for the job. For each job schedule, you can view its job
name, whether it is enabled, its frequency, its start date and time, its end date and time, and the dates the
schedule was added and changed in the database. From the grid, you can manage the job schedules set for the
process.
Tip: You can also generate a Windows scripting file (*.wsf) to run the send process with an automated launch
program such as Task Scheduler. For information about how to create a *.wsf file for the process, see Generate
a Windows Scripting File for the Send Process on page 43.

Delete an Instance of the Send Process
When you run the send process, the program automatically saves a status record of the instance. On the Process
Details tab of the email alert record, the History grid displays the previous instances of the process. You can
delete the status record of an instance of the process as necessary.
} Delete a status record for the Send process
1. On the record of the email alert type from which to delete the instance, select the Process Details tab.
2. Under History, select the status record to delete.
3. On the action bar, click Delete. A message appears to ask whether to delete the status record.
4. Click Yes. You return to the Process Details tab. Under History, the status record no longer appears.

Add a Job Schedule for the Send Process
To automate the send process, you can create job schedule for the process. When you create a job schedule,
you define when the job runs, such as weekly or nightly.

Edit a Job Schedule for the Send Process
After you add a job schedule for the send process, you can edit it as necessary.
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Edit Job Schedules
After you create a job schedule for a process, you can update it as necessary. For example, you can adjust its
frequency. You cannot edit the package selected to create the job schedule.

Delete a Job Schedule for the Send Process
After you add a job schedule for the send process, you can delete it as necessary.
} Delete a job schedule
1. On the Job schedules tab, select the job and click Delete. A confirmation screen appears.
2. Click Yes. You return to the Job schedules tab.

Start the Send Process for an Email Alert
To send alerts for a custom email alert type or a task reminder alert, you must run a send process.
• When you run the send process for a custom email alert, the program determines whether changes to the
selected data list match the parameters of the alert type. If the changes match the parameters, the program
then automatically send alerts to the assigned users to inform them of the change.
• When you run the send process for a task reminder alert, the program determines whether users assigned to
the alert have active tasks with a a due date set for the current date or a future date. If assigned users have
active tasks, the program then automatically sends alerts to the users who have not already received a
reminder for the task.
To start the send process from the record of the email alert, click Start send process under Tasks. The status of
the process appears on the Process Details tab of the email alert record.
For information about the Process Details tab, see Process Details on page 41.

Generate a Windows Scripting File for the Send Process
You can generate a Windows scripting file (*.wsf) to use to run the send process with an automated launch
program such as Task Scheduler.

Custom Email Alert Instance Record
After you add an instance of a custom email alert, you can assign users to the instance so they can receive alerts
when you run the send process. To view and manage the users assigned to the instance of an alert, access the
record of the instance. To access the record of an instance from the record of its email alert type, click its name
under Instances.
Under Assigned users, you can view the application users assigned to receive alerts for the instance. You can
view the display and user names and the email address at which each user receives the alert. To view additional
information about a user, click the user's name. The record of the user appears.
From the grid, you can manage the assignment of users as necessary.

Assign Users to a Custom Email Alert Instance
When you assign application users to an instance of a custom email alert, they receive an email message to notify
them of changes in the database that match the parameters of the alert instance. You can assign a single user or
a selection of users to an email alert instance.
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} Assign a single user to an email alert instance
1. On the record of the custom email alert type with the instance to which to assign the user, select the
Manage alert definition tab.
2. Under Instances, click the name of the instance to assign the user. The record of the instance appears.
3. Under Assigned users, click Assign and select User. The Add user to custom email alert instance screen
appears.
4. In the Application user field, search for and select the user to assign to the instance.
5. Click Save. You return to the record of the instance.
} Assign a selection of users to an email alert instance
1. On the record of the custom email alert type with the instance to which to assign the users, select the
Manage alert definition tab.
2. Under Instances, click the name of the instance to assign the user. The record of the instance appears.
3. Under Assigned users, click Assign and select Bulk. The Assign users to a custom email alert instance
screen appears.
4. In the Assign users from selection field, search for and select the selection of application users to assign
to the instance.
5. Click Save. You return to the record of the instance.

Unassign Users from a Custom Email Alert Instance
You can unassign users from an instance of a custom email alert instance, such as if they request to no longer
receive the alert. You can unassign a single user or multiple users from an email alert instance.
} Unassign a single user from an email alert instance
1. On the record of the custom email alert type with the instance from which to unassign the user, select
the Manage alert definition tab.
2. Under Instances, click the name of the instance to remove from the user. The record of the instance
appears.
3. Under Assigned users, select the user to remove from the instance.
4. On the action bar, click Unassign and select User. A confirmation message appears.
5. Click Yes. You return to the record of the alert instance.
} Unassign multiple users from an email alert instance
1. On the record of the custom email alert type with the instance from which to unassign the users, select
the Manage alert definition tab.
2. Under Instances, click the name of the instance to remove from the users. The record of the instance
appears.
3. Under Assigned users, click Unassign and select Bulk. The Unassign users from a custom email alert
screen appears.
4. Select whether to unassign all currently subscribed users or only a selection of users.
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If you select Unassign selected users, search for and select the selection of application users to remove
from the alert instance.
5. Click Yes. You return to the record of the instance.

Subscribe to Email Alerts
Throughout the program, you can select to receive email alerts as notification for various changes to the
database. When you subscribe to an email alert, you can enter the email address at which you receive the alert.
Tip: You can also enable email alerts from your application user record. For information about how to manage
email alerts from an application user record, see Enable or Disable Email Alerts for an Application User on page
48.

Configure Appeal Mailing Task Email Alerts
From the record of an appeal mailing, you can select to receive email alerts as notifications when the ownership
of an appeal mailing task transfers to you. You can also select to receive alerts as reminders of tasks to complete
for the appeal mailing.
} Configure settings for email alerts for appeal mailing tasks
To generate email alerts in Marketing and Communications, the system administrator must first configure your
database mail settings. For information about how to configure these settings, see Manage Email Alerts on page
35.
1. Open the record of the appeal mailing for which to receive email alerts.
2. Under Tasks, click Email alerts. The Configure appeal mailing task email alerts screen appears.
3. Select whether to receive email alerts when the ownership of a task for the mailing transfers to you.
4. To receive email alerts to remind you of tasks pending for the mailing, select Send me an alert for task
reminders.
5. If you select to receive an alert, in the Send email alerts to field, enter the email address to receive alerts.
6. Click Save. You return to the appeal mailing record.

Configure Batch Email Alerts
In Batch entry, you can select to receive email alerts as notification when the ownership of batches transfer to
you as the result of a batch status update, the addition of a new batch, or an edit of a batch’s properties.
} Configure settings for email alerts for batches
To generate email alerts in Batch entry, the system administrator must first configure your database mail
settings. For information about how to configure these settings, see Manage Email Alerts on page 35.
1. On the Batch Entry page, click Email alerts under Tasks. The Configure batch email alerts screen appears.
2. Select whether to receive email alerts when the ownership of a batch transfers to you in Batch entry.
3. If you select to receive an alert, in the Send email alerts to field, enter the email address to receive alerts.
4. Click Save. You return to the Batch Entry page.
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Configure Prospect Email Alerts
In Prospects, major giving fundraisers can select to receive email alerts as notification when they become the
manager on a prospect or prospect plan. For example, you can Email alerts to notify fundraisers when another
user assigns them as the primary or secondary manager on the record of a prospect plan.
To generate system alerts for a fundraiser, you must Email alerts from the record of the fundraiser to receive the
alerts. To receive email alerts, the fundraiser must be linked to an application user.
} Configure prospect email alerts for a fundraiser
To generate email alerts in Prospects, the system administrator must first configure your database mail settings.
For information about how to enable email alerts, see Manage Email Alerts on page 35.
1. Open the record of the fundraiser to receive email alerts.
2. Under Tasks, click Email alerts. The Configure prospect email alerts screen appears. For information
about the items on this screen, see Configure Prospect Email Alerts Screen on page 46.
Note: To receive email alerts, the fundraiser must be linked to an application user. If Email alerts is
disabled, you must first link the fundraiser to a user. For information about how to link constituents to
application users, see the Constituents Guide.

3. Select when the fundraiser should receive an email alert. To select an option, select its checkbox.
4. In the Send email alerts to field, enter the email address to receive alerts sent to the fundraiser.
5. Click Save. You return to the fundraiser record.

Configure Prospect Email Alerts Screen
The table below explains the items on the Configure prospect email alerts screen. For information about how to
access this screen, see Configure Prospect Email Alerts on page 46.
Screen Item

Description

Send me an
alert when I am
assigned as the
prospect
manager

To notify the fundraiser when another user assigns the fundraiser as the primary
manager on a prospect, select this checkbox. When you select this checkbox, the
fundraiser receives an email alert when assigned as the manager during the addition
or edit of a major giving prospect record or from the Prospect and Plans tab of the
fundraiser’s record.
For more information about major giving prospects and fundraisers, see the
Prospects Guide.
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Screen Item

Description

Send me an
alert when I as
assigned as the
primary
manager on a
prospect plan
Send me an
alert when I as
assigned as the
secondary
manager on a
prospect plan
Send email
alerts to

To notify the fundraiser when another user assigns the fundraiser as the primary
manager on a prospect plan, select this checkbox. When you select this checkbox, the
fundraiser receives an email alert when assigned as the primary manager during the
addition of a prospect plan, from the Fundraisers and Participants tab of the prospect
plan record, or from the Prospect and Plans tab of the fundraiser’s record.
For more information about prospect plans and fundraisers, see the Prospects Guide.
To notify the fundraiser when another user assigns the fundraiser as the secondary
manager on a prospect plan, select this checkbox. When you select this checkbox, the
fundraiser receives an email alert when assigned as the secondary manager during
the addition of a prospect plan, from the Fundraisers and Participants tab of the
prospect plan record, or from the Prospect and Plans tab of the fundraiser’s record.
For more information about prospect plans and fundraisers, see the Prospects Guide.
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Enter the email address to receive email alerts sent to the fundraiser.

Configure Marketing Plan Item Task Email Alerts
From Marketing and Communications, you can select to receive email alerts as notification when the ownership
of tasks for items on marketing items transfer to you, such as the result of a the addition of a new task or an edit
of an item task.
} Configure settings for email alerts for marketing plan item tasks
To generate email alerts in Marketing and Communications, the system administrator must first configure your
database mail settings. For information about how to configure these settings, see Manage Email Alerts on page
35.
1. Open the record of the marketing plan for which to receive email alerts.
2. Under Tasks, click Email alerts. The Configure plan item task email alerts screen appears.
3. Select whether to receive email alerts when the ownership of an item task for the marketing plan
transfers to you.
4. If you select to receive an alert, in the Send email alerts to field, enter the email address to receive alerts.
5. Click Save. You return to the marketing plan record.

Configure Event Task Email Alerts
From the record of an event, you can select to receive email alerts as reminders of tasks to complete for the
event.
} Configure settings for email alerts for event tasks
To generate email alerts in Events, the system administrator must first configure your database mail settings. For
information about how to configure these settings, see Manage Email Alerts on page 35.
1. Open the record of the event for which to receive email alerts.
2. Under Tasks, click Configure email alerts. The Configure event task email alerts screen appears.
3. To receive email alerts to remind you of tasks pending for the event, select Send me an alert for task
reminders.
4. If you select to receive an alert, in the Send email alerts to field, enter the email address to receive alerts.
5. Click Save. You return to the event record.
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Configure Email Preferences for Users
The Email preferences tab appears on application user records. On this tab, you can view and manage the email
alerts that the application user receives and the email address at which the user receives alerts.
Note: The Email preferences tab appears on application user records only if you have enabled email alerts. For
more information, see Edit Email Alert Settings on page 35.
Under Email alert settings, the email address at which the application user receives email alerts appears. For
information about how to edit the email address, see Edit Alert Settings for an Application User on page 48.
Under Email alerts, the types of email alerts the application user can receive appears. To update the information
in the grid, click Refresh List. For each alert, you can view whether the alert is enabled for the user. For
information about how to select the alerts the user receives, see Enable or Disable Email Alerts for an Application
User on page 48.
Under Custom email alerts, the types of custom email alerts the application user can receive appears. To update
the information in the grid, click Refresh List. For each alert, you can view its type and name. When the user is
assigned to the alert from the alert record rather than the application user record, a checkmark appears in the Is
system-defined column. From the grid, you can add and manage the custom email alerts assigned to an
application user. For information about how to manage the custom email alerts assigned to a user, see Manage
Custom Email Alerts for an Application User on page 49.

Edit Alert Settings for an Application User
For an application user to receive email alerts, you must enter the email address at which the user prefers to
receive the alerts. You can edit this email address as necessary, such as if the user changes the preferred address.
} Edit alert settings
1. On the record of the application user with the alert settings to edit, select the Email preferences tab.
2. Under Alert settings, click Edit. The Edit alert settings screen appears.
3. Enter the email address where the user requests to receive email alerts.
4. Click Save. You return to the application user record.

Enable or Disable Email Alerts for an Application User
With email alerts, the program can automatically notify application users by email when changes in the database
impact them. From the record of an application user, you can manage the email alerts the user receives.
Note: When you enable an alert, the user receives the selected alert type at the email address that appears
under Alert settings on the Email preferences tab. If the user does not have an email address entered when you
attempt to enable an alert, the Edit alert settings screen appears so you can enter an address for the user. For
information about the Edit alert settings screen, see Edit Alert Settings for an Application User on page 48.
} Enable an email alert for an application user
1. On the record of the application user for whom to enable the email alert, select the Email preferences
tab.
2. Under Email alerts, select the alert to enable.
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3. On the action bar, click Enable. The program enables the email alert for the user. You return to the Email
preferences tab. Under Email alerts, a checkmark appears in the Enabled column for the selected alert.
} Disable an email alert for an application user
1. On the record of the application user for whom to disable the email alert, select the Email preferences
tab.
2. Under Email alerts, select the alert to disable.
3. On the action bar, click Disable. The program disables the email alert for the user. You return to the Email
preferences tab.

Manage Custom Email Alerts for an Application User
Your organization can create custom email alerts to inform users of activity in the database. For example, you
can create an alert to inform a user when specific constituents make a large donation. From the record of an
application user, you can manage the custom email alerts the user receives.
Note: When you assign a custom alert to a user, the user receives the selected alert type at the email address
that appears under Alert settings on the Email preferences tab. If the user does not have an email address
entered when you attempt to assign an alert, the Edit alert settings screen appears so you can enter an address
for the user. For information about the Edit alert settings screen, see Edit Alert Settings for an Application User
on page 48.
} Add a custom email alert to an application user
1. On the record of the application user for whom to enable the email alert, select the Email preferences
tab.
2. Under Custom email alerts, click Add. The Alert type search screen appears so you can select the custom
email alert type to add to the user.
3. After you select the alert type, the parameters screen for the selected alert type appears. Configure the
parameters for when the user receives the alert. For example, to inform the user when a constituent
makes a large donation, select the constituent and enter the minimum revenue amount for which to
send an alert.
4. Click OK. You return to the Email preferences tab.
} Edit a custom email alert for an application user
1. On the record of the application user for whom to enable the email alert, select the Email preferences
tab.
2. Under Custom email alerts, select the alert to edit.
3. On the action bar, click Edit. The parameters screen for the selected alert type appears.
4. Edit the information as necessary.
5. Click OK. You return to the Email preferences tab.
} Delete a custom email alert from an application user
When the user requests to no longer receive an alert, you can delete the alert from the user’s email preferences.
1. On the record of the application user for whom to enable the email alert, select the Email preferences
tab.
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2. Under Custom email alerts, select the alert to delete.
3. On the action bar, click Delete. A message appears to ask whether to delete the alert from the user.
4. Click Yes. You return to the Email preferences tab.
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Certain fields available for user-defined reports, views, and queries do more than select a specific piece of data.
These fields, called smart fields, combine multiple pieces of data or decide which data to display based on what is
available. You can use smart fields to provide time-saving flexibility when you mine information in your database.
For example, you create a query of all donors in your database who gave $10,000, along with their first gift date.
You routinely run this query, which takes a considerable amount of time to execute due to the size of your
database and the complexity of the query—the server must calculate the total for every record in your database.
As the number of records in your database increases, the time necessary to run the query also increases. When
you replace the summary fields in the query with smart fields, you improve the time it takes to run the query
considerably. The program automatically generates and caches the smart field values at intervals set by your
system administrator. In addition, smart field updates consider only records added to the database since the last
run date and do not reconsider records already included in the value.

Smart Field Workflow
Smart fields provide users and managers who work in the program with quick access to specific information that
otherwise would take hours or days to compile.
For example, one of the default smart field definitions included with the program counts appeals associated with
constituent records. Other smart fields track revenue information such as a constituent’s largest gift date and
constituent revenue amounts.
After a smart field is created and the values are generated, users can use the smart fields to generate time-saving
queries and reports and view the information from the Smart Fields tab on the related record.

System Roles Involved in the Smart Field Process
If you use smart fields, you can create system roles that make sense for your organization. Typically, the smart
field workflow involves multiple people, including a smart field author, an administrator, and consumers who use
the data generated by the smart field. Here are the primary roles involved in the smart field process and
explanations of each:
• Smart Field author: The ability to author smart field definitions is available as a customization. If you need
definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house developer or implementation
consultant.
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• Smart Field administrator: The administrator creates smart fields based on management’s requests. For
example, at the beginning of each quarter, a user in your organization generates a query to track constituents
who gave $1,000 or more in the previous quarter. Management makes its request to the administrator and
details what the smart field values should represent. The administrator creates the smart fields and generates
values, which the program makes available to users in queries, reports, and related records. To satisfy this
user, the smart field administrator creates two smart fields: one with constituent revenue amounts and
another with constituent revenue dates.
• Smart Field data consumer: The consumer is the individual who views and uses the data generated by the
smart field. Continuing with the smart field administrator example, the query user includes the “Value” field of
the revenue amount smart field, assigning it a value Greater than or equal to $1,000, and the “Value” field of
the revenue dates smart field, assigning it a value Equal to last quarter.

Manage Smart Fields
Smart fields provide users with quick access to specific information that otherwise could take hours or days to
complete. After you create a smart field and generate its values, users can use it to generate time-saving queries
and reports and view the information on the Smart Fields tab on the related record. You can create and manage
your organization’s smart fields on the Smart Fields page in Administration. To access this page from
Administration, click Smart fields.

Under Smart fields, you can view the smart fields your organization uses. For each smart field, you can view the
date the values were last generated, the type of record to which it applies, its type, and the type of data it
displays. To update the information that appears in the grid, click Refresh List.
Note: The program provides system smart fields used to calculate several values. You cannot delete the default
smart fields. For information about these smart fields and the values they generate, see Smart Field Values on
page 73.
To view information about a specific smart field, such as about its recent and previous updates and any job
schedules set for the update, select the field in the Smart fields grid and click View process history. The record of
the smart field appears. For information about the items on the record, see Smart Field Record on page 71.
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To view information about a specific smart field, such as about its recent and previous updates and any job
schedules set for the update, select the field in the Smart fields grid and click View process history. The record of
the smart field appears.
To view details about a smart field, select the field in the Smart fields grid and click Show details. The details
window displays the date the field was last updated, the value groups used, and the sites associated with the
field.
From the grid, you can perform multiple tasks to manage the smart fields your organization uses. Depending on
your security rights and system role, you can update the relationships between smart fields and new queryviews
from the record.
When you click the Filter button, the Sites field appears so you can filter the smart fields in the grid by site. A
Sites column also appears in the grid for each smart field. The Site field and Site column refer to the sites
assigned on the Site filtering tab, not the sites assigned on the Parameters tab.
If you add a new queryview, such as through a customization process, after you create a smart field, the new
queryview does not automatically add the smart field. From the Smart Fields page, you can update the
relationships between your smart fields and queries. For information about how to update these relationships,
see Update Smart Field Query Relationships on page 71.

Add Smart Fields
Smart fields provide users with quick access to specific information that otherwise could take hours or days to
complete. You can add smart fields to quickly generate data values your organization routinely requires. The
procedure to create a smart field varies, based on the selected smart field definition.
} Add a gift amounts smart field
The exact procedure to create a specific smart field varies based on the Smart Field definition you select. This
procedure is based on the following scenario.
Scenario: A prospector in your organization begins each quarter by querying constituent records for donors
who gave a total of $1,000 or more the previous quarter. Due to the size of the database, this query takes a considerable amount of time to run. In an effort to save time, he has requested that the system administrator create smart fields to help. In addition, the prospector has asked that the gift smart field include his rating
information: Fair = $1,000; Good = $3,000; and Excellent = $5,000. Finally, he asked that all gift types be included
but not soft credits. The administrator has determined two smart fields are necessary: one to determine gift
amounts and another for gift dates. This procedure shows you how to create the gift amounts smart field.
1. From Administration, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: If you need smart field definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house
developer or implementation consultant.
2. Click Add. The Select a smart field definition screen appears. Definitions specify how to calculate a smart
field.
For this scenario, select “RE7 Gift Amounts.”
3. Click OK. The Add gift amounts smart field screen appears.
4. On the General tab, enter a name for your smart field. For this scenario, enter “Gift Amounts.”
5. In the Description field, enter a description for the field, such as how it should be used.
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6. Under Value groups, select Use value groups. In this scenario, the prospector wants three value groups:
“Fair” for $1,000 donors; “Good” for $3,000 donors; and “Excellent” for $5,000 donors. For information
about how to add value groups, see Add Value Groups to a Smart Field on page 69.

7. Select the Parameters tab.
8. In the Aggregate typefield, select the calculation type for the smart field. For this scenario, select "Total
gift amount" because the prospector wants each constituent’s total gift for the previous quarter.
9. In the Gift selection field, select the selection that contains all gifts from the last quarter.
10. Because you do not want to include soft credits, in the Include field, select "Gifts only."
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11. Click Save. The smart field is added to the system, and you return to the Smart Fields page. You now
must process the smart field. This makes the smart field value available for queries, reports, and in
related records.
} Add a constituent revenue amounts smart field
The exact procedure to create a specific smart field varies based on the Smart Field definition you select. For
example, if you select the “Constituent appeal count” definition, the Parameters tab on the Add constituent
appeal count smart field screen requests information specific to appeals, such as the business units and
categories to include in the smart field value. If you select the “Constituent revenue amounts” definition, the
Parameters tab on the Add constituent revenue amounts smart field screen requests information specific to
revenue, such as calculation type and revenue type to include in the smart field value. This procedure is based on
the following scenario.
Scenario: A prospector in your organization begins each quarter by querying constituent records for donors
who gave a total of $1,000 or more the previous quarter. Due to the size of the database, this query takes a considerable amount of time to run. In an effort to save time, he has requested that the system administrator create smart fields to help. In addition, the prospector has asked that the revenue smart field included his rating
information: Fair = $1,000; Good = $3,000; and Excellent = $5,000. Finally, he asked that all revenue types be
included but not soft credits. The administrator has determined two smart fields are necessary: one to determine revenue amounts and another for revenue dates. This procedure shows you how to create the revenue
amount smart field.
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1. From Administration, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: If you need smart field definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house
developer or implementation consultant.
2. Click Add. The Select a smart field definition screen appears. Definitions specify how to calculate a smart
field.
For this scenario, select “Constituent revenue amounts.”
3. Click OK. The Add constituent revenue amounts smart field screen appears.

4. On the General tab, enter a name for your smart field. For this scenario, because the prospector refers to
revenue as gifts, enter “Gift Amounts.”
5. In the Description field, enter a description for the field, such as how it should be used.
6. Under Value groups, add designations based on values as necessary. In this scenario, the prospector
wants three value groups: “Fair” for $1,000 donors; “Good” for $3,000 donors; and “Excellent” for $5,000
donors. For information about how to add value groups, see Add Value Groups to a Smart Field on page
69.
7. Select the Parameters tab.
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8. In the Value to return field, select the calculation type for the smart field. For this scenario, select Total
gift amount because the prospector wants each constituent’s total gift for the previous quarter.
9. If necessary, select whether to base the smart field on specific dates or recent dates, and enter the time
period for the smart field.
For this scenario, the revenue date smart field and the values selected by the prospector in Query
determine the time period for the smart field, so leave the fields blank.
10. Under Revenue types and designations, select the revenue types to include in the smart field value. For
this scenario, the prospector requested all types of revenue, so select all the checkboxes.
11. You can filter revenue included in the smart field value based on the designation associated with the
revenue. Under Designations, search for and select the designations to use in your smart field value. If
you do not select a designation, the value includes revenue from all designations. No designations were
requested for this smart field.
12. You can filter revenue included in the smart field value based on the campaign associated with the
revenue. Under Campaigns, search for and select the campaigns to use in your smart field value. If you
do not select a campaign, the value includes revenue from all campaigns. No campaigns were requested
for this smart field.
13. Click Save. The smart field is added to the system, and you return to the Smart Fields page. You now
must process the smart field. This makes the smart field value available for queries, reports, and in
related records.
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} Add a constituent revenue date smart field
This procedure is a continuation of the scenario outlined in the Add a constituent revenue amounts smart field
on page 55.
1. On the Smart Fields page, click Add. The Select a smart field definition screen appears. Definitions specify
how to calculate a smart field.
Note: If you need smart field definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house
developer or implementation consultant.
For this scenario, select “Constituent revenue dates.”

2. Click OK. The Add constituent revenue dates smart field screen appears.
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3. On the General tab, enter a name for your smart field. For this scenario, because the prospector refers to
revenue as gifts, enter “Gift dates.”
4. In the Description field, enter a description for the field, such as how it should be used.
5. Under Value groups, add designations based on values as necessary. In this scenario, value groups are
not needed for the gift date smart field.
6. Select the Parameters tab.
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7. In the Value to return field, select the calculation type for this smart field. For this scenario, select Latest
date.
8. If necessary, in the Start date and End date fields, select the time period for the smart field. For this
scenario, the values selected by the prospector in Query determine the time period, so leave the fields
blank.
9. Under Revenue types and designations, select the revenue types to include in the smart field value. For
this scenario, the prospector requested all types of revenue, so select all the checkboxes.
10. You can filter dates included in the smart field value based on the designation. Under Designations,
search for and select the designations to use in your smart field value. If you do not select a designation,
the value includes revenue from all designations. No designations were requested for this smart field
scenario.
11. You can filter dates included in the smart field value based on the campaign. Under Campaigns, search
for and select the campaigns to use in your smart field value. If you do not select a campaign, the value
includes revenue from all campaigns. No campaigns were requested for this smart field scenario.
12. Click Save. The smart field is added to the system, and you return to the Smart Fields page. You now
must process the smart field. This makes the smart field value available for queries, reports, and in
related records.
} Add a constituent revenue application amounts smart field
The exact procedure to create a specific smart field varies based on the Smart Field definition you select. For
example, if you select the “Constituent appeal count” definition, the Parameters tab on the Add constituent
appeal count smart field screen requests information specific to appeals, such as the business units and
categories to include in the smart field value. If you select the “Constituent revenue application amounts”
definition, the Parameters tab on the Add constituent revenue application amounts smart field screen requests
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information specific to revenue, such as revenue type and recognition credit type to include in the smart field
value. This procedure is based on the following scenario.
Scenario: A prospector in your organization begins each quarter by querying constituent records for donors
who gave a total of $1,000 or more the previous quarter. Due to the size of the database, this query takes a considerable amount of time to run. In an effort to save time, he has requested that the system administrator create smart fields to help. In addition, the prospector has asked that the revenue smart field included his rating
information: Fair = $1,000; Good = $3,000; and Excellent = $5,000. Finally, he asked that all revenue types be
included but not soft credits. The administrator has determined two smart fields are necessary: one to determine revenue amounts and another for revenue dates. This procedure shows you how to create the revenue
application amount smart field.
1. From Administration, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: If you need smart field definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house
developer or implementation consultant.
2. Click Add. The Select a smart field definition screen appears. Definitions specify how to calculate a smart
field.
For this scenario, select “Constituent revenue application amounts.”
3. Click OK. The Add constituent revenue application amounts smart field screen appears.
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4. On the General tab, enter a name for your smart field. For this scenario, because the prospector refers to
revenue as applications, enter “Application Amounts.”
5. In the Description field, enter a description for the field, such as how it should be used.
6. Under Value groups, add values as necessary. In this scenario, the prospector wants three value groups:
“Fair” for $1,000 donors; “Good” for $3,000 donors; and “Excellent” for $5,000 donors. For information
about how to add value groups, see Add Value Groups to a Smart Field on page 69.
7. Select the Parameters tab.

8. In the Value to return field, select the calculation type for the smart field. For this scenario, select “Total
application amount” because the prospector wants each constituent’s total application for the previous
quarter.
9. In the For field, select “Constituent revenue” because the prospector wants to base the smart field on
constituent revenue.
10. If necessary, select whether to base the smart field on specific dates or recent dates, and enter the time
period for the smart field.
For this scenario, the revenue date smart field and the values selected by the prospector in Query
determine the time period for the smart field, so leave the fields blank.
11. Under Revenue types, select the revenue types to include in the smart field value. For this scenario, the
prospector requested all types of revenue, so select all the checkboxes.
12. Under Transaction type/Application, select the application types to include in the smart field value. For
this scenario, the prospector requested all application types, so select all the checkboxes.
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13. You can filter revenue included in the smart field value based on a selection. In the Application selection
field, search for and select the selection to use in your smart field value. No application selection was
requested for this smart field.
14. Under Timeframe, select the date range for applications to include. You can also select whether to
include historical household data or include data only from current household members.
15. To restrict the records processed in the calculation by site, under Sites, select the sites to include. The
sites available in the grid are only those you have rights to. If you do not select sites, the smart field is
calculated for all sites in the organization.
The sites selected on the Parameters tab do not have to match those selected on the Site Filtering tab.
Note: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same as those assigned to the application selection, this may
result in no records being calculated by the smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts from Site A. When
you add this selection to a Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field assigned to Site B, no records
are returned because because the sites conflict.
16. Select the Site filtering tab.
17. To enable site filtering, select Site filter enabled.
18. In the Site grid, select sites to associate with this smart field. For this scenario, select “Site 1” and “Site 3.”
Warning: If a user can add or edit smart fields but does not have rights to all sites, Site filter enabled is
selected by default and the checkbox is disabled. The Site grid is enabled and contains only those sites available
to a user.
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The sites you select here in combination with user security setup determine the smart fields a user can
view on constituent records, sponsorship child records, and sponsorship project records. When you
associate a site with a smart field, a filter is created so that only users with rights to sites you select can
view the associated smart fields on the Smart Fields page. Sites selected on the Site filtering tab do not
restrict the smart field from inclusion in a process.
Note: Site settings on the Parameters tab and Site filtering tab work independently of each other and do not
have to match. Site filtering simply restricts the smart fields a user can view on the Smart Fields tab of records.
Sites selected on the Parameters tab restrict the records included in the smart field calculation.
Note: Not all sites appear as selections in the Site grid. Available sites are determined by permissions and sites
assigned to a user’s system role. Only those sites assigned to a user through a system role that is associated
with the smart field add or edit permission appear as selections in the grid.
19. Click Save. The smart field is added to the system, and you return to the Smart Fields page. You now
must process the smart field. This makes the smart field value available for queries, reports, and in
related records.
} Add a constituent revenue application dates smart field
This procedure is a continuation of the scenario outlined in the Add a constituent revenue application amounts
smart field on page 60.
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1. On the Smart Fields page, click Add. The Select a smart field definition screen appears. Definitions specify
how to calculate a smart field.
Note: If you need smart field definitions beyond those included in the program, contact your in-house
developer or implementation consultant.
For this scenario, select “Constituent revenue application dates.”
2. Click OK. The Add constituent revenue application dates smart field screen appears.

3. On the General tab, enter a name for your smart field. For this scenario, because the prospector refers to
revenue as applications, enter “Application Dates.”
4. In the Description field, enter a description for the field, such as how it should be used.
5. Under Value groups, add values as necessary. In this scenario, value groups are not needed for the
application date smart field.
6. Select the Parameters tab.
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7. In the Value to return field, select the calculation type for the smart field. For this scenario, select “Last
application date.”
8. In the For field, select “Constituent revenue” because the prospector wants to base the smart field on
constituent revenue.
9. If necessary, in the Start date and End date fields, select the time period for the smart field. For this
scenario, the values selected by the prospector in Query determine the time period, so leave the fields
blank.
10. Under Revenue types, select the revenue types to include in the smart field value. For this scenario, the
prospector requested all types of revenue, so select all the checkboxes.
11. Under Transaction type/Application, select the application types to include in the smart field value. For
this scenario, the prospector requested all application types, so select all the checkboxes.
12. You can filter revenue included in the smart field value based on a selection. In the Application selection
field, search for and select the selection to use in your smart field value. No application selection was
requested for this smart field.
13. Under Timeframe, select the date range for applications to include. You can also select whether to
include historical household data or include data only from current household members.
14. To restrict the records processed in the calculation by site, under Sites, select the sites to include. The
sites available in the grid are only those you have rights to. If you do not select sites, the smart field is
calculated for all sites in the calculation.
The sites selected on the Parameters tab do not have to match those selected on the Site Filtering tab.
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Note: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same as those assigned to the application selection, this may
result in no records being calculated by the smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts from Site A. When
you add this selection to a Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field assigned to Site B, no records
are returned because revenue because the sites conflict.
15. Select the Site filtering tab.
16. To enable site filtering, select Site filter enabled.
17. In the Site grid, select sites to associate with this smart field. For this scenario, select “Site 1” and “Site 3.”
Warning: If a user can add or edit smart fields but does not have rights to all sites, Site filter enabled is
selected by default and the entire checkbox is disabled. The Site grid is enabled and contains only those sites
available to a user.

The sites you select here in combination with user security setup determine the smart fields a user can
view on constituent records, sponsorship child records, and sponsorship project records. When you
associate a site with a smart field, a filter is created so that only users with rights to sites you select can
view the associated smart fields. Selecting sites here does not restrict smart fields from inclusion in a
process.
Note: Site settings on the Parameters tab and Site filtering tab work independently of each other and do not
have to match. Site filtering simply restricts the smart fields a user can view on the Smart Fields tab of records.
Sites selected on the Parameters tab restrict the records included in the smart field calculation.
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Note: Not all sites appear as selections in the Sites grid. Available sites are determined by permissions and sites
assigned to a user’s system role. Only those sites assigned to a user through a system role that is associated
with the smart field add or edit permission appear as selections in the grid.
18. Click Save. The smart field is added to the system, and you return to the Smart Fields page. You now
must process the smart field. This makes the smart field value available for queries, reports, and in
related records.

Edit a Smart Field
You can adjust a smart field and its parameters. After you edit a smart field, you must process it again to update
its values in the program.
} Edit a smart field
1. From Administration, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: To edit a smart field from its record, click Edit smart field under Tasks. For information about the record,
see Smart Field Record on page 71.
2. Under Smart fields, select the smart field and click Edit. The Edit smart field screen appears. The items on
this screen are the same as the Add smart field screen. For information about the items on this screen,
see Add Smart Fields on page 53.
3. Edit the information as necessary. For information about how to manage the value groups of the smart
field, see Add Value Groups to a Smart Field on page 69, Edit a Value Group for a Smart Field on page 69,
and Delete a Value Group for a Smart Field on page 70.
4. Click Save. You return to the Smart Fields page.
5. To update the values available in the program, process the smart field.

Delete a Smart Field
After you add a smart field, you can delete it from the program, such as if your organization no longer uses its
values. When you delete a smart field, it and its values no longer appear in the program or on records.
Note: The program provides system smart fields used to calculate several values. You cannot delete these
smart fields. For information about these smart fields and the values they generate, see Smart Field Values on
page 73.
} Delete a smart field
1. From Administration, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: To delete a smart field from its record, click Delete smart field under Tasks on the explorer bar. For
information about the record, see Smart Field Record on page 71.
2. Under Smart fields, select the smart field and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Smart Fields page.
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Add Value Groups to a Smart Field
A smart field uses value groups to consolidate records into groups based on values within ranges. You can add
value groups of a smart field as necessary.
} Add a value group to a smart field
1. On the Add smart field or Edit smart field screen, select the General tab.
2. Select Use value groups.
3. If the smart field generates a date value, such as Constituent years on file, the program calculates values
since the current date, based on the type of integer selected. In the Time period field, select the integer
of time to use to calculate the value.
4. Click Add. The Add value group screen appears.

5. In the Value group name field, enter a unique name to help describe values included in the group.
6. In the Value for values greater than or equal to field, enter the minimum value of the range included in
the group.
7. Click Save. You return to the previous screen.

Edit a Value Group for a Smart Field
A smart field uses value groups to consolidate records into groups based on values within ranges. You can edit
the value groups of a smart field as necessary.
} Edit a value group for a smart field
1. On the Add smart field or Edit smart field screen, select the General tab.
2. If necessary, select Use value groups.
3. In the grid, select the value group and click Edit. The Edit value group screen appears. The items on this
screen are the same as the Add value group screen. For information about the items on this screen, see
Add Value Groups to a Smart Field on page 69.
4. Adjust the name and minimum value of the group as necessary.
5. Click Save. You return to the previous screen.
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Delete a Value Group for a Smart Field
A smart field uses value groups to consolidate records into groups based on values within ranges. You can delete
value groups of a smart field as necessary, such as when your organization no longer uses them.
} Delete a value group for a smart field
1. On the Add smart field or Edit smart field screen, select the General tab.
2. If necessary, mark Use value groups.
3. In the grid, select the value group and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes. You return to the previous screen. Under Value groups, the selected group no longer appears.
Another value group now includes the minimum value of the deleted group.

Process the Values of a Smart Field
After you add or edit a smart field, you can generate its output value when necessary. When you process a smart
field, its values are then available for use in queries, reports, and records in the program.
Tip: You can schedule the process to automatically update the values of a smart field to run at set intervals. For
information about how to schedule a smart field process, see Add a Job Schedule on page 73.
Warning: When you update the values of a smart field, the program bases new values on any information
added to the database since the last run on date for the smart field. To update the value of smart field and
consider information entered during all dates that satisfy the date range entered for the smart field and not just
information entered since the previous update, you can reset the last run date for the smart field. For
information about how to reset the last run on date, see Clear the Results from the Last Run of a Smart Field on
page 70.
} Generate the values for a smart field
1. On the Administration page, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
Note: To process a smart field from its record, click Start process under Tasks. For information about the
record, see Smart Field Record on page 71.
2. Under Smart fields, select the smart field and click Process smart field. The program generates the
values for the smart field. When the program completes the process, the record of the smart field
appears.
For information about the items on the record, see Smart Field Record on page 71.

Clear the Results from the Last Run of a Smart Field
When you process a smart field, the program updates its values based on the information added to the database
since the most recent process of the smart field. To update the value of smart field and consider information
entered during all dates that satisfy the date range entered for the smart field and not just information entered
since the previous update, you can reset the last run date for the smart field. On the Smart Fields page, the last
run date appears in the Last run on column.
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} Reset the last run date for a smart field
1. On the Administration page, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
2. Select the smart field and click Clear results. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Smart Fields page.

Update Smart Field Query Relationships
If you add a new queryview, such as through a customization process, after you create a smart field, the new
queryview does not automatically add the smart field. To add the smart field to the new queryview, you must
update the relationships between your smart fields and queries.
} Update the relationships between smart fields and queries
1. On the Administration page, click Smart fields. The Smart Fields page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Update smart field query relationships. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. The program update new queryviews with your smart fields. You return to the Smart Fields
page.

Smart Field Record
The program automatically generates a record of each smart field in the database. To access the record of a
smart field, select the field in the Smart fields grid on the Smart Fields page and click View process history. From
the record, you can perform multiple tasks to manage the smart field.
On the record, you can view the information about the most recent process of the smart field’s values,
information about previous processes of the smart field’s values, and any job schedules set for the process. To
help you navigate through this information, each smart field record contains multiple tabs.

Recent Status
To view information about the most recent update of the smart field, select the Recent status tab. On this tab,
you can view the current status of the process to determine whether it completed successfully. You can also view
the status message generated for the most recent run; the user who ran the process and on which server; the
dates and times the process started and ended and its duration; and the total number of records processed,
how many of those records processed successfully, and how many exceptions it generated.
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History
To view information about the previous updates of the smart field, select the History tab. On this tab, you can
view records of the previous instances the process was run. For each instance, you can view its status, the status
message generated for it, the user who ran it, it start and end dates, its duration, the total number of records
processed, and which server handled the process.

To view all process instances of a specific status, click Filter to display the Status field and Apply and Reset
buttons. In the Status field, select the status of the processes to display such as “Did not finish”, and click Apply.
From the action bar of the tab, you can delete records of previous instances of the process. For information
about how to delete a previous instance of the process, see Delete a Process Status Record on page 72.

Delete a Process Status Record
To clean up your database, you can remove previous instances of a process from the History tab of its status
page.
} Delete a process status record from the History tab
1. Open the record of the smart field with the instance to delete. For information about how to access a
smart field record, see Smart Field Record on page 71.
2. Select the History tab.
3. In the grid, select the status record to delete.
4. On the action bar, click Delete. A message appears to confirm the deletion of the status record.
5. Click Yes. You return to the History tab. In the grid, the status record no longer appears.
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Job Schedules
To view the job schedules set for the update process, select the Job schedules tab. For each job schedule, you
can view its job name, whether it is enabled, its frequency, its start date and time, its end date and time, and the
dates the schedule was added and changed in the database.

From the Job schedules grid, you can manage the job schedules set for the business process.

Add a Job Schedule
To automate a process, you can create a job schedule for the process. When you create a job schedule, you
define when the job begins to run. After you add the schedule, you can use SQL Server Agent jobs to
automatically process smart field values and run the task on a recurring basis. To schedule the job, you must
define the conditions that cause the job to begin.

Create Job Screen
The table below explains the items on the Create job screen. For information about how to access this screen,
see Add a Job Schedule on page 73.

Edit a Job Schedule
You can edit the settings for a job schedule, such as to adjust its frequency. You can edit a job schedule from the
status page of the process.

Delete a Job Schedule
You can delete a job schedule from a business process, such as if you no longer use it. You can delete a job
schedule from the status page of the process.

Smart Field Values
By category, each smart field is described along with the parameters and calculations for each value returned.
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Constituent Smart Fields
The tables below explain the smart field definitions you can create for constituent data.
Date and gift type parameters defined in the ETL configuration determine the number and type of records
brought over to the data mart.
A Site filtering tab appears for the following smart field types: Constituent recurring gift last installment date;
Constituent recurring gift missed installment counts; Constituent revenue application; Constituent revenue
application amounts; Constituent revenue application annual renewer; Constituent revenue application counts;
and Constituent revenue application dates.
To associate sites with smart fields, select Site filter enabled on the smart field add or edit screen. You can then
select sites to associate with the smart field. The sites you select in combination with user security setup
determine the smart fields a user can view on constituent records, sponsorship child records, and sponsorship
project records. When you associate a site with a smart field, a filter is created so that only users with rights to
sites you select can view the associated smart fields.
Smart Field Type
Constituent
appeal count
Constituent
appeal years
Last constituent
appeal name

Description

Parameters tab

Provides the number of
appeals made to the
constituent during the
specified time period.
Provides the number of
years between the earliest
and latest appeal made to
the constituent.
Provides the name of the
most recent appeal made to
the constituent during the
specified time period.

To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Business Units,
Categories, Report Codes, and Sites.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Business Units,
Categories, Report Codes, and Sites.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Business Units,
Categories, Report Codes, and Sites.

Select the selection of constituents to browse. You
can also restrict the records processed by the selected
sites.
Browses a constituent
NOTE: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same
selection
and
adds
the
Constituent exists smart field to the records of as those assigned to the application selection, this
may result in no records being calculated by the
in selection
the constituents that
smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts
appear in the selection.
from Site A. When you add this selection to a
Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field
assigned to Site B, no records are returned because
the sites conflict.
Value to return - Select the gift value to return:
Smallest gift amount, Total gift amount, Average gift
amount, or Largest gift amount
Constituent
Provides a constituent’s
define additional filters on the values returned,
recognition credit smallest, total, average, or To
you
can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
amounts
largest gift amount.
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Value to return - select the recognition credit date to
return: Earliest date or Latest date
Constituent
Provides the earliest or
recognition credit latest recognition credit
To define additional filters on the values returned,
dates
date.
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
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Smart Field Type

Description

Constituent
annual revenue
renewer

Determines whether the
constituent is an annual
revenue renewer.
Returns Yes/No values.

Constituent
largest revenue
date

Provides the date of the
constituent’s largest gift
during the specified time
period.

Provides the date of the
selected constituents’ most
recent recurring gift
payments.
Constituent
Provides the number of
recurring gift
recurring gift payments
missed
missed by each selected
installment counts constituent.

Constituent
recurring gift last
installment date

Parameters tab
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, and Campaigns, and SItes.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
To define additional filters on values returned, select
the applicable start and end dates, designations,
campaigns, and sites.
To define additional filters on values returned, select
the applicable start and end dates, designations,
campaigns, and sites.

Value to return - select the gift amount to return:
Largest gift amount, Smallest gift amount, Total gift
amount, or Average gift amount
Provides the constituent’s To define additional filters on the values returned,
Constituent
smallest, total or
revenue amounts largest,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
average gift amounts.
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Source view - On the General tab, select the source
Provides the largest,
view containing the type of revenue application
smallest, first, or latest
record you want to include in the query.
constituent or
household/group revenue Value to return — select the revenue application to
application.
return: Largest application amount, Smallest
“Household or group gifts” application amount, First application amount, or
Latest application amount
include gifts from the
constituent, the
For - select if the data returned should represent
constituent’s household,
revenue or revenue recognition credits for
any of the constituent’s
constituents or household members.
groups, and any member of To define additional filters on the values returned,
the constituent’s
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Constituent
household or groups.
Transaction or Application types, Recognition credit
revenue
This smart field returns the types, a specified application selection, and site. You
application
revenue application record can also select whether to include historical
IDs for the type of revenue household data or include data only from current
selected using settings on
household members.
the Parameters tab. For
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types,
example, you can set the
transaction/application types, recognition credit
parameters so the field
types, or an application selection, all types are used.
returns all “First gift”
NOTE: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same
records. “First gifts Smart
as those assigned to the application selection, this
Field” then appears as a
may result in no records being calculated by the
query node under Smart
smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts
Fields in all constituent
from Site A. When you add this selection to a
queries. The query node
Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field
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Smart Field Type

Constituent
revenue
application
amounts

Constituent
revenue
application
annual renewer

Constituent
revenue
application
counts

Description

Parameters tab

includes field information
associated with the first gift assigned to Site B, no records are returned because
record, such as the appeal the sites conflict
name or package ID.
Value to return - select the gift amount to return:
Largest application amount, Smallest application
amount, Total application amount, Average
application amount, First application amount, Latest
application amount.
For - select if the data returned should represent
revenue or revenue recognition credits for
Provides the largest,
constituents or household members.
smallest, total, average,
first, or latest constituent or To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
household/group gift
Transaction or Application types, Recognition credit
amounts
types, a specified application selection, and sites. You
“Household or group gifts” can also select whether to include historical
include gifts from the
household data or include data only from current
constituent, the
household members.
constituent’s household,
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types,
any of the constituent’s
groups, and any member of transaction/application types, or recognition credit
types, all types are used.
the constituent’s
NOTE: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same
household or groups.
as those assigned to the application selection, this
may result in no records being calculated by the
smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts
from Site A. When you add this selection to a
Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field
assigned to Site B, no records are returned because
the sites conflict.
For - select if the data returned should represent
revenue or revenue recognition credits for
constituents or household members.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Transaction or Application types, Recognition credit
Determines whether the
types, a specified application selection, and sites. You
constituent or
can also select whether to include historical
household/group is an
data or include data only from current
annual revenue renewer. An household
household members.
annual renewer is a
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types,
constituent or
household/group that has transaction/application types, or recognition credit
given a gift every year since types, all types are used.
NOTE: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same
their first gift.
as those assigned to the application selection, this
Returns Yes/No values.
may result in no records being calculated by the
smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts
from Site A. When you add this selection to a
Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field
assigned to Site B, no records are returned because
revenue the sites conflict.
Provides the number of
Value to return - select the revenue count value to
giving years, distinct giving return: Giving years, Distinct giving years, Total
years, total number of
number of records, Consecutive giving years.
applications, or consecutive For - select if the data returned should represent
giving years for revenue
revenue or revenue recognition credits for
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Smart Field Type

Description

Parameters tab

applications for the
constituent or
household/group.
Giving years = Year of most
recent gift — year of earliest
gift +1
Distinct giving years = Total
number of years gifts were
given (not necessarily
consecutive)
Consecutive giving years =
Number of consecutive
years gifts were given
For example, Joe gave in the
years 2002, 2003, 2007,
2008, and 2009.
Giving years = 8 (20092002+1)
Distinct giving years = 5
Consecutive giving years = 3
(2007-present)

constituents or household members.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Transaction or Application types, Recognition credit
types, a specified application selection, and sites. You
can also select whether to include historical
household data or include data only from current
household members.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types,
transaction/application types, or recognition credit
types, all types are used.

Value to return - select the giving year information to
return: First application date, Latest application date,
Largest application date.
For - select if the data returned should represent
revenue or revenue recognition credits for
constituents or household members.
Provides the latest, earliest, To define additional filters on the values returned,
or largest gift dates for the you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Transaction or Application types, Recognition credit
constituent or
types, a specified application selection, and sites. You
household/group.
can also select whether to include historical
Constituent
“Household or group gifts” household data or include data only from current
revenue
include gifts from the
household members.
application dates constituent, the
constituent’s household or NOTE: If you do not select revenue types,
groups, and any member of transaction/application types, or recognition credit
types, all types are used.
the constituent’s
NOTE: If the sites selected in the grid are not the same
household or groups.
as those assigned to the application selection, this
may result in no records being calculated by the
smart field. For example, a selection includes gifts
from Site A. When you add this selection to a
Constituent Revenue Application Counts smart field
assigned to Site B, no records are returned because
revenue because the sites conflict.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates or a specific time
period (including years, quarters, months, weeks or
Constituent
Provides the constituent’s days), Revenue types, Designations, Campaigns, and
revenue counts
number of gifts.
Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Value to return - select the gift date to return: Earliest
Constituent
Provides the constituent’s or Latest
revenue dates
earliest or latest gift dates. To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
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Smart Field Type

Description

Parameters tab

Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Value to return - select the giving year information to
return:
Years between first and latest gifts - Returns the
number of years the constituent gave a gift, not
Provides the number of
including the first and last gifts.
Constituent
years between first and
giving years - Returns the total number of
revenue giving
latest gifts or the number of Distinct
years
the
constituent gave a gift.
years
years the constituent gave
To
define
additional filters on the values returned,
gifts.
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Value to return - select the gift amount to return:
Provides the largest,
Largest gift amount, Smallest gift amount, Total gift
smallest, total, or average amount, Average gift amount
household/group gift
To define additional filters on the values returned,
amounts.
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
“Household/group gifts”
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
Household
revenue amounts include gifts from the
NOTE: If the Revenue type is set to Event registration
constituent, the
you select a designation in the Designations field,
constituent’s household or and
the
Household
revenue amounts smart field will not
group, and any member of process any event
registration records.
the constituent’s
NOTE:
If
you
do
not
select revenue types, all types are
household or group.
used.

Household
revenue dates

Household
revenue giving
years

Provides the latest or
earliest household/group
gift dates.
“Household/group gifts”
include gifts from the
constituent, the
constituent’s household or
group, and any member of
the constituent’s
household or group.
Provides the number of
years between first and
latest gifts or the number of
years the household gave
gifts.
“Household/group gifts”
include gifts from the
constituent, the
constituent’s household or
group, and any member of
the constituent’s
household or group.

Value to return - select the date to return. Earliest
date or Latest date
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
Value to return - select the giving year information to
return:
Years between first and latest gifts - Returns the
number of years the household gave a gift, not
including the first and last gifts.
Distinct giving years - Returns the total number of
years the household gave a gift.
To define additional filters on the values returned,
you can select Start date/End dates, Revenue types,
Designations, Campaigns, and Sites.
NOTE: If you do not select revenue types, all types are
used.
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Marketing Smart Fields
The tables below explain the smart field definitions you can create for marketing data.
Date and gift type parameters defined in the ETL configuration determine the number and type of records
brought over to the data mart.
Smart Field Type Description

Constituent Ask
Ladder

Constituent
Lifetime gifts on
file
Constituent
Lifetime giving

Constituent
Loyalty

Constituent
Single gift
consecutive year
donors

Parameters tab

Value to return - Select the gift value to return:
Smallest Gift Value, Last Gift Value, Largest Gift Value,
Average Gift Value
Default value - Enter the entry amount to return
when a value can not be calculated.
Revenue date options - Enter the date range for
Provides the smallest, last, revenue to include.
largest, or average gift value. Revenue amount options - Enter the range of
amounts to include.
Site - To restrict the records processed in the
calculation by site, under Sites, select the sites to
include. The sites available in the grid are only those
you have rights to. If you do not select sites, the
smart field is calculated for all sites in the
organization.
Selected revenue - Select a revenue selection.
Provides the number of gifts You can restrict the records processed by the selected
on file for each member of a sites.
group of constituents.
You can restrict the records processed by the selected
Provides the sum total of all sites.
gifts for each constituent.
N/A
Determines a loyalty
category based on gifts
given on an annual basis.
Assigns these categories to
constituents based on the
calculation for loyalty:
You can restrict the records processed by the selected
- New
sites.
- Multi
N/A
- Lapsed
- Reactivated
- Non Donor
For more information, see
Calculation for Loyalty on
page 80.
Determines a category for
donors who gave a single
gift in the last 5 consecutive
years.
This is a variant on loyalty. You can restrict the records processed by the selected
sites.
Applies a calculation to
N/A
categorize single gifts. For
more information, see
Calculation for Single Gift
Consecutive Year Donors on
page 80.
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Smart Field Type Description

Parameters tab

the years since first You can restrict the records processed by the selected
Constituent Years Provides
donation
for each member sites.
on file
of a group of constituents. N/A

Calculation for Loyalty
Category

Criteria

New
Multi (10 +
years)
Multi (9 years)
Multi (8 years)
Multi (7 years)
Multi (6 years)
Multi (5 years)
Multi (4 years)
Multi (3 years)
Multi (2 years)

Gift within 1 year of As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 10+ years, based on As Of Date

Gift each year within the past 9 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 8 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 7 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 6 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 5 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 4 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 3 years, based on As Of Date
Gift each year within the past 2 years, based on As Of Date
Gift in the current year, No gift in the previous year, and a gift in some prior year, based
Reactivated
on As Of Date
Lapsed (1yr- No gift in the current year, a gift in the previous year, and no gifts in some prior year,
New)
based on As Of Date
gift in the current year, a gift in the previous year, and gifts in some prior year, based
Lapsed (1yr) No
on As Of Date
Lapsed (2yr) No gifts in the past 2 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (3yr) No gifts in the past 3 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (4yr) No gifts in the past 4 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (5yr) No gifts in the past 5 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (6yr) No gifts in the past 6 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (7yr) No gifts in the past 7 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (8yr) No gifts in the past 8 years, based on As Of Date
Lapsed (9+yr) No gifts in the past 9 years, based on As Of Date
Non-donor
No gift in the past 10+ years, based on As Of Date

Calculation for Single Gift Consecutive Year Donors
Category Criteria
No Gifts No gift in the past 10+ years, based on As Of Date
single gift each year in the past 2 years and any or no gifts in the following years, based on
2 years A
As Of Date
single gift each year in the past 3 years and any or no gifts in the following years, based on
3 years A
As Of Date
single gift each year in the past 4 years and any or no gifts in the following years, based on
4 years A
As Of Date
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Category Criteria
5 years
Other

A single gift each year in the past 5 years and any or no gifts in the following years, based on
As Of Date
Any other combination of gifts over past 10+ years, based on the As Of Date

Membership Smart Fields
The tables below explain the smart field definitions you can create for membership data.
Date and gift type parameters defined in the ETL configuration determine the number and type of records
brought over to the data mart.
Smart Field Type Description
Membership
expiration

Provides the number of days,
weeks, months, quarters, or
years until a membership is set
to expire.

Parameters tab
Value to return - Select the time period to return:
Days, Weeks, Months, Quarters, or Years
You can restrict the records processed by the
selected sites.

Sponsorship Smart Fields
The tables below explain the smart field definitions you can create for sponsorship data.
Smart Field
Type
Sponsor
active
sponsorship
count
Sponsorship
child active
sponsor
count

Description

Parameters tab

Provides the number of active sponsorships associated with the
sponsor.

You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.

Provides the number of children associated with an active
sponsor.

You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.

Opportunity
dimensions - Select
the dimensions you
want measured when
greatest need is
determined. You can
select more than one
dimension. The
dimension listed first
is the first considered
when determining
greatest need.
You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.
Provides the percentage of children available before meeting the Opportunity
threshold defined for greatest need.
dimensions - Select
For example, you can set up a smart field instance which uses
the dimensions you
“Opportunity Region” as its Opportunity dimension. Next you go want measured when
to Sponsorship and create a greatest need rule set based on
greatest need is

Provides the number of children available before meeting the
threshold defined for greatest need.
For example, you can set up a smart field instance which uses
“Opportunity Region” as its Opportunity dimension. Next you go
Sponsorship to Sponsorship and create a greatest need rule set based on
“Region,” and you list three regions: Africa, Asia, and Latin
child
America. If in Use threshold of field you select the smart field
available
you just created for Opportunity Regions and specify Is greater
count
than “10,” instead of the available count in Africa having to go
down to zero before the rule starts assigning to Asia, the rule
starts assigning sponsors to Asia when only 10 children remain in
Africa, and so on. This insures you have children in reserve should
a sponsor specifically request a child in Africa.
Sponsor
child
available
percent
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Smart Field
Type

Description

Parameters tab

“Region,” and you list three regions: Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. If in Use threshold of field you select the smart field
you just created for Opportunity Regions and specify Is greater
than “10,” instead of the available count in Africa having to go
down to zero before the rule starts assigning to Asia, the rule
starts assigning sponsors to Asia when only 10% of the pool of
children from Africa remain, and so on. This insures you have
children in reserve should a sponsor specifically request a child in
Africa.

determined. You can
select more than one
dimension. The
dimension listed first
is the first considered
when determining
greatest need.
You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.

Sponsorship
project
Provides the number of projects associated with an active
active
sponsor.
sponsor
count

Opportunity
dimensions - Select
the dimensions you
want measured when
greatest need is
determined. You can
select more than one
dimension. The
dimension listed first
is the first considered
when determining
greatest need.
You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.
Provides the percentage of projects available before meeting the Opportunity
dimensions - Select
threshold defined for greatest need.
the dimensions you
For example, you can set up a smart field instance which uses
want measured when
“Opportunity Region” as its Opportunity dimension. Next you go greatest need is
to Sponsorship and create a greatest need rule set based on
determined. You can
“Region,” and you list three regions: Africa, Asia, and Latin
select more than one
America. If in Use threshold of field you select the smart field
dimension. The
you just created for Opportunity Regions and specify Is greater dimension listed first
than “10,” instead of the available count in Africa having to go
is the first considered
down to zero before the rule starts assigning to Asia, the rule
when determining
starts assigning sponsors to Asia when only 10% of the pool of
greatest need.
projects from Africa remain, and so on. This insures you have
can restrict the
projects in reserve should a sponsor specifically request a project You
records
processed by
in Africa.
the selected sites.

Provides the number of projects available before meeting the
threshold defined for greatest need.
For example, you can set up a smart field instance which uses
“Opportunity Region” as its Opportunity dimension. Next you go
Sponsorship to Sponsorship and create a greatest need rule set based on
“Region,” and you list three regions: Africa, Asia, and Latin
project
America. If in Use threshold of field you select the smart field
available
you just created for Opportunity Regions and specify Is greater
count
than “10,” instead of the available count in Africa having to go
down to zero before the rule starts assigning to Asia, the rule
starts assigning sponsors to Asia when only 10 projects remain in
Africa, and so on. This insures you have projects in reserve
should a sponsor specifically request a project in Africa.

Sponsor
project
available
percent

You can restrict the
records processed by
the selected sites.
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Search List Configuration
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Manage Search List Replacements
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The program provides multiple search lists to search for and select records. To better meet the needs of your
organization, the default search lists support optional output columns and filters. You can configure the fields
included in the filters and output of search results. You can also replace a default search list with another search
list, such as one configured for your organization.

Configure Search List Fields
To better meet the needs of your organization, the default search lists provided by the program support optional
output columns and filters. For example, while the default constituent search list does not allow you to filter
searches based on email address information, the ability to filter on this information may be useful for
communication with constituents. To view the constituent search lists available for configuration from
Administration, click Search list configuration. On the Search list configuration page, click Configure search list
fields. The Search List Fields page appears.

Under Search list fields, the search lists that support optional columns and filters appear. You can configure
these search lists as necessary to allow users to filter on or provide output for additional fields.
} Edit the search list field settings
1. From Administration, click Search list configuration. The Search list configuration page appears.
2. Click Configure search list fields. The Search List Fields page appears.
3. Under Search list fields, select a search list and click Edit settings. The Edit settings screen appears.
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4. Under Available output fields, select the additional information to appear under Results on the search
screen. To include all output fields, click Include all. To remove all fields from the search screen, click
Clear all.
5. Under Available filter fields, select the additional search criteria fields to appear on the search screen.
To include all filter fields, click Include all. To remove all fields from the search screen, click Clear all.
6. Click Save. You return to the Search List Fields page. The next time you access the search screen, the
selected output and filter fields appear.

Manage Search List Replacements
To better meet the needs of your organization, you can replace a default search list with another search list. For
example, you can replace the default constituent search list to one that uses only the lookup ID to select a
constituent. To add and manage replacement search lists from Administration, click Search list configuration.
On the Search list configuration page, click Manage search list replacements. The Search List Replacements page
appears.

Under Search list replacements, you can view the replacement search lists configured for your organization. For
each search list replacement, you can view the original default search list and its replacement search list. You can
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also view the record type associated with each search list replacement. To view only search list replacements of a
specific record type, click Filter, select the record type to view, and click Apply. Only replacements of the selected
record type appear in the grid. To remove the filter, click Reset.
Note: You can use an existing search list to replace a default search list in the program. To meet the needs of
your organization, Blackbaud Services or your system administrator may also add a custom search list to use as
a replacement for a default search list.
From the grid, you can add and manage search list replacements as necessary.
Note: If you add a constituent attribute category and select “Constituent record” as your data type, you can
select a search list for users to select constituents as the attribute values for this category. If you change the
default search list or create a custom search list to use, you must also change the search list for the attribute
category.
} Add search list replacements
1. From Administration, click Search list configuration. The Search list configuration page appears.
2. Click Manage search list replacements. The Search List Replacements page appears.
3. Under Search list replacements, click Add. The Add a search list replacement screen appears.

4. In the Search list field, select the search list to replace with a new search list.
5. In the Replace with field, select the search list to use instead of the selected search list.
6. Click Save. You return to the Search List Replacements page.
} Edit a search list replacement
To select a different list to replace the original search list, you can edit a search list replacement as necessary.
1. From Administration, click Search list configuration. The Search list configuration page appears.
2. Click Manage search list replacements. The Search List Replacements page appears.
3. Under Search list replacements, select the replacement configuration to edit.
4. On the action bar, click Edit. The Edit a search list replacement screen appears. The Original search list
field displays the search list to be replaced by another search list.
5. In the Replace with field, search for and select the search list to use instead of the original search list.
6. Click Save. You return to the Search List Replacements page.
} Delete a search list replacement
To resume use of the original search list, you can delete the search list replacement as necessary. When you
delete a search list replacement, you delete only the configuration of the replacement. Both the original and
replacement search lists remain in the program.
1. From Administration, click Search list configuration. The Search list configuration page appears.
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2. Click Manage search list replacements. The Search List Replacements page appears.
3. Under Search list replacements, select the replacement configuration to delete.
4. On the action bar, click Delete. A message appears to ask whether to delete the search list replacement.
5. Click Yes. You return to the Search List Replacements page.
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Record Sources
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Record Source Properties
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Record sources are a core part of setting up the program. A record source is any separate set of donor data;
sources can be from more than one system.

Manage Record Sources
The Manage Record Sources page offers a central location to configure settings for one or more record sources
used by the program.

From this page, you can add or remove record sources, and edit properties for existing sources.

Add/Remove Record Sources
You can add or remove record sources by using the link on the left of the page and selecting the record source or
sources you want to use. Record sources that are in use in a segment, list, mailing, or export cannot be removed.
} Add or remove a record source
1. From the Manage Record Sources page in Administration, click the Add/remove record sources task.
The Edit record sources screen appears.
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All available sources established during installation of the program appear with checkboxes beside them.
2. Select the checkboxes for record sources to include for mailings.
3. When you clear a checkbox, records from that source will not appear in your mailing segments. If you
attempt to clear a checkbox for a record source that is in use by a segment, list, mailing, or export, a
message informs you that the source cannot be removed.
4. Click Save. You return to the Manage Record Sources page.

Record Source Properties
The Record Source page contains summary information to help you identify which types of fields have been
mapped, and options for editing mappings, specifying duplicate criteria for the source, and editing list source
codes for the record source.
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Specify Person Field Mappings for a Record Source
Person field mappings are used to map name, address, phone, and email address information between the
program and a record source.
} Set person field mappings
1. From the Person field mappings tab of a record source, click Edit person field mappings. The Edit field
mappings screen appears with the personal and contact information fields.

2. Under Personal information field mappings, select the name, title, or suffix fields in the record source to
map to the corresponding fields in the program.
To enable householding, you must map the following fields:
a. In the Household ID field, select the field to map to this record source, for example, “Household ID.”
b. In the Head of household field, select the field to map to this record source, for example, “Head of
household.”
Note: When you enable householding, you can select to send one piece of mail only to an entire household,
rather than sending a separate piece of mail to each person in the household.
3. Under Donor metrics field mappings, select the metrics field in the record source to map to the
corresponding field in the program.
4. Under Contact information field mappings, select the address, phone, or email fields in the record
source to map to the corresponding fields in the program.
For more information about how to map person fields, see Person Field Mappings Screen on page 90.
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5. Click Save. You return to the Person field mappings tab.

Person Field Mappings Screen
The table below explains the fields on this screen.
Field

Mapping

Full name
First name
Middle name
Last name
Org name
Lookup ID
Title
Suffix
Household ID

Full name
First name
Middle name
Last name
Organization name
Lookup ID
Title (Dr., Mrs., etc.)
Suffix (Jr., Esq., etc.)
Unique numeric value assigned to each constituent/spouse relationship
whether the constituent is head of household (1=Head of Household,
Head of household Determines
0=Not Head of Household)
Is household
Constituent is a household (Yes/No)
First gift date
Date constituent gave first gift
Date last changed Date constituent record was last changed
Country
Country
Address line 1
Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 3
Address line 4
Address line 4
Address line 5
Address line 5
City
City
State
State
Post code
Post code
Addressee
Addressee
Salutation
Salutation
Phone number
Phone number
Email address
Email address
CART
Carrier Route
DPC
Delivery Point Code
LOT
Line of Travel

Specify Gift Field Mappings for a Record Source
To activate a mailing, you must select a gift record source. When you select a gift record source and map the
appropriate fields, an activated mailing can locate all the gifts associated with a mailing and calculate
performance measures based on the gift amounts.
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} Specify gift field mappings
1. From the Gift field mappings tab of a record source, click Edit gift field mappings. The Edit gift record
source screen appears.

2. Under Gift record source, select the gift record source. This is required to activate a mailing.
3. Under Field mappings, select the fields in the record source to map to the corresponding fields in the
program. All the fields are required. For more information about how to map gift fields, see Gift Field
Mappings Screen on page 91.
4. Click Save. You return to the Gift field mappings tab.

Gift Field Mappings Screen
The table below explains the fields on this screen.
Field
Gift amount
Gift date
Donor ID
Date added

Mapping

Gift amount
Date constituent gave gift
System record ID (found by selecting File, Properties from constituent record)
Date the revenue was added to the system
the revenue was changed in the system. If Date changed is not mapped, the
Date changed Date
program uses the Date added. If Date added is not mapped, you receive an error.
Whether or not the selected revenue should be included in the acknowledgement
Do not
process (0=Will be processed, 1=Will not be processed)
acknowledge
If integrated with Blackbaud CRM, reads Do not acknowledge flag on revenue record
Whether or not the selected revenue should be included in the receipt process (0=Will
be processed, 1=Will not be processed)
Do not
If integrated with Blackbaud CRM, reads Do not receipt flag on revenue record
receipt
If integrated with The Raiser’s Edge, reads Do not receipt flag on gift; also excludes
already receipted gifts
Lookup ID
Lookup ID
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Field

Mapping

Appeal
system ID
Appeal ID
Appeal
description
Effort ID
Source code
Finder
number

System record ID for the appeal (found by selecting File, Properties from an appeal
record)
Appeal ID (from the General tab of the appeal record — must be unique)
Appeal description
Marketing Effort ID
Source code
Finder number

Specify Appeal Field Mappings for a Record Source
The appeal record source is not required, but if you do not specify it, your users will not be able to search for any
existing appeals when they activate a mailing. Instead, they will need to enter the appeal name. The Appeal ID
and Appeal Description fields are also required.
Note: When you create a standard data mart for data for The Raiser’s Edge, person fields are mapped
automatically. The Edit appeal field mappings button does not appear for this record source.
} Specify appeal field mappings
1. From the Appeal field mappings tab of a record source, click Edit appeal field mappings. The Edit appeal
record source screen appears.

2. Under Appeal record source, select the appeal record source. This is not required, but if you do not
specify it, your users will not be able to search for any existing appeals when they activate a mailing.
Instead, they will need to enter the appeal name.
3. Under Field mappings, select the fields in the record source to map to the corresponding fields in the
program. The Appeal ID and Appeal Description fields are required. The Inactive, Start Date, and End
Date fields provide extra information to search for an appeal. For more information about how to map
appeal fields, see Appeal Field Mappings Screen on page 93.
4. Click Save to save your mappings and return to the Appeal field mappings tab.
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Appeal Field Mappings Screen
The table below explains the fields on this screen.
Field

Mapping

Appeal ID field
Description field
Inactive field
Start date field
End date field

Appeal ID (from the General tab of the appeal record — must be unique)
Appeal description
Determines whether an appeal is inactive (Yes = Inactive, No = Active)
Appeal start date
Appeal end date

Specify Membership Field Mappings for a Record Source
The membership record source is configured for you automatically.
} Specify membership field mappings
1. From the Membership field mappings tab of a record source, click Edit membership field mappings. The
Edit membership record source screen appears.

2. The program maps fields for the membership record source automatically so you should not need to
change these settings. If for some reason you need to remap the fields, select the fields in the record
source to map to the corresponding fields in the program. For more information about how to map
membership fields, see Membership Field Mappings Screen on page 93.
3. Click Save to save your mappings and return to the Membership field mappings tab.

Membership Field Mappings Screen
The table below explains the fields on this screen.
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Field

Mapping

System record ID field
Program field
Level field
Term field
Type field
Status field
Is gift? field
Send renewal to field
Lookup ID
Member ID field
Member name field
Given by ID field
Given by name field
Expiration date field
Join date field
Last renewed on field

Membership ID
Membership program
Membership level
Membership term
Membership type
Membership status (Active or Pending)
Membership is a gift (Yes or No)
Constituent that receives renewal notices
Lookup ID
Member’s record ID
Member’s name
Record ID of constituent who gave the membership
Name of constituent who gave the membership
Date membership expires
Date membership began
Date membership was last renewed

Specify Sponsorship Field Mappings for a Record Source
The membership record source is configured for you automatically.
} Specify sponsorship field mappings
1. From the Sponsorship field mappings tab of a record source, click Edit sponsorship field mappings. The
Edit sponsorship record source screen appears.
2. The program maps fields for the sponsorship record source automatically so you should not need to
change these settings. If for some reason you need to remap the fields, select the fields in the record
source to map to the corresponding fields in the program. For more information about how to map
membership fields, see Sponsorship Field Mappings Screen on page 94.
3. Click Save to save your mappings and return to the Sponsorship field mappings tab.

Sponsorship Field Mappings Screen
The table below explains the fields on this screen.
Field

Mapping

Child field
Child program field
Gift sponsorship field
Last action field
Last action reason field
Location field
Project field

Child
Sponsorship child program
Gift sponsorship
Last action
Last action reason
Sponsorship location
Project
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Field

Mapping

Project program field
System record ID field
Sponsor field

Sponsorship project program
System record ID
Constituent
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Specify Duplicate Criteria for a Record Source
You can define the criteria for the program to find duplicate records. When you import a list, the program uses
the criteria to determine which records on the list already exist in the record source. For example, you can specify
that for individual constituents, the program compares the first 20 characters in the First name, Last name, and
Preferred Address/Address Block fields of constituent records in the source to records in the list to determine if
any are duplicates.
} Specify duplicate criteria
1. From the Duplicate criteria tab of a record source, click Edit duplicate criteria. The Edit duplicate criteria
screen appears.

2. To use the duplicate criteria when you import lists into the program, select Apply duplicate criteria
during list import. If you clear the checkbox, duplicate processing is removed from the list import
process, and the Process duplicates task is not available on the Acquisition Lists page. In most cases, you
will probably want to select the checkbox, but you may want to unmark it if you use a duplicate criteria
checking mechanism other than the default one included with the program.
3. In the grid, select a field in the Field Name column and enter a corresponding character count in the
Field Length column. Under Field Name, the down arrow displays all possible field entries.
4. Add as many rows as necessary to define your duplicate criteria.
5. Click Save. You return to the Duplicate criteria tab.
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Specify Source Analysis Rule Fields for a Record Source
A source analysis rule is a way to store the state of selected attributes for constituents in a record source when
you send a marketing effort. You can think of a source analysis rule as a snapshot of a donor’s attributes at a
specific time. For example, in one source analysis rule, you want to capture Membership Status and Giving Level
information for your donors. When you capture this information, you can record over time how your marketing
efforts impact the constituents included in the selected membership or giving level. Source analysis rules do not
apply to donors included as part of an acquisition list.
To create a source analysis rule, you select the captured data fields from smart fields, selections, and fields
associated with the Constituent query view. When you activate a marketing effort, the program automatically
stores the current value for each field of a source analysis rule, and links this information to the marketing effort
and segment.
You can generate a Source Analysis Response Report to view the source analysis values for a specific record
source. For more information about the Source Analysis Response Report, see the Marketing Efforts Reports
chapter of the Marketing Efforts Guide.
} Specify source analysis rule fields
1. From the Source analysis rule tab of an active record source, click Edit fields. The Edit source analysis
rule screen appears.
Note: You can define only one source analysis rule per record source.

2. Under Available fields, the list on the left displays the query views available for the record source. When
you select a query view, the list on the right displays all fields included in that view. To include a field in
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the source analysis rule, drag and drop the field or select the field and click the + button. The field
appears in the Fields in use grid at the bottom.
3. The Capture data option is selected by default for all fields you add to the grid. If you deselect Capture
data for a field, the program no longer captures its data for reports and queries. However, data from
earlier captures is still available.
To remove a captured data field permanently from all reports and queries, select the field and click
Delete.
4. The Field to capture from column displays the captured field's name. In the SAR field name column,
enter a name to identify the captured data in reports and queries. For example, "SAR–Constituent
Lifetime Giving."
5. To explain why you included a specific field in the source analysis rule, enter a description for the field in
the Purpose column.
6. The Queryable option is selected by default for all fields so they will appear in ad-hoc queries. If you use a
large number of SAR fields, you can deselect Queryable for any fields that you do not need available in
queries. If you deselect Capture Data, you may leave Queryable selected so you can still query historical
data.
7. Add as many fields as you need to create a source analysis rule.
8. Click Save. You return to the Source analysis rule tab.

Source Analysis Rules Smart Fields
The table below explains the smart fields for source analysis rules. These fields are required.
Warning: Before you activate any mailings for the selected record source, you must first process any smart
fields for the source analysis rule. Because the program processes the smart fields separately from the source
analysis rule, if you activate a mailing without processing the smart fields, the information the fields display may
be out of date.

Smart Field Description
This smart field displays entry amounts for ask ladders in the date and amount ranges
Ask Ladder you select. The entry amount is the value from a constituent’s giving history that you use
to calculate the ask amounts.
Lifetime
gifts on file This smart field displays the total number of gifts to your organization from a constituent.
Lifetime
This smart field displays the total amount given to your organization by a constituent.
giving
This smart field defines member status in terms of New Donor, Multi Year donor, Lapsed
Loyalty
Donor, and Reactivated Donors.
Single gift This smart field displays all donors who gave a single direct mail gift consecutively for the
consecutive past five years.
yeardonors
Years on
file

This smart field displays the number of years since the constituent’s first donation.

Gift
Amounts

This smart field is associated with the standard data mart. It is used to calculate aggregate
values such as first, last, largest, smallest, average, and total gift amounts. These fields
can also be found in the Lifetime Giving node of the Constituent view query. The
difference is that the Lifetime Giving fields are calculated during the ETL process for all
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Smart Field Description
gifts, whereas the smart field allows you to calculate these values for a subset of gifts
defined by any gift selection.
smart field is associated with the standard data mart. It displays various sums for
Gift Counts This
gifts in the record source.
smart field is associated with the standard data mart. It displays the date of the first
Gift Dates This
or last gift in a gift selection for the record source.

Specify a Record Source List Code
You can specify a code to identify members of this record source in source codes. Specifying a code helps you
distinguish members of this source from members of other sources or lists.
} Specify a list code
1. From a record source, click the Edit list code task. The Edit record source list code screen appears.

2. Enter the code to identify members of this record source.
The code you enter must meet the formatting requirements of at least one source code layout that
includes a list code. The valid formats for list codes for all layouts that include one appear beside the field.
A valid code is indicated by a green check mark. For more information about source codes and source
code layouts, see the Mailing Guide.
3. Click Save. You return to the Record Source page.
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The Manage organization hierarchy feature in Administration helps you create tools to better view and analyze
the fundraising performance of a specific group of fundraisers. With this functionality, the system administrator
(or any user granted the necessary permissions) defines the organization’s internal structure and creates teams
useful to other users of the application. For example, the organization hierarchy created in the feature includes
Researcher and Primary Solicitor positions. The performance of both positions is of interest to the Major Giving
Director, so the system administrator creates a Major Giving team that includes both positions. The Major Giving
Director can then use the team to generate reports, dashboards, or KPIs and track the Researcher and Primary
Solicitor performance.
The hierarchy created in the application clearly defines and displays the relationships between the various
positions; however, individuals in your system are not inextricably linked to the positions. This allows the
structure and relationships established in the hierarchy to remain unchanged even when individuals holding the
positions move on. For example, your organization includes a Northwest Planned Giving Director position in its
hierarchy, and Arthur Andrews currently holds this position. If next year Arthur leaves your organization, the
position Northwest Planned Giving Director remains in the hierarchy even though Arthur left. The application
keeps the position intact even after you remove Arthur from your system. If a replacement is immediately
known, you can assign the new individual to the position or leave the position vacant.

Implications and Uses of Hierarchy
The organization hierarchy and organizational teams created from the hierarchy help application users to better
track major giving data and fundraising performances based on positions. Fundraising managers can track
fundraising activities for entire teams of fundraisers instead of just by individual fundraisers.
Once the hierarchy and teams are in place, fundraising managers can create dashboards in Major Giving, reports
in Revenue, and KPI instances in KPIs, filtering the data included in the various output formats based on the
organizational teams created in Manage organization hierarchy.
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Major Giving: Using the Major Giving Dashboard functionality, users can filter dashboard results generated in
Fundraisers and steps, Proposals, and Opportunities based on a selected organizational team created in
Manage organization hierarchy. An organizational team field is included as a filter in all Major Giving
dashboards. For more information, see the Major Giving Guide.

KPIs: Using either a Fundraiser or Major Giving KPI definition, users can filter KPI results based on an
organizational team created in organization Hierarchy. An organizational team field is included as a filter on the
Parameters tab of the KPI Instance screen. For more information, see the Key Performance Indicators chapter in
the Data Management Guide.
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Access Organization Hierarchy
You access the Manage organization hierarchy function from the Administration page. Only authorized users
can open Manage organization hierarchy and create and edit the hierarchies.
} Access the Organization Hierarchy page
1. From the action bar, click Administration, organization hierarchy. The organization Hierarchy page
appears. Your organization’s name defaults as the top node.
Note: If the application cannot derive your organization’s name from the database stamp, “organization”
displays instead.
2. From this page, authorized users can create and edit your organization’s hierarchy, defining multiple
organizational teams. For detailed instructions about working on the organization Hierarchy page, see
the following sections:
•

Manage an organization Hierarchy on page 101

•

Manage organizational Teams on page 108

Manage an Organization Hierarchy
When you first open the organization Hierarchy page, the application displays only your organization’s name.
From this default node, you add the additional branches to your hierarchy.
In addition to defining your organization’s internal structure, you can assign fundraisers to the various positions,
or if the position is not currently filled, you can leave it vacant. After your hierarchy is in place, you can return at
any time to add new positions, assign fundraisers to new or existing positions, and edit or delete existing
information.

Add Positions
A position is a discrete unit in an organization representing jobs, roles, or functions commonly held by one
person. A position may represent a manager, a fundraiser, a gift officer, or similar type job description. Although
positions are usually held by an individual, in the hierarchy you can add positions without assigning individuals.
For example, if the position is currently vacant, you can still add the position even though no one holds the job.
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You may also use positions to designate the name of a team and never assign a specific individual. For example,
you can create a “Northeast Region” position that houses all positions available in your northeast office.
In the organization’s hierarchy, positions are represented by nodes. In the example below, the “Northeast
Director” node represents a parent position in the Blackbaud Demo organization. Within this parent position,
there are two children positions: “Researcher” and “Development Officer”. If need be, you can add children
positions to the children positions. For instances, you can add an “Assistant Researcher” position under the
“Researcher” position.

Groups of interrelated positions, such as the “Northeast Director” or “Southeast Director” nodes in the example
above, are known as business units. Business units usually represent fundraising teams, managerial divisions
(Major Giving, Planned Giving), and geographic divisions (regional offices).
} Add a position to your organization’s hierarchy
1. From the organization Hierarchy page, click Edit Hierarchy. The Edit Hierarchy screen appears.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.

2. Click Add and select “Position." The Add position screen appears.

3. In the Position title field, enter the name of the position as you want it to appear in your hierarchy.
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4. You can specify a business unit for the position, so you can report on performance based on business
units.
5. In the Site field, enter the site in your organization to which the position is associated.
If the position is a child node, the Site information entered in the parent node defaults. In addition, if you
change the Site information in the parent node, all child nodes automatically change to the new Site.
Note: Administrators can set up security access based on site. Any security settings your administrators
established for the site you specify in the Site field take effect for this position as soon as you click OK.
6. In the Fundraiser field, enter the name of the fundraiser, if any, assigned to the position. If no one is
assigned the position, leave this field blank. To access the Fundraiser Search screen and locate the
fundraiser in your database, click the binoculars at the end of the field.
7. If you enter a Fundraiser, you must enter a Start date for the fundraiser.
8. Click OK to save the new position and return to the Edit Hierarchy screen. The new position appears in
your hierarchy.
Note: Once you create a position or a branch, you can use the Copy and Paste functionality to save time
creating additional positions and branches. For more information, see Copy and Paste Positions and Branches
on page 107.
9. When you finish adding positions to your hierarchy, click Save on the Edit Hierarchy screen. Your
hierarchy is saved, and you return to the organization Hierarchy page.

Add Fundraiser to Existing Position
If after you create a position, you have to either change the fundraiser originally associated with the position or
add a fundraiser to a position that currently has no fundraiser assigned, you can easily do so from the Edit
Hierarchy screen.
} Add a fundraiser to an existing position in your hierarchy
1. From the organization Hierarchy page, click Edit Hierarchy. The Edit Hierarchy screen appears.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.

2. In the hierarchy, select the position for which you want to assign a fundraiser.
3. Click Add and select “Fundraiser”. The Add Fundraiser screen appears.
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4. In the Replace with field located in the Fundraiser information section, enter the name of the fundraiser
to be associated with this position. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access the Fundraiser
Search screen and search your database for the fundraiser.
5. In the Start date field, enter the date the selected fundraiser assumed the position. The Start date
cannot be equal to or later than the system date.
6. Click OK. You return to the Edit Hierarchy screen. The new fundraiser’s name appears next to the
selected position.

Replace Fundraiser in Hierarchy
When you create a position in your organization hierarchy, you have the option of assigning a fundraiser to the
position; however, normal turnover within an organization will require you to occasionally change the fundraiser
assigned various positions. When necessary, you can do so easily from the organization Hierarchy page.
} Replace the fundraiser assigned to a position
1. From the Organization Hierarchy page, select the position for which you need to change the assigned
fundraiser.
Note: For information about accessing the Organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.
2. Click Replace fundraiser. The Add Fundraiser screen appears, displaying the position Title, Site, current
Fundraiser, and the Start date of the current fundraiser.
Note: You can also replace a fundraiser from the Edit Hierarchy screen. From this screen, select the position for
which you need to change the assigned fundraiser, click Add, and select “Fundraiser”. The Add Fundraiser
screen appears, and you can continue from step 3 in this procedure.
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3. In the End date field, enter the date on which the current fundraiser’s assignment to the position ends.
The End date cannot be equal to or later than the system date.
4. In the Replace with field located in the Fundraiser information section, enter the name of the fundraiser
to be associated with this position. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access the Fundraiser
Search screen and search your database for the fundraiser.
5. In the Start date field, enter the date the selected fundraiser assumed the position. The Start date
cannot be equal to or later than the system date.
6. Click Save. You return to the Organization Hierarchy page.

Edit Position Information
When you create positions in your organization hierarchy, you must enter the Position title, which displays in
the hierarchy, and if necessary, you can enter Site information, identifying the location of the position. If after
entering this information, you discover an error or for any other reason need to change the Position title or Site,
you can do so from either the Edit Hierarchy screen or the organization Hierarchy page.
} Edit position title or site information
1. From either the organization Hierarchy page or the Edit Hierarchy screen (accessed by clicking Edit
Hierarchy on the organization Hierarchy page), select the position for which you need to change
information.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.
2. Click Edit and select “Position”. The Edit Position screen appears.
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3. In the Position title field, enter the title. The title displays in the organization hierarchy.
4. You can edit the business unit the position is associated with.
5. In the Site field, enter the site in your organization to which the position is associated.
If the position is a child node, the Site information entered in the parent node defaults. In addition, if you
change the Site information in the parent node, all child nodes automatically change to the new Site.
Note: Administrators can set up security access based on site. Any security settings your administrators
established for the site you specify in the Site field take effect for this position as soon as you click OK.
6. Click Save to save the new position information and close the Edit Position screen.

Edit Fundraiser Start Date
When you assign a fundraiser to a position in your organization hierarchy, you must enter the date the
fundraiser started at the position. If after entering this information, you discover an error or for any other reason
need to change the Start date, you can do so from either the Edit Hierarchy screen or the organization Hierarchy
page.
} Edit the fundraiser start date
1. From either the organization Hierarchy page or the Edit Hierarchy screen (accessed by clicking Edit
Hierarchy on the organization Hierarchy page), select the fundraiser position for which you need to
change the Start date information.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.
2. Click Edit and select “Fundraiser start date”. The Edit Fundraiser Start Date screen appears.
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3. In the Start date field, enter the new date.
4. Click OK. You return to the organization Hierarchy page or the Edit Hierarchy screen.

Copy and Paste Positions and Branches
The Copy and Paste functionality allows you to replicate a single position or an entire branch of your hierarchy.
For example, if your organization has two divisions, Northeast and Southeast, and the positions are exactly the
same in both divisions, you can create the Northeast division, copy the division when it is complete, and paste a
replica of the entire Northeast branch to a new location on your hierarchy. You then can edit the branch name,
make structural changes needed, and assign fundraisers to the positions, rather than create the entire Southeast
branch from scratch.
When you copy a branch or position, any subordinate nodes are also copied. Site and Fundraiser information is
not copied.
} Copy and paste positions and branches in your organization hierarchy
1. From the organization Hierarchy page, click Edit Hierarchy. The Edit Hierarchy screen appears.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.
2. In the hierarchy, select either the single position or the top position of the branch you want to copy.
3. Click Copy.
4. Select the location to which you want to paste the copied position or branch. For example, if you are
creating a new branch off the primary organizational node, select the organization’s name.
5. Click Paste. The copied branch or position appears in the selected location.

Show Position History
With the Show history option on the organization Hierarchy page, you can view the history of any selected
position. Simply select the position for which you want to view history information and click Show history. The
organization Position History page appears.

From this page, you can view the different individuals assigned the position, and vacancy information, and dates
associated with the various assignments.

Delete Information from organization Hierarchy
Depending on from where in the hierarchy you are working, you can delete fundraisers, positions, and branches.
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} Delete fundraisers, positions, and branches from your hierarchy
1. From either the organization Hierarchy page or the Edit Hierarchy screen (accessed by clicking Edit
Hierarchy on the organization Hierarchy page), select the fundraiser or position you want to delete.
If you want to delete an entire branch from your hierarchy, click Edit Hierarchy on the organization
Hierarchy page to access the Edit Hierarchy screen. From this screen, select the branch you want to
delete.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.
2. Click Delete and select what you want removed from your system: “Fundraiser,” “Position,” or “Branch.”
On the confirmation screen that appears, click Yes.

Manage organizational Teams
An organizational team is a selected group of positions in the hierarchy for which development managers usually
want to analyze fundraising or performance data. Teams can represent development teams or any logical group
of related positions for which a manager wants to view information. You can mix and match positions from
anywhere in the hierarchy when creating a team.
In addition, a position can be a member of multiple teams. For example, you can create separate Northeast and
Southeast teams, and then create an East team that includes all positions included in the Northeast and
Southeast teams.
Note: Security rights determine who can add, edit, and delete organizational teams. The teams defined in
organization Hierarchy are available for use to authorized development managers and administrators for the
purpose of generating reports, KPIs, and dashboards.
} Define an organizational team
1. From the organization Hierarchy page, in the Tasks pane on the left side of the page, click Manage
organizational Teams.
Note: For information about accessing the organization Hierarchy page, see Access organization Hierarchy on
page 101.

The Query page appears, displaying the Smart query tab. From this tab, you can open any existing teams
or define a new team. Any existing teams display in the Smart Queries grid.
Note: Smart queries are designed to enable you to easily create a query that is not ad-hoc, but that groups
records based on specific criteria, in this case positions in the organization.
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2. To open an existing team, select the team in the grid and click Edit. The Query screen appears displaying
the Parameters tab. This tab displays the organizational hierarchy with the selected positions included in
the query.
Note: For a detailed explanation of this screen, see organizational Team Screen on page 111.

To create a new team, complete the following steps.
a. Click Add. The Select a Smart Query Definition screen appears.
b. Scroll down and select “organization Positions”.
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c. Click OK. The organizational Team screen appears, displaying the Parameters tab.

d. Define your organizational team. For detailed information about working on the organizational
Team screen, see organizational Team Screen on page 111.
e. Click Save and Close. The Save Query As screen appears.
f. In the Name field, enter a name for this team, which will be saved as the name for the query.
g. In the Description field, enter a description to help you identify the query.
h. If you group your queries by categories, in the Category field select the category to which this query
belongs.
i. If you want to allow other users to change the query parameters, mark Allow other users to
modify this query.
j. On the Create Selection tab, mark the Create a Selection? checkbox if you want to create a selection
from this query.
If you mark this checkbox, select to Create a dynamic Selection or Create a static selection. A
dynamic selection is automatically refreshed each time it is used. Whenever a dynamic selection
runs, the program searches the database for any new records meeting the criteria of the selection
and adds them to the results. A static selection is like a “snapshot” of your database. Only the
records included when the selection is first executed are included. The same records are included in
the selection until it is refreshed manually or during an automated process.
You can also choose to Show this Selection in the Query Designer. Including the selection in query
designer makes the selection available to produce output fields or to filter data in other queries.
For more information about selections, see the Query chapter in the Data Management Guide.
k. Click OK. The query is saved and you return to the Results tab.
3. After you exit the organizational Team screen, you return to the Query page. To return to the
organization Hierarchy page, click the Back button.
Note: For more information about working in Query, see the Query chapter in the Data Management Guide
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organizational Team Screen
From the organizational Team screen, you can create a new organizational team or edit an existing team. You can
create new teams from scratch, starting from a hierarchy with no selected positions, or you can open an existing
team smart query and save the query under a new name. A team may consist of one or more positions from the
organization’s hierarchy.
Once you have a team query in place, you use the query to filter information included in reports, dashboards,
and KPIs, allowing you to track information specific to the individual positions.

Parameters Tab
From the Parameters tab you define your organizational team. Mark the checkbox next to each position you
want to include in the team.

Results Tab
This tab provides a preview of the records included in the query so you can quickly browse to make sure the
query is running as intended. Only the first 500 rows of results are returned since this tab is intended for you to
verify your query criteria, not as a means to view every record included in the result set. When you double-click a
record, you can view it using a selected type of page in the program. For more information, see Browse Results
in Options on page 112.
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Options
The following options are available from either the Parameters tab or the Results tab of the organizational Team
screen.
Screen
Item
Save
Save and
Close
Delete
Process
Cancel
query
Save Grid
results
Print
preview

Description
For new queries, it opens the Save Query as screen. For existing queries, it saves the query
under the existing save information.
For new queries, it opens the Save Query as screen. After you enter the save information
and click OK, the organizational Team screen closes. For existing queries, it saves the query
under the existing save information and closes the organizational Team screen.
Deletes the query from your system.
Runs the query and takes you to the Results tab. You can also process the query by
selecting the Results tab.
If after you click Process to run the query, you want to stop the process, click this button.

Exports the information in the Results tab to Microsoft Excel. When you click this button,
the Save as screen appears. Enter a File name and click Save to export the data.
Displays the Results tab data in the Print Preview screen, allowing you to see how the data
will print. From the Print Preview screen, you can choose to print the information.
This option is accessed from the Favorites menu. It adds the opened organizational team to
Add to
Favorites list on your Home page. If you click the link from your Home page, the
Favorites your
selected organization Team query opens.
Save as
This option is accessed from the File menu. It opens the Save query as screen.
This option is accessed from the File menu. It opens the Properties screen for the opened
team. The screen displays the query type, information about who created
Properties organizational
the query, when the query was created, modification information, and the system ID
number. It also displays the save information, which can be edited from this screen.
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On the Organization Calendar page, you can view scheduled items and activities related to your organization or
community, such as to help schedule and coordinate activities and processes. From the organization calendar,
you can add and manage calendar items such as holidays, community events, or scheduled breaks in your
organization’s operation. You can also select to view and manage activities, such as events or communications,
scheduled during a specific period of time. To access the Organization Calendar page from Administration, click
Organization calendar. From a calendar view, you can view and manage items and activities as necessary.

Calendar
On the organization Calendar page, you can view scheduled items and activities in a calendar view. From the
calendar, you can view and manage planned activities related to your organization or community, such as to
help schedule and coordinate activities and processes.
When you first open the calendar, the current month appears, with the current date selected. You can adjust the
period of time that appears as necessary.
• To view the items and activities for another month, click the left or right arrow above the calendar to navigate
to the month to view.
• To view the dates on the calendar in a daily, weekly, or yearly format, click the interval to use above the
calendar. To return to the monthly format, click Month.
• To view the items and activities for a specific date, in the Jump to date field, select the date to view.
Under Calendars, you can select the items and activities to view on the calendar, such as scheduled calendar
items, events, or mailings scheduled during the selected period of time. To help you navigate through the
information on the calendar, each type of calendar item or activity is color-coded. To adjust the color of an item
type, click Customize style. To view more information about an item or activity, select it on the calendar and click
Go to activity. The record of the selected item appears.
After you select the activities to view, you can apply filters to further define the activities that appear. To apply
filters to a selected activity type, click the down arrow next to the activity type and select the criteria of the items
to view. The calendar updates to display the activities that meet the selected criteria.
From the calendar, you can add and manage items to keep track of important dates or occasions such as
holidays and community events. For information about how to add and manage calendar items and activities,
see Manage Items and Activities on page 115.
To receive notifications as a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed through your browser or reader such as
Microsoft Outlook, click View RSS feed. You can select to receive notifications when new events and calendar
items are added.
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After you add items and activities to the organization calendar, you can export the calendar, such as for use with
a calendar on a mobile device. For information about how to export the calendar, Export the Organization
Calendar on page 114

Export the Organization Calendar
After you add items and activities to the organization calendar, you can export the calendar to an iCalendar (*.ics)
or a vCalendar (*.vcs) file. With the export file, you can view and manage the items or activities in a calendar
outside of the program, such as in Microsoft Outlook or on a mobile device. When you export the calendar, you
select the date range of the items and activities to export.
} Export the organization calendar
1. From Administration, click Organization calendar. The Organization Calendar page appears.
2. On the Calendar tab, click Export calendar. The Export calendar screen appears.

3. In the Save as field, click the ellipsis, and browse to the location to save the export file.
4. Specify the name and format to use to save the export file. You can save the export file as either an
iCalendar (*.ics) or a vCalendar (*.vcs) file.
5. Click OK. When the program saves the export file at the designated location, a message appears.
6. Click OK. You return to the Organization Calendar page.

List View
On the List View tab, you can view a list of items and activities scheduled on the organization calendar. From the
list view, you can view and manage planned activities related to your organization or community, such as to help
schedule and coordinate activities and processes.
Under Items, the scheduled calendar items and planned activities for your organization appear. For each item,
you can view its duration, type, and the user who added it to the organization calendar. To view more
information about an item or activity, select it in the list and click Go to activity. The record of the selected item
appears.
To help locate a specific item or reduce the number of items that appear, you can filter the list by item type and
date range. To filter the list, select the criteria of the items to view and click Apply.
From the list view, you can add and manage items to keep track of important dates or occasions such as holidays
and community events. You can also add and manage events and appeal mailings from the list, such as to plan
activities for the future. For information about how to add and manage calendar items and activities, see
Manage Items and Activities on page 115.
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Manage Items and Activities
From the Organization Calendar page, you can add and manage items to keep track of important dates or
occasions such as holidays and community events. You can also add and manage activities such as events and
appeal mailings to the organization calendar, such as to help you quickly plan for a future time period.
Note: To add an event to the organization calendar, click Add and select Event. To edit an event from the
organization calendar, select the event and click Edit. For information about how to add or edit events, see the
Events Guide.
Note: To add an appeal mailing to the organization calendar, click Add and select Appeal mailing. To edit an
appeal mailing from the organization calendar, select the event and click Edit. For information about how to
add or edit appeal mailings, see the Communications Guide.

Add Items to the Organization Calendar
To help you schedule your organization’s activities and processes, you can add items such as holidays and
community events to the organization calendar.
} Add a calendar item
1. From Administration, click Organization calendar. The Organization Calendar page appears.
2. On the action bar, click Add and select Calendar item. The Add a calendar item screen appears.

3. Enter a unique name to help identify the item, such as St. Patrick’s Day or Downtown Arts Expo.
4. In the Start date and End date fields, select the duration of the item. When you add the item from the
calendar view, the date range selected on the calendar automatically appears.
5. Click Save. You return to the Organization Calendar page. On the selected dates, the new item appears.

Edit a Calendar Item
After you add an item to the calendar, you can edit it as necessary, such as to adjust its schedule or correct a
typographical error.
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You can only edit items manually added to the calendar. You cannot edit activities that appear on the calendar
from elsewhere in the program.
} Edit a calendar event
1. From Administration, click Organization calendar. The Organization Calendar page appears.
Note: To view manually added items on the calendar view, you must select Items under Calendars. To view
only manually added items in the list view, select Calendar items in the Type field and click Apply.
2. On the calendar, select the item to edit.
3. On the action bar, click Edit. The Edit calendar item screen appears. The items on this screen are the
same as the Add a calendar item screen. For information about the items on this screen, see Add Items
to the Organization Calendar on page 115.
4. Edit the information as necessary.
5. Click Save. You return to the Organization Calendar page.

Delete an Item or Activity from the Organization Calendar
After you add an item or activity to the organization calendar, you can delete it as necessary, such as due to a
cancellation. You cannot delete activities that appear on the calendar from elsewhere in the program, such as
events or mailings.
To delete an item or activity from the organization calendar, select it on the calendar and click Delete. When the
confirmation message appears, click Yes. You return to the Organization Calendar page.
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Optional modules enable you to customize the program to meet specific needs of your organization. When you
purchase an optional module from Blackbaud, you receive an activation key. You can use this key to unlock the
module and access its features. For information about how to unlock optional modules, see Unlock Optional
Modules on page 117.

Unlock Optional Modules
You can automatically unlock all your optional modules based on information specific to your installation. You
can also select to unlock a specific optional module with a unqiue activation key received from Blackbaud.
} Unlock optional modules
1. On the menu bar, click Welcome and select Unlock optional modules. The Unlock Optional Modules
screen appears.

2. Select whether to automatically unlock all modules or manually unlock a single module.
If you select Manually unlock module, enter the activation key received from Blackbaud to unlock the
module. If you receive an expiration date for the module, in the Expiration date field, select the date the
module expires.
3. Click OK. You return to the previous page.
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The Fiscal Years page displays the fiscal years you have defined in the system. You can add, edit, and delete fiscal
years and financial periods for your organization from this page.
To access the Fiscal Years page, select Fiscal years on the Administration page.

Add Fiscal Year
You can add an unlimited number of fiscal years to the database, including previous fiscal years.
You can divide each fiscal year into a maximum of 13 periods. Each period acts as a container, which you use to
track transactions. When you create a journal entry, the transaction appears in the period and fiscal year
determined by the post date. Journal entries must balance by fiscal period. You can also soft-close fiscal years.
Soft-closing prohibits new journal entries to a period, but allows you to reopen the period at a later date.
} Add next fiscal year
1. From the Fiscal Years page, select Add next from the action bar. The Add fiscal year information screen
appears.
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2. In the Fiscal year and Description fields, enter a unique year and a unique description for the fiscal year
you are creating.
3. In the Number of periods field, select the number of periods for the fiscal year. You can choose from 1 to
13 periods. The Periods grid changes based on your selection.
4. Once you enter the number of periods, you must enter valid start and end dates for each period of the
fiscal year. The start date for period 1 is enabled only on the first fiscal year. For the years after the first
year, this date is automatically set based on the end date of the previous fiscal year. All other period start
dates are set based on the end date of the previous period.
5. Select Closed to soft-close a fiscal period. When you soft-close a fiscal period, you cannot enter
payments with a post date that falls within the period. The term “soft-close” means that you can always
return to the period and edit this setting at a later date.
6. To auto-fill the periods based on the start date and number of periods selected, select Auto-complete.
7. Click Save to save the fiscal year. The new fiscal year appears in the Fiscal years grid.
} Add previous fiscal year
1. From the Fiscal Years page, select Add previous from the action bar. The Add fiscal year information
screen appears.
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2. In the Fiscal year and Description fields, enter a unique year and a unique description for the fiscal year
you are creating.
3. In the Number of periods field, select the number of periods for the fiscal year. You can choose from 1 to
13 periods. The Periods grid changes based on your selection.
4. Once you enter the number of periods, you must enter valid start and end dates for each period of the
fiscal year. The end date of the last period is disabled and is based on the start date of the oldest fiscal
year in your database.
5. Select Closed to soft-close a fiscal period. When you soft-close a fiscal period, you cannot enter
payments with a post date that falls within the period. The term “soft-close” means that you can always
return to the period and edit this setting at a later date.
6. To auto-fill the periods based on the start date and number of periods selected, select Auto-complete.
7. Click Save to save the fiscal year. The previous fiscal year now appears in the Fiscal years grid.

Add Fiscal Year Information Screen
The table below explains the fields on the Add fiscal year information screen. For information about how to
access this screen, see Add Fiscal Year on page 119.
Screen Item

Description

Fiscal year
Description
Number of
periods

Enter a unique year to identify the fiscal year.
Enter a description for the fiscal year.

Closed

Enter the number of periods for the fiscal year.
Select this checkbox to soft-close a fiscal period. When you soft-close a fiscal period,
you cannot enter payments with post dates within the period. The term “soft-close”
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Screen Item

Description

means that you can always return to the period and clear the checkbox at a later date.
Auto-complete Select this to auto-fill the periods based on the start date and number of periods.

Copy Fiscal Year Information
When adding a fiscal year, you can populate the fields with information from another fiscal year already saved in
the system. To copy existing fiscal year information, select Copy on Fiscal years action bar.
} Copy fiscal year information
1. In the Fiscal years grid, select the existing fiscal year you want to copy, and click Copy. You return to the
Add fiscal year information screen, and the period information from the fiscal year you selected
populates the periods grid for the fiscal year you are adding.
2. Enter a name and description for the new fiscal year.
3. Click Save to save the fiscal year. The fiscal year appears in the Fiscal years grid.

Edit Fiscal Year
You can edit only open or soft-closed fiscal years. To edit a fiscal year, highlight the year in the Fiscal years grid on
the Fiscal Years page and select Edit. For example, you might want to change the description or number of
periods.
For information about the fields on the Edit fiscal year information screen, see Add Fiscal Year Information
Screen on page 121.

Delete Fiscal Year
You can delete fiscal years from the Fiscal Years page by selecting Delete under Fiscal years. Keep in mind, you
can delete fiscal years only if they have no activity.
For more information about fiscal years, see Fiscal Years on page 119.
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Code tables increase data entry speed and accuracy throughout the program. When users enter information into
a field with a code table, they can quickly access a list of possible entries for that field to select an entry rather
than type it manually.
Code tables also help maintain consistency in your data entry. For example, when users add a new constituent
phone number, one may enter “Cell Phone” as a phone type, another may enter “Mobile,” and yet another may
enter “Cell.” All three designate the same phone type. To prevent inconsistency and ease the interpretation and
retrieval of information from your database in queries and reports, you can enter your organization’s accepted
phone types in Code Tables and limit the rights of your users to add and edit table entries.

Access Code Tables
To view and manage your organization’s code tables, from Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables
page appears.
Warning: To ensure the validity of your database and consistency of your data entry, we recommend you limit
rights to manage code table entries to only a few key users. This also increases the accuracy of your records and
reports. For information about how to limit rights, see Establish User Permissions for Code Tables on page 127.
Under Code tables, you can view the category and sort method for each category. To limit the code tables that
appear, you can filter the grid by category. On the action bar, click Filter, select the category to view, and click
Apply.
In the program, users access code table entries (along with value list fields and simple data list fields) from the
drop-down arrow at the end of a field. Depending on permission settings, users can enter text directly in the field.
If the program does not recognize the text as an existing code table entry, it asks whether to add the text as a
new entry. To access a screen to view code table entries, users can also press F7 on their keyboard when the
cursor is in the table field. Depending on permission settings, users can also add and manage entries from this
screen.
From the Code Tables page, you manage code tables and their entries as necessary.
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Manage Code Table Entries
From the Code Tables page, you can add and manage code table entries. To view the entries for a code table,
select the table under Code tables and click Go to entry list. For example, to view the address type entries,
under Biographical, select Address Type. The Table Entries page for the code table appears.
In the grid, you can view the description and active status of each entry for the code table. You can also view for
which sites the entry appears as a selection. You can select whether to display inactive code table entries. On the
action bar, click Filter, select whether to include inactive entries, and click Apply.
From the grid, you can add and manage the entries for the code table.

Add New Table Entries
You can add entries for code tables. When you add a code table entry, you enter its description to appear as a
selection for the table throughout the program.
Warning: To ensure the validity of your database and consistency of your data entry, we recommend you limit
rights to add code table entries to only a few key users. This also increases the accuracy of your records and
reports. For information about how to limit rights, see Establish User Permissions for Code Tables on page 127.
} Add a new table entry
1. From Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables page appears.
2. Under Code tables, select a code table and click Go to entry list. The Table Entries page appears.
Note: You can also add entries from the lookup screen for the code table. For information about the lookup
screen, see Show Lookup Screen on page 126.
3. Click Add entry. The New Table Entry screen appears.

4. Enter a description to help identify the new table entry.
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5. Under Filtering, select whether to make the entry available to all sites at your organization or only
selected sites. If you select Selected sites, select the checkboxes of the sites to use the entry.
6. Click Save. You return to the Table Entries page. The next time a user accesses the code table through a
field, the new entry appears as an option.

Edit a Code Table Entry
You can edit a code table entry, such as to correct a misspelled word. When you edit an entry, you can select to
mark it as inactive to make it unavailable to users. Inactive table entries remain in the database, but users can no
longer select it from the table field.
Warning: To ensure the validity of your database and consistency of your data entry, we recommend you limit
rights to edit code table entries to only a few key users. This also increases the accuracy of your records and
reports. For information about how to limit rights, see Establish User Permissions for Code Tables on page 127.
} Edit a table entry
1. From Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables page appears.
2. Under Code tables, select a code table and click Go to entry list. The Table Entries page appears.
Note: You can also edit entries from the lookup screen for the code table. For information about the lookup
screen, see Show Lookup Screen on page 126.
3. Select the entry to edit and click Edit. The Edit Table Entry screen appears.
4. Edit the information as necessary. To make the entry unavailable for use but retain it in your database,
select Inactive.
5. Click Save. You return to the Table Entries page.

Delete Code Table Entries
You can delete a code table entry, such as if your organization no longer uses it. When you delete an entry, you
remove it completely from your database. You cannot delete a code table entry currently used by a record.
Note: To remove an entry as a data entry option but retain it in your database, you can mark the entry as
inactive. For information about how to mark an entry as inactive, see Edit a Code Table Entry on page 125.
Warning: To ensure the validity of your database and consistency of your data entry, we recommend you limit
rights to delete code table entries to only a few key users. This also increases the accuracy of your records and
reports. For information about how to limit rights, see Establish User Permissions for Code Tables on page 127.
} Delete a table entry
1. From Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables page appears.
2. Under Code tables, select a code table and click Go to entry list. The Table Entries page appears.
Note: You can also delete entries from the lookup screen for the code table. For information about the lookup
screen, see Show Lookup Screen on page 126.
3. Select the entry to delete and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes. You return to the Table Entries page.
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Show Lookup Screen
To view all available entries for a code table, select the table on the Code Tables page and click Show lookup. The
lookup screen for the code table appears and displays all entries for the code table.

From the lookup screen, you can view and manage the entries for the code table. For a code table with a userdefined sort method, you can also arrange the order of the entries as necessary.
Note: For information about sort methods, see Edit the Sort Method of Code Table Entries on page 126.
• To add an entry to the code table, click Add. The New Table Entry screen appears so you can enter the
description of the entry.
If you use the alphabetical sort method, the new entry appears in alphabetical order. If you use the userdefined sort method, select whether to add the new entry to the bottom of the list or above the selected
entry.
• To edit an entry, select it and click Edit. The Edit Table Entry screen appears so you can edit the entry as
necessary.
• To permanently remove an entry from your database, select it and click Delete. When a message appears to
ask whether to delete the entry, click Yes.
• To arrange the order of the entries for a table with a user-defined sort method, select the entry to move and
click the up or down arrow as necessary.

Edit the Sort Method of Code Table Entries
You can select whether to display code table entries alphabetically or in a user-defined method. For example, you
may select to sort entries so more commonly selected entries appear first in the code table. In the program, the
entries appear for code table fields in the same order as you arrange in Administration.
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} Edit sort method of entries for a code table
1. From Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables page appears.
2. Under Code tables, select a table and click Edit sort method. The Edit code table entry list sort method
screen appears.

3. Select whether to sort the entries of the table alphabetically or in a user-defined method.
4. Click Save. You return to the Code Tables page.

Establish User Permissions for Code Tables
You can grant or deny your users permission to add, edit, and delete code table entries. Code tables provide
entry options in various fields in the program. If you grant rights to change a code table, users can press F7 on
the keyboard when the cursor is in its table field to manage its entry list from its lookup screen. To limit your
table entries to a reasonable number and protect the consistency of your database, we recommend you limit
code table permissions.
Note: Any user can click F7 to access the code table lookup screen, regardless of the permission settings.
Permissions control only a user’s ability to add, edit, and delete entries.
} Establish user permissions to add, edit, and delete code table entries
1. From Administration, click Code tables. The Code Tables page appears.
2. Under Code tables, select the table for which to establish permissions.
3. Click Assign permissions. The Edit Code Table Permissions screen appears.
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4. In the System Role column, locate the system role for which to establish permission settings.
5. Assign the selected system role permissions:
• To establish an Add permission to determine whether users can add new entries to the code table,
in the Add column, select whether to grant or deny the system role permission. If you grant
permission, users who log in under the system role can press F7 while in the table field to add an
entry.
Note: If you do not grant or deny a role permission, but leave the setting blank, the following occurs: If a user
belongs to no other roles, the user is not granted rights; if the user belongs to another role to which
permissions are granted, the user has the rights assigned that role. In addition, Deny trumps Grant, and Grant
trumps no entry.
• To establish an Edit permission to determine whether users can edit the entries of a code table, in
the Edit column, select whether to grant or deny the system role permission. If you grant
permission, users who log in under the system role can press F7 while in the table field to edit an
entry.
• To establish a Delete permission to determine whether user can delete entries from the code table,
in the Delete column, select whether to grant or deny the system role permission. If you grant
permission, users who log in under the system role can press F7 while in the table field to delete an
entry.
• To grant all system roles permission to manage the code table, click Grant All.
• To deny all system roles permission to manage the code table, click Deny All.
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• To clear all boxes in the grid and start over, click Clear All.
6. Click Save. Your return to the Code Tables page.
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The Global changes functionality allows you to make select changes to a specific group of records in your
system. For example, trustees for your organization are rotated annually, so every year you have to remove the
“Trustee” constituency from all previous year trustees. Using a selection of your previous year trustees, you can
use the “Delete user-defined constituency” definition included in Global changes and remove the “Trustee”
constituency from all expired trustees’ records.

Access Global Change
The global change functionality is housed in the Data section of the Administration page.
} Access the global change functionality
1. From the action bar in the application, click Administration. The Administration page appears.
2. In the Data section of the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.

Add a Global Change Instance
A global change instance defines what you want changed where. Once you create an instance, it is saved in the
Global changes grid on the Global Changes page. You can process and reprocess the instance at anytime and
even open the existing instance and make any necessary changes.
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} Add a global change instance
1. From the Global Changes page, click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
Note: For information about how to access the Global Changes page, see Access Global Change on page 131.
2. Select the global change definition that meets your needs. For example, if you want to delete a
constituency from selected records, select “Delete user-defined constituency”; if you want to add a
constituent attribute to selected records, select “Add constituent attributes”.
3. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears. The fields and options included on this screen vary,
based on the global change definition you selected in step 2.

4. Complete the Add global change screen. In this section all definitions are explained and information is
included about the fields and options included on the specific definition add screen.
5. Click Save. The new global change instance appears in the Global Changes grid.

Edit a Global Change Instance
A global change instance defines what you want changed where. Once you create an instance, it is saved in the
Global changes grid on the Global Changes page. If you discover you must change an existing instance, you can
open the instance using the Edit button and make and save any necessary changes.
} Edit a global change instance
1. From the Global Changes page, select the instance you want to change.
Note: For information about how to access the Global Changes page, see Access Global Change on page 131.
2. Click Edit. The Edit global change screen appears. The fields and options included on this screen vary,
based on the global change definition selected when the instance was created.
3. Make any necessary changes.
4. Click Save. The global change edits are saved, and you return to the Global changes page.

Process Global Change
Once you create or edit a global change instance, defining specifically what you want changed and where, you
must process the instance. This executes the change, updating all selected records.
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} Process a global change instance
1. From the Global Changes page, select the instance you want to process.
Note: For information about how to access the Global Changes page, see Access Global Change on page 131;
for information about creating a global change instance, see Add a Global Change Instance on page 131; for
information about changing an existing global change instance, see Edit a Global Change Instance on page 132.
2. Click Process global change. The selected records are changed, and the process screen appears.

Assign Global Change Permissions
You can control system role permissions granted to each individual global change instance. Using the Assign
Permissions functionality, you can control who has access to change, execute, and delete you global change
instance.
When a user assigned the specific role opens the program, only instances for which they are granted permission
appear.
Note: For instructions about managing system roles and establishing security, see the System Roles chapter in
the Administration Guide.
} Set user permissions for global change instances
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears displaying any
existing global change instances.
Note: For information about accessing the Administration page, see Access Global Change on page 131.
2. Select the global change instance for which you want to assign permissions.
3. Click the Assign Permissions button. The Assign Permissions screen appears.
4. To grant permission to all roles in your system, select All roles.
To select the individual roles to which you want to “Grant” or “Deny” permission, select Selected roles.
a. The System Roles box is activated, and you can select a role.
b. To grant the selected role access, click Grant; to deny the selected role access, click Deny; to clear an
assignments, click Clear.
5. Click Save to save your assignments and close the Assign Permissions screen.
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Delete a Global Change Instance
A global change instance defines what you want changed where. Once you create an instance, it is saved in the
Global Changes grid on the Global Changes page. If you discover you no longer need a saved instance, you can
remove the instance from your system.
} Delete a global change instance
1. From the Global Changes page, select the instance you want to delete.
Note: For information about how to access the Global Changes page, see Access Global Change on page 131.
2. Click Delete. A confirmation screen appears.
3. Click Yes. The selected instance is removed from the Global changes page.

Reset Last Run Date
Whenever you execute a selected global change, the program process the change based on any new data
entered in the database since the Last run on date. This date displays in the Global Changes grid on the Global
Changes page.
If for some reason, you want the program to process the change for all selected records, regardless of if the
records were included in the last execution of the global change, you can reset the Last run on date by selecting
the instance in the Global Changes grid and clicking Reset last run on date. A confirmation screen appears. Click
Yes to reset the Last run on date.

Global Change Process Record
The global change process record displays status and history information about the selected global change
instance. You can also schedule a global change processing job.
Note: For information about executing a global change, see Process Global Change on page 132.

View a Global Change Process Record
Whenever you process a global change, the selected global change process record automatically opens after the
process generates. When not processing changes, you can open process records from the Global Changes page.
} Open an existing global change process record
1. From the Global Changes page, select the instance for which you want to view processing information.
Note: For information about how to access the Global Changes page, see Access Global Change on page 131.
2. Click View process history. The selected process record appears.
3. Also from this screen, the following Tasks are available:
• Start process: Processes the global change.
• Edit global change: Accesses the Edit global change screen.
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• Create job schedule: Accesses the Create Job screen.
• Delete global change: Removes the global change instance from the system.

Recent Status
The Recent status tab displays information about the most recent global change process. For example, if the
process “Completed”, the tab displays dates and times of the last change, the number of records processed, the
number of exceptions, and much more.

History
The History tab lists all global changes executed for the selected global change instance. It includes information
about dates, status, duration, and more. You can also delete archived processing records from this tab.

Delete Archived Global Change Process Record
You can permanently delete any archived global change process record stored on the History tab.
} Delete a global change process record from the History tab
1. From the global change process record, select the History tab.
2. Select the archived record you want to delete.
3. Click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes. The record is deleted, and you return to the History tab.

Job Schedule
You can arrange to process global changes automatically, even during off-hours, from the Job Schedule tab
available in the global change process record.
Using SQL Server Agent jobs, the program automatically processes global changes, and it executes the changes
on a recurring basis, following the instructions you set. Scheduling jobs involves defining the condition or
conditions that cause the job to begin running.

Create a New Job Schedule
When you create a job schedule for a selected global change instance, the program automatically executes the
global change at a frequency you determine.
} Create a global change job schedule
1. From a global change process record, select the Job Schedule tab.
2. Click Add. The Create Job screen appears.
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3. In the Job name field, enter a descriptive name for the scheduled process.
4. You can suspend the scheduled process by unchecking the Enabled checkbox. To make the process
active, mark the Enabled checkbox. The default is checked.
5. In the Schedule Type field, select the desired frequency on which the scheduled process should run.
Note: For a detailed explanation of each field and option included on the Create Job screen, see Create Job
Screen on page 136.
6. Click Save. You return to the global change process record.

Create Job Screen
You access the Create Job screen by clicking Add on the Job Schedule tab of the global change process record.
Screen
Item

Description

Job
name

Enter the name of the job schedule.

Selections for job frequency include:
-One time: The scheduled process runs once, on the date and time specified in the One-time
occurrence field.
Schedule
-Daily: The scheduled process runs on a daily basis. In the Frequency section, specify the
type
number of days to lapse between each run of the job. In the Daily frequency section, specify a
time for the process to run or specify that the process run repeatedly during a specific period
of time. In the Duration section, specify the date that your process begins. If you want the
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Screen
Item

Description

process to run over a specific period of time, specify an optional End date or keep the default
of No end date.
-Weekly: The scheduled process runs on a weekly basis. In the Frequency section specify the
number of weeks to lapse before the process runs, in addition to the day of the week for it to
run. In the Daily frequency section, set a specific time for the process to run, or specify that
the process run repeatedly during a specific period of time. In the Duration section, specify
the date that your process begins. If you want the process to run over a specific period of
time, specify an optional End date or keep the default of No end date.
-Monthly: The scheduled process runs on a monthly basis. In the Frequency section, specify
the number of months to lapse before the process runs, in addition to the day of the month
for it to run. In the Daily frequency section, specify a specific time for the process to run or
specify that the process run repeatedly during a specific period of time. In the Duration
section, specify the date that your process begins. If you want the process to run over a
specific period of time, specify an optional End date or keep the default of No end date.
-Start when SQL Server Agent service starts: The scheduled job process runs when the SQL
Server Agent service starts. This is useful if you use the SQL Server Agent service for other
tasks.
-Start when the computer becomes idle: The job runs when enough resources are available
on the server. This is determined by the idle condition defined in the SQL Server Agent
properties on the server.
suspend the scheduled process, unmark this checkbox. To make the process active, mark
Enabled To
Enabled. By default, this checkbox is marked.
Appears when you select One time in the Schedule type field. Use the date format
Date
mm/dd/yyyy, or click the drop down arrow to select from a calendar.
Appears when you select One time in the Schedule type field. Enter the date of the one-time
Time
occurrence.
Occurs
every [ ] Enabled when you select Daily, Weekly, or Monthly in the Schedule type field.
month
(s)
Days of Appears when you select Weekly in the Schedule type field. Mark the checkbox beside the
the
day of the week to run the job. You can select one or multiple days.
week
Day [ ]
of the
month

Appears when you select Monthly in the Schedule type field.

The [ ] [
] of the
month

Appears when you select Monthly in the Schedule type field. In the first field select First,
Second, Third, Fourth, or Last. In the second field select a day of the week or Day, Weekday,
or Weekend day. For example, to run a process the last Friday of every month, select Last in
the first field and Friday in the second field.

Occurs
once at
[]

Enabled when you select Daily, Weekly, or Monthly in the Schedule type field.

Occurs
every [ ]
[]

Enabled when you select Daily, Weekly, or Monthly in the Schedule type field. To move the
number by one, click the up and down arrow in the first field. In the second field, select
Minutes or Hour. For example, to run this process in the morning and afternoon every day at
work, enter 4 in the first field and select Hours in the second field.

Starting
at and
Enabled when you select Occurs every [ ] [ ]. Using the example in the previous row, enter
Ending 8:00:00AM in the Start at field and 5:00:00PM in the Ending at field.
at
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Screen
Item

Description

Start
date

Enter the date for the job schedule to begin to process. Use the date format mm/dd/yyyy, or
click the arrow to select from a calendar.
Enter the date for the job schedule to end. For example, enter an end-of-year date. Use the
End date date format mm/dd/yyyy, or click the arrow to select from a calendar. This option is disabled
when No end date is selected.
No end If your job schedule does not have an end date, mark this option.
date

Edit an Existing Job Schedule
You can change any existing global change job schedule.
} Edit an existing global change job schedule
1. From the global change process record for which you want to edit a scheduled job, select the Job
Schedule tab.
2. Click Edit. The Edit Job screen appears.
3. Make any necessary changes.
Note: For a detailed explanation of each field and option included on the Edit Schedule screen, see Create Job
Screen on page 136.
4. Click Save to save the changes.

Delete an Existing Job Schedule
You can easily remove any existing global change job schedule from your system.
} Delete an existing global change job schedule
1. From the global change process record for which you want to delete a scheduled job, select the Job
Schedule tab.
2. Select the scheduled job you want to delete.
3. Click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes to delete the job.

Global Change Definitions
Depending upon the global change that you process, there are parameters specific to that change. This section
contains definitions and procedures for each global change.

Delete Audit Tables
Over time your database can accumulate numerous audit tables you no longer need. Use the Delete Audit Table
definition to permanently remove audit data from these tables. After you create the definition, you can execute
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the global change process to remove the data. For more information about processing a global change, see
Process Global Change on page 132.
} Delete audit tables globally
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Audit Tables, select Delete audit data.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. To delete all audit tables, select All audit tables.
8. To delete a specific group of audit tables from Query, select Selected audit tables. Click the binoculars at
the end of the field to access a search screen and locate the selection to use.
9. Under Delete audit information older than, filter the audit tables to delete by entering a time frame. For
example, to delete audit tables older than three years, enter “3” in the first field and select “Year(s)” in
the second field.
Tip: The maximum number you can enter in the first field is 100. In the second field, you can select to delete by
days, weeks, months, or years.
10. Click Save. The global change process appears on the Global Changes page.
11. When you are ready to execute the global change, select it and click Process global change.

Enable or Disable Audit Tables
Over time your database can accumulate numerous audit tables you no longer need. You can disable an audit
table rather than permanently delete it. If you decide later to use it again, you can enable it.
} Enable or disable audit tables
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Audit Tables, select Enable or disable audit tables.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. To disable all audit tables, select All audit tables.
8. To disable a specific group of audit tables, select Selected audit tables. Click the binoculars at the end of
the field to access a search screen and locate the selection to use.
9. If you want to enable, rather than disable, audit tables, select Enable.
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10. Click Save. The global change process appears on the Global Changes page.
11. When you are ready to execute the global change, select it and click Process global change.

Delete Batch Control and Exception Reports
Over time your database can accumulate numerous batch control and exception reports you no longer need. To
remove these from the database, create a batch control and exception report global change definition. After you
create the definition, you can execute the global change process to remove the batch reports. For more
information about processing a global change, see Process Global Change on page 132.
} Delete batch control and exception reports globally
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Batch Reports, select Batch control and exception report delete.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. To delete all batch control and exception reports for committed batches, select All committed batches.
8. To delete a specific group of batch control and exception reports from Query, select Selected batches.
Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate the selection to use.
9. Under Delete batch control and exception reports older than, filter the reports to delete by entering a
time frame. For example, to delete batch control and exception reports older than three years, enter “3”
in the first field and select “Year(s)” in the second field.
Tip: The maximum number you can enter in the first field is 100. In the second field, you can select to delete by
days, weeks, months, or years.
10. Click Save. The global change process appears on the Global Changes page.
11. When you are ready to execute the global change, select it and click Process global change.

Delete Business Process Outputs
Over time your database can accumulate export process outputs you no longer need. To remove these from the
database, create a business process output global change definition. After you create the definition, you can
execute the global change process to remove the export process outputs. For more information about
processing a global change, see Process Global Change on page 132.
Note: This global change definition only removes outputs from export processes. For example, in Export, you
create an export process. You export the data into a.csv file. When you run this global change, the table that
contains the data in the.csv file deletes. To download the data into a.csv file again, you must run the export
process again.
} Delete business process outputs globally
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
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2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Business Process, select Business process output delete.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. To delete all export process outputs, select All business processes.
8. To delete a specific group of export process outputs from Query, select Selected business processes.
Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate the selection to use.
9. Under Delete output tables generated by business processes older than, filter the export process
outputs to delete by entering a time frame. For example, to delete outputs older than three years, enter
“3” in the first field and select “Year(s)” in the second field.
Tip: The maximum number you can enter in the first field is 100. In the second field, you can select to delete by
days, weeks, months, or years.
10. Click Save. The global change process appears on the Global Changes page.
11. When you are ready to execute the global change, select it and click Process global change.

Complete Pending Transfer through Global Change
When you transfer a child to a new sponsor, the new sponsorship status is pending until you complete the
process. If you complete the process through Global Change you can define a time period you want to pass
before the system automatically changes the sponsorships’ statuses.
} Complete pending transfers in Global Change
1. From Administration, click Global changes.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Complete pending transfers.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. If you want to base the change on just a specific site, in the Site field select the site you want changed.
7. In the Parameters frame, define the time period you want to wait before “pending” transferred are
completed. For example, if you want to wait seven days, in the Units field enter “7” and in the Period
field select “Day(s).”
8. In the Selection field, you can select a selection of records, created in Query, that you want updated. If
you do not choose a selection, all pending transfers satisfying your parameter definitions are included in
the change process.
9. Click Save to save the global change process and return to the Global Changes page.
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Adjust Sponsorship Rates
The billing coordinator for your organization may need to implement a global rate change in order to meet
changes in the cost of maintaining the sponsorship. The Adjust sponsorship rates definition in Global Change
allows you to globally increase or decrease the rate of sponsorships based on a % or fixed amount.
} Adjust the sponsorship rates globally
1. From Administration, click Global Changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Adjust sponsorship rates.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process.
6. In the Site field, select the specific site you want changed. For example, if your organization maintains
several offices - office A, office B, and office C - and you just want office B changed, select office B. Select
All sites to change the amount in all locations.
7. If you want to globally change the rate set on a specific program, select Program and then in the dropdown menu select the specific program to use.
8. If you want to globally change the rate set on a specific group of records included in a selection created in
Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate
the specific selection you want to use.
9. In the Adjust method field, you can choose to “Set rate to” a specific amount or to “Increase rate by” a
specified amount.
10. In the Amount field, enter the new rate or the amount by which you want the existing rate increased.
This depends on the option you selected in the Adjust method field.
11. In the Development function field, select the function you want to include on the record when
recognizing the rate change. For example, if the new rate is for upgrades, select “Upgrade.
12. Click Save.
13. When your are ready to execute the rate change, click Process global change.

Cancel Expired Sponsorships
If when you created the sponsorship record, you entered an Expiration date to identify when you expect the
sponsorship relationship to end, you can run a Global Change process and bulk cancel any expired fixed-term
sponsorships.
} Cancel expired sponsorships in bulk
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Cancel expired sponsorships.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name for this global change process.
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6. Click Save.
7. When your are ready to cancel the sponsorships, click Process global change.
For more information about the Global Change process, see the Global Change chapter in the Data
Management Guide.

Unreserve Opportunity Reservation Keys in Bulk
If you have a large number of opportunities you want to unreserve at once, you can create a global change
process. The global change process releases all reserved opportunities from multiple reservation keys based on
the End date entered in the key.
} Unreserve opportunity groups in bulk
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Unreserve opportunity reservation keys.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name for this global change process.
6. Click Save.
7. When your are ready to unreserve the opportunities, click Process global change.

Add Constituent Attribute
Attributes add flexibility to your record keeping by giving you the ability to define and store special information
about a wide variety of record types. If after entering an attribute value in a number of records in your system
you find you need to change the value, you can change all values at once with Global Change and a selection of
the affected records. For example, if you have the attribute category “Athletics” and a value of “Soccer” but you
need to change all “Soccer” values to “Football,” you can use Global Change to make the change. You can also
use the process to add new information to records. For example, if a constituent in the selection does not have
an “Athletics” category included on his record but he is included in the record selection, the new data is added to
the Attribute tab on his record.
} Change attribute values globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add constituent attribute.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
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• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally change attribute information on a specific group of records included in a selection
created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen
and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are changed.
8. In the Category field, select the attribute category that contains the value you want to change. All
constituent attribute categories created in Manage attribute categories are available in this field.
9. In the Value field, enter the new value you want entered for the selected attribute Category.
10. In the Comments field, enter any note information you want to add to the constituent attribute. This
information displays in the Comment column of the constituent’s Attributes tab.
11. Select Overwrite existing value if you want the new value to replace the existing value. If you do not
mark this checkbox, the new value is added to records with no existing value for the attribute category,
but if the constituent does have a value entered for the selected attribute category, no new data is
entered.
12. Select Remove value from unqualified records if you want the attribute value removed from records
not qualified to receive the data.
13. Click Save.
14. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Add Constituent Mail Preference
Constituent mail preferences let you track, based on mail type, whether to send mail to constituents. You can
also track how to send that type of mail. You can add a mail preference to a selection of constituents or all
constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have the mail type “Pledge Reminders,” you can
use Global Change to add a preference to send pledge reminders by email to a selection of constituents.
} Add constituent mail preference globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add constituent mail preference.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
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• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally add a constituent mail preference for a specific group of records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
8. In the Mail type field, select the mail type preference that you want to add. For example, you can select
“Appeals.”
9. Select Send or Do not send.
10. If you select Send,
• In Send by, select the method. For example, you can select “Mail” or “Email.”
• If you select “Mail,” select Send to seasonal address when valid to change the address when there
is a seasonal address and the mailing occurs in the date range for that season.
11. In the Comments field, enter any note information you want to add to the constituent mail preferences.
You can view comments in the Mail Preferences frame in the Comments column. The frame is on the
constituent’s Communications page on the Preferences tab.
12. Click Save.
13. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Add Constituent Site
Constituent sites allow you to associate locations with constituents. You can add a site to a selection of
constituents or all constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have the constituent site
“Northwest,” you can use Global Change to add “Northwest” as a site to every constituent.
} Add constituent site globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add constituent site.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
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• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally add constituent sites for a specific group of constituent records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
8. In the Site field, select the constituent site that you want to add. All constituent sites created in Sites are
available in this field.
9. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Add Constituent Solicit Code
Solicit codes allow you to keep track of special considerations for contacting constituents. Solicit codes may
include, “Do not solicit” or “Spring mailing only.” If after entering a solicit code in a number of records in your
system you find you need to change dates or comments, you can change all dates or comments at once with
Global Change and a selection of the affected records. For example, if you have the solicit code “Do not solicit”
and the start date for the solicit code needs to be “July 14, 2010,” you can use Global Change to make the
change. You can also use the process to add new information to records. For example, if a constituent in the
selection does not have an solicit code included on his record but he is included in the record selection, the new
solicit code is added to the his record.
} Add or change solicit codes globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add constituent solicit code.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
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7. If you want to globally add solicit codes for a specific group of records included in a selection created in
Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate
the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are changed.
8. In the Solicit Code field, select the solicit code that you want to add. All solicit codes created in Manage
solicit codes are available in this field.
9. In the Start date field, enter the new start date.
10. In the End date field, enter the new end date.
11. In the Comments field, enter any note information you want to add to the solicit code. This information
displays in the Comment column of the solicit code.
12. Click Save.
13. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Add Relationship Manager
Your organization may assign a fundraiser to maintain your organization’s relationship with a constituent. You
can view these in the Constituent relationship manager section of the Constituencies tab of a Constituent
record. You can add a relationship manager to a selection of constituents or all constituents at once with Global
Change. For example, you can use Global Change to assign a fundraiser, “John Doe,” as a relationship manager
for every constituent.
} Add relationship manager globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add relationship manager.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally add the relationship manager to a specific group of constituent records included
in a selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a
search screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all
records are changed.
8. In the Manager field, select a fundraiser. You can use the binoculars icon to look up fundraisers.
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9. Select Remove value from unqualified records to remove the relationship manager from constituent
records not included in the Selection.
10. Click Save.
11. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Add User-defined Constituency
User-defined constituencies are defined by your organization. You can add a user-defined constituency to a
selection of constituents or all constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have a user-defined
constituency, “Online friend,” you can use Global Change to add this constituency to a selection of constituents.
} Add user-defined constituency globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Add user-defined constituency.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally add a user-defined constituency to a specific group of constituent records
included in a selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to
access a search screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection,
all records are changed.
8. In the Constituency field, select the type of constituency to assign to the constituent. The constituency
defines why the constituent is in your database and the affiliation with your organization.
9. Enter the date the constituency begins.
10. Enter the date the constituency ends. If the duration of the constituency is undetermined, leave this field
blank.
11. Select Overwrite existing value to change the duration of the constituency to match your new global
entries where the constituency already exists.
12. Select Remove value from unqualified records to remove the constituency from records not included in
the Selection.
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13. Click Save.
14. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.

Change Relationship Manager
Your organization may assign a fundraiser to maintain your organization’s relationship with a constituent. You
can view these in the Constituent relationship manager section of the Constituencies tab of a Constituent
record. You can change or remove a relationship manager from a selection of constituents or all constituents at
once with Global Change. For example, you can use Global Change to change the relationship manager for a
selection of constituents to “John Doe.”
} Change relationship manager globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Change relationship manager.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally change the relationship manager for a specific group of constituent records
included in a selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to
access a search screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection,
all records are changed.
8. In the Manager field, select a fundraiser. You can use the binoculars icon to look up fundraisers.
9. Select Remove fundraiser or Change Fundraiser. Remove fundraiser will remove the fundraiser as a
relationship manager from all constituents or from the constituents in your selection.
10. If you select Change Fundraiser, select a new fundraiser in the Manager field for that option. You can use
the binoculars icon to look up fundraisers. Change fundraiser will change the relationship manager for all
constituents or constituents in your selection that have the relationship manager in the first Manager
field to the fundraiser in the second Manager field.
11. Click Save.
12. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.
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Delete Constituent Attribute
Attributes add flexibility to your record keeping by giving you the ability to define and store special information
about a wide variety of record types. If after adding an attribute to a number of records in your system you find
you need to delete it, you can do so all at once with Global Change and a selection of the affected records. For
example, if you have the attribute category “Athletics” and you need to delete it from all constituents, you can
use Global Change to make the deletion.
} Delete constituent attribute globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Delete constituent attribute.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally delete an attribute from a specific group of constituent records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
8. In the Category field, select the attribute category to delete. All constituent attribute categories created
in Manage attribute categories are available in this field.
9. Click Save.
10. When you are ready to execute the deletions, click Process global change.

Add Site to Records
You can globally assign site to a group of records in your database to restrict who can see these records. After
you create the definition, you can execute the global change process to assign the sites. For more information
about processing a global change, see Process a global change instance on page 133.
} Add site to records globally
1. From the Administration page, click Global Changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
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3. Under Site, select Add site to records.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site. When you select a site, only users associated
with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process, select "All sites."
Note: The first Site field in this form allows you to restrict the global change process to one site. This is not the
site that will be applied to the records when you run the global change.
7. Select the type of records you want to apply the global change to.
8. In the Selection field, indicate the specific group of records you want to globally change. Click the
binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate the specific selection you want to
use.
9. In the Action field, select the action you want the global change to take.
For records that can only have one site, if they already have a site assigned you can replace it or delete it.
If they do not have a site assigned, you can add it.
For records that can have more than one site, you can add site, delete and individual site, or delete all
sites.
10. In the Site field, select the site you want to assign to your selection of records.
11. Click Save.
12. When you are ready to execute the additions, click Process global change.

Delete Constituent Mail Preference
Constituent mail preferences let you track, based on mail type, whether to send mail to constituents. You can
also track how to send that type of mail. You can delete a mail preference from a selection of constituents or all
constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have the mail type “Pledge Reminders,” you can
use Global Change to delete a preference to send pledge reminders by email from a selection of constituents.
} Delete constituent mail preference globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Delete constituent mail preference.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
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• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally delete a constituent mail preference from a specific group of records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
8. In the Mail type field, select the mail type preference that you want to delete. For example, you can
select “Appeals.”
9. Click Save.
10. When you are ready to execute the deletions, click Process global change.

Delete Constituent Site
Constituent sites allow you to associate locations with constituents. You can delete a site from a selection of
constituents or all constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have the constituent site
“Northwest,” you can use Global Change to delete “Northwest” as a site from every constituent.
} Delete constituent site globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Delete constituent site.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. If you want to globally delete constituent sites for a specific group of constituent records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
7. In the Site field, select the constituent site that you want to delete. All constituent sites created in Sites
are available in this field.
8. Click Save.
9. When you are ready to execute the deletions, click Process global change.

Standardize Constituent Names and Addresses
From the Global data entry settings page in Administration, you can define data hygiene settings to standardize
the format of constituent addresses and names when you add or edit a constituent record through batch,
import, or the Add an individual or Add an organization screens.
With the Data formatting options turned on, the program automatically formats text entered into constituent
address and name fields according to the defined standardization rules. For example, when a user enters "3186
WEST MAIN STREET" in the Address field and then tabs to the next field, the program automatically updates the
text to "3186 W Main St".
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Standardization only applies to constituent records added after you turn on the global data entry settings. To
standardize all existing constituent records, you must use the Standardize Constituent Names and Addresses
global change process.
} Standardize constituent names and addresses in a selection
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Standardize constituent names/addresses.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Selection field, choose a selection of constituents to update.
7. The bottom of the screen displays the Data hygiene settings currently defined on the Global data entry
settings page in Administration. To standardize formats and correct capitalization, both settings must be
turned on before you run the global change process. For more information about Data hygiene settings,
see Constituent Data Hygiene on page 199
8. Click Save. You return to the Global Changes page.
9. When you are ready to execute the changes, open the process. On the process status page, select the
Job Schedules tab to schedule the process or click Start process to run the process now.
Warning: The program uses the data hygiene settings defined when you start the global change
process. If you schedule the process to run at a later time, make sure that you do not change the data
hygiene settings in the interim period.

Delete Constituent Solicit Code
Solicit codes allow you to keep track of special considerations for contacting constituents. Solicit codes may
include, “Do not solicit” or “Spring mailing only.” You can delete solicit codes from a selection of constituents or
all constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have added the solicit code “Do not solicit” to
many constituent records, you can use Global Change to delete it from all records that have that code.
} Delete constituent solicit codes globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Delete constituent solicit code.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
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• Delete constituent solicit codes globallyOther users cannot edit the Site entry. The system
administrator or the user who created the process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally delete solicit codes from a specific group of records included in a selection created
in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate
the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are changed.
8. In the Solicit Code field, select the solicit code that you want to delete. All solicit codes created in
Manage solicit codes are available in this field.
9. Click Save.
10. When you are ready to execute the deletions, click Process global change.

Delete User-defined Constituency
User-defined constituencies are defined by your organization. You can delete a user-defined constituency from a
selection of constituents or all constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have a user-defined
constituency, “Online friend,” you can use Global Change to delete this constituency from a selection of
constituents.
} Delete user-defined constituency globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Delete user-defined constituency.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally delete a user-defined constituency from a specific group of constituent records
included in a selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to
access a search screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection,
all records are changed.
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8. In the Constituency field, select the type of constituency to delete from the selected constituents. The
constituency defines why the constituent is in your database and the affiliation with your organization.
9. Click Save.
10. When you are ready to execute the deletions, click Process global change.

Set All Constituent Mail Preferences
Constituent mail preferences let you track, based on mail type, whether to send mail to constituents. You can
also track how to send that type of mail. You can set all mail preferences for a selection of constituents or all
constituents at once with Global Change. For example, if you have the mail type “Pledge Reminders,” you can
use Global Change to add a preference to send pledge reminders by email to a selection of constituents.
} Set all constituent mail preferences globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Set all constituent mail preferences.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. If you want to globally set all constituent mail preferences for a specific group of records included in a
selection created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search
screen and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are
changed.
8. Select Overwrite existing mail preferences to replace the constituent mail preferences with these new
preferences. If you do not select this, the new preferences will be added to the existing ones.
9. Select Send or Do not send.
10. If you select Send,
• In Send by, select the method. For example, you can select “Mail” or “Email.”
• If you select “Mail,” select Send to seasonal address when valid to change the address when there
is a seasonal address and the mailing occurs in the date range for that season.
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11. In the Comments field, enter any note information you want to add to the constituent mail preferences.
You can view comments in the Mail Preferences frame in the Comments column. The frame is on the
constituent’s Communications page on the Preferences tab.
12. Click Save.
13. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Refresh Event Registration Campaigns on Payments
Events are often associated with a campaigns. With this Global Change definition, you can update event
payments with a campaign.
} Globally add campaigns to payments for events with campaigns
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Fundraising Efforts - Campaigns, select Refresh event registration campaigns on payments.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. In the Event field, select the event to which you want to add campaigns to payments.
8. Click Save.
9. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Refresh Membership Program Campaigns on Payments
Membership programs are often associated with a campaigns. With this Global Change definition, you can
update event payments with a campaign.
} Globally add campaigns to payments for membership programs with campaigns
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Fundraising Efforts - Campaigns, select Refresh membership program campaigns on payments.
4. Click OK.
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5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. In the Membership program field, select the program to which you want to add campaigns to payments.
8. Click Save.
9. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Manage Purpose or Designation Information
You use designations and fundraising purposes to track the reasons your organization raises money and how
your donors’ gifts should be used. At times, you may need to add, edit, or delete fields associated with
designations and fundraising purposes. To do this, you can change all values at once with Global Change and a
selection of the affected records.
} Manage fundraising purpose or designation information globally
1. From the Administration page, click Global Changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Fundraising Efforts - Purposes and Designations, select Manage purpose or designation
information.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. You can restrict the use of the process for a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. In the Record type field, select the type of records you want to change. You can select “Designation” or
“Fundraising Purpose.”
8. If you want to globally change attributes for a specific group of records included in a selection created in
Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen and locate
the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are changed.
Note: A selection is a named set of IDs of the same record type. It has a name and description and is
often used as input into a process, such as the terminate sponsorship process, as a means to specify
which set of records should be acted on by that process. Because selections consist only of IDs (rather
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than output fields), they are optimized for peak processing speed. You create selections in Query,
accessed through Analysis.
9. In the Available field options grid, select any fields you want to edit during the global change process.
Click the right arrow to move the fields to the Selected fields grid.
10. Fields that remain in the Available field options grid are not included in the global change process.
11. For any fields you include in the Selected fields grid, select an action and a new value. The following
actions are available:
12. Add value if it does not exist - Adds the new value to the specific field you select.
13. Add value if it does not exist and overwrite existing values - Adds the new value to the specific field you
select. If a value currently exists for the specific field, the existing value is overwritten with the new value
you select. All records in the selection will have this new field value.
14. Delete value if it exists - Deletes the existing value from the field you select.
15. To add new entries to the New Value field, enter your new entry and click tab on your keyboard.
16. Click Save.
17. When you are ready to execute the additions, click Process global change.

Retag Revenue Split Records with New Campaign
Fundraising revenue is associated with a campaign. You can change the campaign and subpriorities for multiple
records at once with a global change. For example, you can retag all revenue associated with an annual campaign
to be associated with a disaster relief campaign.
} Retag revenue split records with new campaign globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Fundraising Efforts - Campaigns, select Retag revenue split records with new campaign.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
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7. In the Source campaign field, select the campaign to retag in revenue records. This campaign appears on
the Campaigns tab of a Revenue page. The target campaign will replace the source campaign in revenue
records.
8. In the Target campaign field, select the new campaign.
9. In the Subpriority mapping grid, select the source subpriorities to retag.
10. In the Subpriority mapping grid, select a target subpriority for each source subpriority. These will replace
the source subpriorities. If you do not select a subpriority, the goal will map without one.
11. Click Save.
12. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Set Recurring Gift Status
You can change the recurring gift status for all revenue records or a selection of them. For example, if all of your
constituents have paid for all of their recurring gifts, then you can globally update the recurring gift status for all
revenue records to “Completed.”
} Set recurring gift status globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Revenue, select Set recurring gift status.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
7. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen)
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• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process
8. If you want to globally set the recurring gift status for a specific group of records included in a selection
created in Query, select Selection. Click the binoculars at the end of the field to access a search screen
and locate the specific selection you want to use. If you do not select a selection, all records are changed.
9. In the Status field, select the status to apply to the recurring gift.
• Active – To reactivate a held or completed recurring gift, select “Active”. You can apply payments to
an “active” recurring gift.
• Held – To make a recurring gift temporarily inactive, such as if the constituent requests to
temporarily stop the recurring gift, select “Held”. You cannot apply payments to a “held” recurring
gift.
• Terminated – If the constituent requests to stop a recurring gift entirely, select “Terminated”. A
“terminated” recurring gift is no longer active in the database, and you cannot apply payments to it.
• Completed – If the constituent makes all payments for a recurring gift, select “Completed”. A
“completed” recurring gift is no longer active in the database, and you cannot apply payments to it.
10. Click Save.
11. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.
} Map marketing plan task owners to staff members globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Marketing, select Map marketing plan task owners to staff members.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Parameters grid, enter the task owners and staff members that you want to map.
7. Click Save.
8. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Credit Card Conversion
To help you comply with PCI DSS, the program no longer stores complete credit card numbers in your database.
To securely store sensitive credit card and merchant account information, the program now uses the Blackbaud
Payment Service (BBPS) web service. You should only run this global change as a part of the upgrade procedure
to BBPS.
} Change credit cards globally
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Revenue, select Credit card conversion.
4. Click OK.
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5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. Click Save.
7. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Set Recognition Credit Type
This global change definition allows you to change the recognition credit type currently associated with a group
of existing recognition credits you saved to a query selection. You can change the credits to match the system
default recognition or a selected recognition type.
} Change revenue recognition credit types globally
1. From Administration, click Global Changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Revenue, select Set recognition credit type.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen).
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process.
7. In the Selection field, you must select a selection of records, created in Query, that you want updated.
Only Revenue recognition credit query types can be used.
8. In the Set recognition type section, you can choose to change recognition credit types Based on system
configuration or to a specific type. To change to a specific type, select To this type and select the type
from the drop-down menu.
9. Click Save.
10. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Address Geocodes
Before an address can be mapped, it must have a geocode. You can assign geocodes when you create new
records or import records into the system. For existing records, we recommend you use the global change
functionality to assign geocodes.
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} Add address geocodes
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Add Global Change Instance screen appears.
3. Select Address Geocode and click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
4. Enter a unique name and selection for the global change. If necessary, click the binoculars to locate an
existing selection of records.
5. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen).
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process.
6. Select whether to process only primary addresses in the global change.
7. Click Save. You return to the Global Changes page.
8. To process the records, select the global change you created and click Process global change.

Set Auto-Calculate Realized Amount
When you add a planned gift, you select its applicable vehicle such as charitable gift annuity or bequest. On the
Planned Giving tab, you can view and manage the options for your planned gift vehicles.
For each vehicle type, you can select whether to automatically calculate the realized amount as your organization
receives revenue toward a planned gift. However, if you select to automatically calculate the realized amount for
a planned gift vehicle, users can disable the automatically calculated amount for a planned gift if necessary.
With the Set auto-calculate realized amount global change, you can set a selection of planned gifts to have the
realized amount auto-calculated, rather than manually changing it on each planned gift.
} Globally set auto-calculate realized amounts for planned gifts
1. From the Administration page, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Select a global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Major Giving - Planned Gifts, select Set auto-calculate realized amount.
4. Click OK.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify this global change process. The name displays in the Global
changes grid on the Global Changes page.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. In the Selection field, select the group of planned gifts and mark Auto-calculate realized amount.
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8. Click Save.
9. When you are ready to execute the changes, click Process global change.

Auction Donation Write-offs
After an auction event is held, you can write-off any items that were not sold, expire, or have been lost. To writeoff multiple items at one time, we recommend you use the global change functionality.
} Write-off auction donations
1. From Administration, click Global changes. The Global Changes page appears.
2. Click Add. The Add Global Change Instance screen appears.
3. Select Auction donation write-off and click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
4. Enter a unique name for the global change.
5. In the Site field, select the site that you want to use to secure this global change instance. This field
contains only sites to which you have rights.
When you select a site and save the process:
• Only users with access to the selected site can run the global change process.
• Other users cannot edit the Site entry. The system administrator or the user who created the
process can edit the Site.
• The site automatically appears in the Site field on the Assign Permissions screen (only system
administrators and the process owner can access this screen).
• On the Global Change page, an Owner column displays, so you can see who created the process.
6. Enter a selection for the global change. If necessary, click the binoculars to locate an existing selection of
records.
• Rather than use a selection of records, you can click Auction and select a specific auction for which
to conduct the global write-off of auction donations. This will only write-off auction donations
related to the selected auction.
7. Select the GL post status and post date for which to write-off auction donations.
8. In the Recognition credits field, select how recognitions credits should be handled as a result of the
write-off.
9. In the Reason code field, select the reason why the write-offs occurred.
10. Enter any further information you would like to include in the Details field.
11. Click Save. You return to the Global Changes page.
12. To process the records, select the global change you created and click Process global change.

Unlock Sponsorship Sales Orders
This global change definition is designed for you to run on a daily basis. It unlocks any sponsorship opportunities
whose sales orders have expired. When a sponsor selects an opportunity on your website, a sales order item is
created and the opportunity itself becomes reserved. This reservation comes with an expiration date. When the
date passes, this global change releases them so they become available to other sponsors.
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} Unlock sponsorship sales orders
1. From Administration, click Global changes.
2. Click Add. The Select global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Unlock sponsorship sales orders.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. Click Save to save the global change process and return to the Global Changes page.

Unlock Sponsorship Opportunities
This global change definition is designed for you to run on a daily bases. It releases opportunities inadvertently
locked by an operation or process that may not have cleanly closed. For example, if during the unreserve process
your system times out leaving a number of opportunities that you intended to unlock locked, this global change
completes the process.
} Unlock sponsorship opportunities
1. From Administration, click Global changes.
2. Click Add. The Select global change definition screen appears.
3. Under Sponsorship, select Unlock sponsorship opportunities.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears
5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. If you want to base the change on just a specific site, in the Site field select the site you want changed.
7. In the Timeout (in minutes) field, select how old the lock should be before it is released by the global
change. For example, if you select 15 minutes, only locks the occurred in the past 15 minutes are
released. If the lock occurred 13 minutes ago, it is not included in the process.
8. Click Save to save the global change process and return to the Global Changes page.

Clean Up Inactive Prospect’s Interactions
This process cancels any pending or planned prospect plan steps associated with an inactive prospect. The steps
are not deleted, but they are marked as canceled.
} Clean up inactive prospect’s interactions
1. From Administration, click Global changes.
2. Click Add. The Select global change definiton screen appears.
3. Under Constituent, select Cleanup inactive prospect’s interactions.
4. Click OK. The Add global change screen appears.
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5. In the Name field, enter a name to identify your global change process.
6. You can restrict the use of the process to a specific site in your organization. When you select a site, only
users associated with the site can access the process. To allow users of all sites to access the process,
select “All sites.”
7. Click Save to save the global change process and return to the Global Changes page.

Update Membership Status
When you set up membership programs, you determine how and when the membership status of a member
should change once the membership has expired, based on the rules for the membership renewal window. For
example, a member's status might change to lapsed once the membership expires. You can run the Update
Membership Status global change to go through your membership programs and update the members' statuses
automatically based on the rules for the renewal window for the programs.
To update membership statuses, go to Administration and click Global changes. On the Global Changes page,
click Add and select the Update Membership Status global change definition. You can use a selection to specify
the membership programs to include.
If your organization uses site security, you can also specify which sites to include.
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You can track educational institutions and, if your product has the academic catalog, you may build and manage
it for affiliated institutions. Affiliated institutions are related to your organization, usually because you are an
educational institution and want to track detailed information about your institution and academics.

Educational Institutions
You can track two types of educational institutions: unaffiliated and affiliated.
Using unaffiliated institutions, you can track basic information about other schools and educational institutions,
such as location.
For affiliated institutions, you can enable the academic catalog to track more detailed information about the
academics of the institution, such as the different programs and degrees offered. You can track more detailed
information on the constituent records of alumni. When you add or edit educational institutions, you can
designate them as affiliated.

Add Educational Institutions
Educational institutions are schools, colleges, or universities you can associate with your constituent records.
When you add or edit educational institutions, you can designate them as affiliated.
For affiliated institutions, you can also track more detailed information about the academics of the institution,
such as the different programs and degrees offered.
} Add an educational institution
1. From Administration, click Educational institutions.
2. On the Educational Institutions tab, click Add. The Add an educational institution screen appears.
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3. Enter the basic information about this institution. If the institution is affiliated with your organization,
mark the checkbox. For more information about the fields on this screen, see Add Educational
Institution Screen on page 168.
4. Click Save. Affiliated institutions are displayed before unaffiliated ones on the Educational Institutions
tab.

Add Educational Institution Screen
The table below explains the items on this screen.
Screen Item

Description

Enter the FICE code, if applicable, of the educational institution. A FICE code is a
number formerly assigned to all two-year or higher educational institutions by the
FICE code
Federal Interagency Committee on Education. FICE codes are no longer assigned,
but may still be used to help track institutions.
Name
Enter the name of the educational institution.
Mark this checkbox if the educational institution is affiliated with your
This institution is organization.
affiliated with our For affiliated institutions, you can track more detailed information about the
academics of the institution, such as the different programs and degrees offered,
organization
using the Academic Catalog. For more information, see Academic Catalog on page
169.
Address, Country,
City, State, ZIP,
Enter the location of the educational institution.
Phone number

Edit Educational Institutions
After you add an educational institution, you can edit it as needed.
} Edit an educational institution
1. From Administration, click Educational institutions.
2. On the Educational Institutions tab, select the educational institution and click Edit. The Edit an
educational institution screen appears.
3. Edit the basic information about the educational institution. For more information about the fields on
this screen, see Add Educational Institution Screen on page 168.
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4. Click Save. Affiliated institutions are displayed above unaffiliated ones on the Educational Institutions
tab.

Delete Educational Institutions
If you no longer need to track an educational institution, you can delete it. However, in order to preserve
academic catalog history, you cannot delete affiliated institutions with an Academic Catalog.
} Delete an educational institution
1. From Administration, click Educational institutions.
2. On the Educational Institutions tab, select the educational institution and click Delete. A confirmation
message appears.
3. Click Yes and the educational institution is deleted.

Academic Catalog
The Academic Catalog is used to track more detailed information about the academics of the affiliated
educational institutions, such as the different programs and degrees offered. The Academic Catalog is a
hierarchical view of the programs and degrees. The structure maps to the categories and counts on the VSE
survey and report.
To use the academic catalog, see Configure the Academic Catalog to Display on page 171.
For more information about educational institutions, see Educational Institutions on page 167.
There are up to seven levels in the Academic Catalog. VSE reporting relies on the top level in the Academic
Catalog hierarchy. The top level is a Program. After Program, the levels are Degree, College, Division,
Department, Sub department, and Degree type. Division and Sub department are optional.
Your organization may have a Academic Catalog hierarchy such as: Undergraduate (Program), Bachelor of
Science (Degree), School of Math and Science (College), Mathematics (Division), Department of Math and
Computer Science (Department), Calculous and Trigonometry (Sub-department) and BS in Math or Minor in
Middle School Mathematics(Degree type).
You can use the Academic Catalog to show current and historical views of how your institution is arranged. This
allows you to track the specific degree and program information for alumni based on when they attended your
institution. For example, the School of Business may be renamed in honor of an important alumni or donor. An
asterisk next to an item in the Academic Catalog indicates there is historical information for that item.

Add to the Academic Catalog
When building the academic catalog, you must first select the affiliated institution on the Academic Catalog tab.
The top level of the Academic Catalog hierarchy is Program. After the program, the levels are Degree, College,
Division, Department, Sub-department, and Degree type. Division and Sub-department are optional. Your
organization may have a Academic Catalog hierarchy such as: Undergraduate (Program), Bachelor of Science
(Degree), School of Math and Science (College), Mathematics (Division), Department of Math and Computer
Science (Department), Calculus and Trigonometry (Sub-department) and BS in Math or Minor in Middle School
Mathematics(Degree type).
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Add Programs
Programs are the top level of the Academic Catalog. A Program can be Undergraduate, Graduate, Doctorate, No
degree, or Other. These programs map directly to the VSE survey and report. You can have only one Program of
each type for each affiliated institution.

Add Degrees
Degrees are the second level of the Academic Catalog. A Degree could be “Bachelor of Science,” for example. For
each Degree, enter a unique ID, a name, and a date from which this Degree is effective. Only the ID must be
unique among other degrees.
Note: You can also enter short codes and descriptions for degrees.

Add Colleges
Colleges are the third and middle level of the Academic Catalog. A College could be “School of Science and Math,”
for example. For each College, enter a unique ID, a name, and a date from which this College is effective. Only
the ID must be unique among other colleges.

Add Divisions
Divisions are the fourth level of the Academic Catalog. A Division could be “Mathematics and Computer Science”
for example. For each Division, enter a unique ID, a name, and a date from which this Division is effective. Only
the ID must be unique among other divisions.

Add Departments
Departments are the fifth level of the Academic Catalog. A Department could be “Math Department,” for
example. For each Department, enter a unique ID, a name, and a date from which this Department is effective.
Only the ID must be unique among other departments.
Note: You can also enter short codes and descriptions for departments.

Add Sub Departments
Sub departments are the sixth level of the Academic Catalog. A Sub department could be “Calculous and
Trigonometry,” for example. For each Sub department, enter a unique ID, a name, and a date from which this
Sub department is effective. Only the ID must be unique among other sub departments.
Note: You can also enter short codes and descriptions for sub departments.

Add Degree Types
Degree types are the lowest level of the Academic Catalog. A Degree type could be “BS in Math” or “Minor in
Middle School Mathematics,” for example. For each Degree type, enter a unique ID and select a type. The Degree
type must be unique within the department, but could be used in other departments.
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Edit Items in the Academic Catalog
When you edit items in the Academic Catalog, you have the opportunity to move information into the catalog
history. This allows you to track the specific degree and program information for alumni based on when they
attended your institution. For example, the School of Business may be renamed in honor of an important alumni
or donor. An asterisk next to an item in the Academic Catalog indicates there is historical information for that
item.
} Edit item in the Academic Catalog to preserve historical information
1. Select the item in the Academic Catalog and click Edit.
2. If the catalog item is Degree type, you can edit the ID and select another degree type. For other catalog
items, click Move to catalog history to add a new row to the Catalog history. You can modify the
effective dates and add comments to items in the Catalog history.
3. After you move an item to the Catalog history, the ID and name of the catalog item are blank. Enter the
updated name and ID for the catalog item. You can also edit the effective or start date for the name
change.
4. Click Save. The catalog item has been changed. An asterisk appears beside the item in the Academic
Catalog to denote the old catalog item information is preserved in the Catalog history.

Delete from the Academic Catalog
You can delete items from the Academic Catalog when you no longer need them. However, in order to preserve
historical information about your degrees and programs, you should edit items and move the outdated program
information to the Catalog history. For more information, see Edit Items in the Academic Catalog on page 171.

Configure the Academic Catalog to Display
The Academic Catalog is used to track more detailed information about the academics of the affiliated
educational institutions, such as the different programs and degrees offered. To use the academic catalog and
view the tab, go to the Educational Catalog page in Administration. Click Edit configuration under Tasks and
mark Use academic catalog.
For more information, see Academic Catalog on page 169.

Scholarship Terms
To provide scholarship fund donors another level of detail about how your organization distributes funding to
scholarship recipients, you can define scholarship terms. You can select the term for which an award applies
when you add a recipient to a scholarship fund. This information appears in the stewardship report generated by
the stewardship package process for the fund. For example, if you add “Summer Study Abroad” and “Winter
Study Abroad” to the Scholarship Terms tab, when you add a recipient to a scholarship fund, you can select
which term the award applies to. Stewardship recipients can view the scholarship recipients and the amounts
awarded for each term.
For more information about fund stewardship, see the Fundraising Purposes chapter of the Fundraising Guide.
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Add Scholarship Terms
When you add a recipient to a scholarship fund, you can select a scholarship term for the award.
} Add a scholarship term
1. From Administration, click Educational Catalog.
2. On the Scholarship Terms tab, click Add. The Add a scholarship term screen appears.

3. Enter a name and date range for the term.
4. Click Save. You return to the Scholarship Terms tab.

Edit Scholarship Terms
When you edit the name or dates for a scholarship term, the changes also appear on the Recipients tab of the
scholarship fund for students who received funding for the term.
} Edit a scholarship term
1. From Administration, click Educational Catalog.
2. On the Scholarship Terms tab, select a term and click Edit. The Edit a scholarship term screen appears.
3. Enter a name and date range for the term.
4. Click Save. You return to the Scholarship Terms tab.

Delete Scholarship Terms
When you a delete a scholarship term associated with a scholarship recipient, the term information no longer
appears for the student on the Recipients tab of the scholarship fund.
} Delete a scholarship term
1. From Administration, click Educational Catalog.
2. On the Scholarship Terms tab, select an entry and click Delete. A confirmation message appears.
3. Click Yes. You return to the Scholarship Terms tab.
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Academic Code Tables
From the Educational Catalog page, you can manage entries in academic code tables for Department, Sub Department, and Degree.
Note: When you add or edit from the Academic Code Tables tab on the Educational Catalog page, fields for
Short code and Description appear. However, when you add or edit from the Code Tables page in
Administration or from options under Tasks, those fields do not appear.
} Add an academic code table entry
1. From Administration, click Educational catalog. The Educational Catalog page appears.
2. From the Academic Code Tables tab, under Department, Sub Department, or Degree, click Add. The add
screen appears.
3. Enter a description to help identify the new entry. This is how the entry appears throughout the
program.
4. You can also enter short codes and, for degrees, a long description.
5. Under Filtering, select whether to make the entry available to all sites at your organization or only
selected sites. If you select Selected sites, select the checkboxes of the sites to use the entry.
Warning: To ensure the validity of your database and consistency of your data entry, we recommend you limit
rights to add code table entries to only a few key users. This also increases the accuracy of your records and
reports. For information about how to limit rights, see Establish User Permissions for Code Tables on page 127.
} Edit academic code table entry
1. From Administration, click Educational catalog. The Educational Catalog page appears.
2. From the Academic Code Tables tab, under Department, Sub Department, or Degree, highlight the entry
to edit.
3. Select the entry to edit and click Edit. The edit screen appears.
4. Edit the information as necessary. To make the entry unavailable for use but retain it in your database,
select Inactive.
5. Click Save. You return to the Academic Code Tables tab.
} Delete academic code table entry
1. From Administration, click Educational catalog. The Educational Catalog page appears.
2. From the Academic Code Tables tab, under Department, Sub Department, or Degree, highlight the entry
to delete.
3. Select the entry to edit and click Delete. A confirmation screen appears.
4. Click Yes. You return to the Academic Code Tables tab.
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We recommend you safely configure your system settings in a test environment before you apply them to your
live environment. From Administration, you can work with configuration data to export and import your
configuration settings, such as batch designs and workflows, code tables, and queries, between a test
environment and your live database.

Configuration Export
On the Configuration Export page, you can create and manage processes to export configuration data from your
live database. To access the Configuration Export page from Administration, click Configuration data and then
Configuration export.
Under Configuration exports, the names and descriptions of your configuration export processes appear. From
the grid, you can manage your configuration export processes.

Add Configuration Export Processes
To export configuration data, you must first create an export process for the data. When you create an export
process for configuration data, you enter a name and description to help identify the process and select the
types of data to export.
} Add a process to export configuration data
1. From Administration, click Configuration data and then Configuration export. The Configuration Export
page appears.
2. Under Configuration exports, click Add. The Add configuration export screen appears.
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3. Enter a unique name and description to help identify the export process.
4. Under Export instances, add the types of configuration data to export.
To select a type of configuration data, in the box on the left, select a type of data to export and click Add.
Under Selected types, the export instance for the selected data type appears.
For some configuration data such as smart fields and queries, enter the parameters required for the
export instance. For information about how to add an export instance, see Add Export Instances on
page 176.
5. After you add all configuration data types to export, arrange the order in which to export the instances.
The process exports the instances in the order in which they appear under Selected types. To adjust the
order in which an instance exports, select it under Selected types and click the up or down arrow to
change its position in the process.
For some configuration data such as smart fields and queries, you can edit its parameters as necessary.
To edit the parameters of an export instance, select it under Selected types and click Edit.
To remove an instance from the export process, select it under Selected types and click Delete.
6. Click Save. You return to the Configuration Exports page. Under Configuration exports, the new export
process appears.

Add Export Instances
When you add or edit a configuration export process, you select the types of configuration data to export. Some
instances of configuration data, such as smart fields and queries, require parameters to determine the data to
export.
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When you add an instance that requires additional parameters to a configuration export process, the Add export
instance screen appears. On this screen, select the parameters necessary for the selected instance. For example,
to include smart fields in a configuration export process, select whether to export all smart fields or only selected
smart fields. To export a query, select the selection of queries to export.

Edit an Export Instance
When you add or edit a configuration export process, you select the types of configuration data to export. Some
instances of configuration data, such as smart fields and queries, require parameters to determine the data to
export. After you add one of these instances to a configuration export process, you can edit its parameters as
necessary from the Add configuration export screen or Edit configuration export screen.
To edit the parameters of an export instance, select it under Selected types and click Edit. The Edit export
instance screen appears so you can edit the parameters as necessary. For example, to include smart fields in a
configuration export process, select whether to export all smart fields or only selected smart fields. To export a
query, select the selection of queries to export.

Edit a Configuration Export Process
After you add a process to export configuration data, you can edit its information as necessary. For example, you
can edit its description or adjust the configuration data types it includes.
} Edit a configuration export process
1. From Administration, click Configuration data and then Configuration export. The Configuration Export
page appears.
2. Under Configuration exports, select the process to edit and click Edit. The Edit configuration export
screen appears.
3. Edit the information as necessary. The items on this screen are the same as the Add configuration export
screen. For information about the items on this screen, see Add Configuration Export Processes on page
175.
Note: You can also edit a configuration export process from its status page. Select Tasks, Edit process from the
menu bar, or click Edit process under Tasks.
4. Click Save. You return to the Configuration Export page.

Delete a Configuration Export Process
You can delete a configuration export process, such as if you no longer use it.
} Delete a configuration export process
1. From Administration, click Configuration data and then Configuration export. The Configuration Export
page appears.
2. Under Configuration exports, select a process and click Delete. A message appears to ask whether to
delete the process.
Note: You can also delete a configuration export process from its status page. Select Tasks, Delete process from
the menu bar, or click Delete process under Tasks.
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3. Click Yes. You return to the Configuration Export page.

Run a Configuration Export Process
To export configuration data, you must first run its export process. When you run the process, the program
retrieves the selected configuration data types to create an export data file. After the process completes, you can
download the data file from the status page of the export process.
To run an export process, select it under Configuration exports on the Configuration Export page and click
Export data. The program runs the process and displays the status page of the process so you can track the
status of the process and download the data file upon completion.
For information about the items on the status page, see Configuration Export Process Status Page on page 179.
Note: You can also run a configuration export process from its status page. Select Tasks, Start process from the
menu bar, or click Start process under Tasks.

Assign Permissions for a Configuration Export Process
After you add an export process, you can assign permissions to the roles who can use the process. When you
assign permissions for the process, you can select to allow all roles to use the process or only select roles.
} Assign permissions for a configuration export process
1. From Administration, click Configuration data and then Configuration export. The Configuration Export
page appears.
2. Under Configuration exports, select the process to assign permissions for.
3. Click Assign permissions. The Assign permissions screen appears.
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4. Select whether all roles or only selected roles may access the export process.
If you select Selected roles, select the permissions for the roles in the System roles box.
• To grant a role access, select it in the box and click Grant.
• To deny a role access, select it in the box and click Deny.
• To remove an existing permission assignment from a role, select it in the box and click Clear.
5. Click Save. You return to the Configuration Exports page.

View the Status Page of a Configuration Export Process
After you add an export process, you can view its status page. On this page, you can view its most recent status
and a history of previous instances of the process. After you run the process, you can download the export data
file of a specific instance of the process. You can also schedule the process to run automatically.
For information about the items on the status page, see Configuration Export Process Status Page on page 179.

Configuration Export Process Status Page
When you add a configuration export process, the program automatically generates a status page of the
process. On the status page, you can view the name and description of the process. To access a configuration
export process status page, select the process in the Configuration exports grid on the Configuration Exports
page and click Go to process.
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The status page also displays the current status and historical information about the process. To help you
navigate through this information, each process status page contains multiple tabs.
Depending on your system role, you can perform tasks to manage a process from its status page. To perform a
task, select it from the Tasks menu, or click it under Tasks.

Configuration Import
You can import an extensible markup language (*.xml) data file of configuration data into your live database,
such as after you configure system settings in a test environment.
} Import configuration data into the database
1. From Administration, click Configuration data and then Configuration import. The Import configuration
data screen appears.
Note: To import configuration data from the status page of the import process, click Start process under Tasks.

2. Browse to and select the *.xml data file to import.
3. Click Save. The program imports the selected data file and displays the status page of the configuration
import process so you can track its status.
For information about the items on the status page, see Configuration Import Process Status Page on
page 180

Configuration Import Process Status Page
When you import a configuration data file, the program automatically displays a status page of the configuration
import process. On the status page, you can view the file name of the imported data file.
The status page also displays the current status and historical information about the process. To help you
navigate through this information, each process status page contains multiple tabs.
Depending on your system role, you can perform tasks to manage a process from its status page. To perform a
task, select it from the Tasks menu, or click it under Tasks.

Import or Export Accounting Configuration Data
When you run a process to import or export Accounting configuration data (located under the Accounting
folder), you can import or export each item separately or together in one file. However, you must import or
export the data in the following order:
• Account Systems (if multiple account systems are used)
• Composite Segment Definition (if composite segments are used)
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• Account Structure
• Segment Values
• Accounts
• Account Code Mapping
• Segment Mapping
• Composite Segment Mapping (if composite segments are used)
When you import or export Accounting data, also consider the following:
• You can import Account Code Mapping, Segment Mapping, and Composite Segment Mapping in any order,
but you must import them after Accounts.
• We recommend you import Segment Values before you import Accounts. If you import Accounts before
Segment Values, the program does not import the mappings for Accounts.
• You can import Fiscal Years at any time.
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On the Application page, you can high-level administrative tasks to manage the program. For example, you can
use the catalog browser to load reports to a new report server. To access the Application page, go to
Administration and click Application. The Application page appears.

Catalog Browser
System administrators use the catalog browser to manage the installation of custom catalog items and reports.
For example, they can load reports to a new report server, if needed. To access the catalog browser, go to
Administration and click Application. On the Application page, click Catalog browser. The Catalog Browser page
appears.
Note: A catalog item is a single specification, while an optional, custom feature may include multiple
specifications.

Catalog Browser Tab
On the Catalog Browser page, the Catalog Browser tab displays catalog items along with information such as
descriptions and whether the items are loaded. By default, all new features are loaded through revisions during
an installation or upgrade.
To access the Catalog Browser, go to Administration and click Application. On the Application page, click Catalog
browser. The Catalog Browser page appears.
On the Catalog Browser tab, use the filter tool to select the catalog items to display. You can filter the catalog
items by type, source, and author. To only display items that are not loaded, select Exclude loaded items.
Load item
To load a catalog item, select it in the grid and click Load item. To load multiple items, click Load all catalog items
under Tasks. For more information about how to load multiple catalog items, see Load All Catalog Items on page
184.
View xml
To view the specification for a catalog item in XML format, select it and click View xml. The XML appears in a separate window.
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Optional Features Tab
On the Catalog Browser page, the Optional Features tab displays new features by release and indicates whether
they are loaded. With the tree view on the tab, you can view the features that are available for different areas of
the program.
When you select a folder in the tree view, its features appear in the grid. To only display items that are not
loaded, select Exclude loaded items.
Load feature
To load an optional feature to the program, select it in the grid and click Load feature.
View xml
To view the specification for a feature in XML format, select it and click View xml. The XML appears in a separate
window.

Catalog Browser Tasks
From the Catalog Browser page, you can access these tasks load catalog items, load reports, and refresh shell
navigation.

Load All Catalog Items
To load multiple catalog items, click Load all catalog items under Tasks.
} Load all catalog items
1. From Administration, click Application, and on the Application page, click Catalog browser. The Catalog
Browser page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Load all catalog items. The Load All Catalog Items screen appears.
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3. By default all items are marked for loading.
• To load only items that are not already loaded, select Only load items that have never been
loaded.
• To exclude certain catalog items, clear the checkboxes for those items.
4. Click Start. The Status box displays the processing status for each catalog item. Processing may take a
few minutes.
5. When processing finishes, click Close to return to the Catalog Browser page. To update the grid, click
Refresh List.

Load All Reports
To load all report catalog items, click Load all reports under Tasks.
} Load all reports
1. From Administration, click Application, and on the Application page, click Catalog browser. The Catalog
Browser page appears.
2. Under Tasks, click Load all reports. The Load All Reports screen appears.
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3. By default all report items are marked for loading.
• To only load reports that are not already loaded, select Only load reports that have never been
loaded.
• To exclude certain reports, clear the checkboxes for those items.
4. Click Start. The Status box displays the processing status for each report catalog item. Processing may
take a few minutes.
5. When processing finishes, click Close to return to Catalog Browser page. To update the grid, click Refresh
List.

Refresh Shell Navigation
After you load catalog items or optional features, click Refresh shell navigation under Tasks to make the loaded
items available in the program.

Application Features
On the Features page, you can search the program for features such as data forms, query views, and KPIs in the
same way that you search for constituents, interactions, and other first-class records elsewhere in the program.
You can then access the features to view details and access security permissions. This information can be useful
for developers who need information about features and where they are used, as well as for administrators who
want an in-depth view of features. Under New Features, you can also search for features according to when they
were added to the program.
To access the Features page, go to Administration and click Application. On the Application page, click Features.
The Features page appears.
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Record Types
Under Record Types, you can access record types to view their scale and scope in the program. You can search
for record types, view a list of record types, and filter a list of record types according to the time frame when they
were added to the program.
To view a list of record types, click Record types.

On the Record types page, you can access record type definitions to view details such as the features in the
program that require or return records for a record type. For example, you can select the Constituent record
type and click Go to record type definition to view the features in the program that require or return records of
type “Constituent.”
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Features
Under Features, you can search for features such as data forms, query views, and KPIs in the same way that you
search for constituents, interactions, and other first-class records elsewhere in the program. To search for an
item, click a search task and enter your search criteria. When you select a feature, the program displays details
such as ID, record type, implementation information, and whether the feature is installed. You can also view
output fields and filters, as well as the pages and dashboards that use the feature.
Note: You can also create ad-hoc queries to view details about many of these features. For example, to identify
the data lists that include the most output fields, you can create a Data List query, add Field ID to the output
fields, apply the COUNT summary, and organize the results in descending order.
For example, to search for a data list, click Data list search. On the search screen, enter your search criteria and
select a data list. The Data List page appears. On this page, you can view the ID for the list, the record type,
implementation information, and whether the data list is installed. You can also view the output fields and filters,
as well as the pages and dashboards that use the data list.

On the details page for a feature, the API tab includes a reference for developers about how to use the feature
from a variety of APIs. To set a reference to a BBMetalWeb assembly when you write .NET client-side code, use
this tab to see which assembly contains the wrapper for a feature. The tab also includes the BizOp SOAP URL to
use to get the data that a feature returns.
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New Features
Under New Features, you can use the filter fields to search for features such as data forms, query views, and KPIs
according to when they were added to the program. When you select a feature, the program displays details
about the feature.
For example, to view new record operations, click New record operations. The Record operations page appears.
In the Show field, select a time frame to filter the record operations and click Apply.
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Attributes provide flexibility to your record keeping. With attributes, you can define and store special information
about a wide variety of record types. You can identify a category for the attribute and then store an entry specific
to that category.
From Administration, you create the attribute categories available to users in the program. Users can assign any
necessary values to these categories. For example, if a constituent is a gourmet cook and a cyclist, a user can
enter each activity in the constituent’s record with an attribute category of Hobbies. This helps keep attributes
neatly organized and helps with reports and queries.
To enable users to enter attributes when they add or edit information throughout the program, you can use
form extensions. With form extensions, you can add a tab or section for users to enter attribute information on
applicable forms and pages that otherwise do not include fields for attributes.
To view and manage the attributes available to users, go to Administration and click Attribute categories. The
Attribute Categories page appears.

Manage Attribute Categories
On the Attribute categories tab, you can view the categories available to users. For each category, you can view
its name, record type, and data type.
From the grid, you can add and manage categories as necessary.

Add Attribute Categories
To help better manage the attributes your organization uses, you can add attribute categories. You can use
these categories to store information. For example, to track seating preferences for an event, you can create a
Seating Preference attribute category so users know where to find this information on constituent records.
You can assign attributes to a category and then assign the category to a group. For example, you can create a
Hobbies attribute category and assign the category to constituent records. The next time you open a constituent
record and want to record the fact that this constituent’s favorite hobby is golf, “Hobbies” appears as an option
in the Category field of the constituent attribute screen accessed from the Attributes tab. Under Code tables in
Administration, you can also create an attribute group called Outside Interests. In this group, you might have
categories for hobbies and for arts.
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} Add an attribute category
1. From Administration, click Attribute categories. The Attribute Categories page appears. Any existing
attribute categories appear on this page.
2. On the Attribute categories tab, click Add. The Add attribute category screen appears. For a detailed
explanation of the options on this screen, see Add Attribute Category Screen on page 193.

3. Enter a unique name to help identify the category.
4. In the Record type field, select a record type for the attribute. For example, to use the attribute to track
the interests of constituents, select “Constituent.”
5. To assign the attribute to a group, select the attribute group code table in the Attribute group field. For
example, you may assign the attribute categories “Hobbies” and “Arts” to an attribute group called
“Outside Interests.”
6. In the Data type field, select the type of data for users to provide in the attribute category. For example,
to allow users to enter text to describe constituent interests, select “Text.” For a detailed explanation of
the available data types, see Data Types on page 193.
• If you select “Code table,” users select attribute values from a defined list. In the Code table field,
select the code table for users to select from. To create a code table, see Create Code Tables on
page 195.
• If you select “Constituent record,” users can search for and select constituents as the attribute
values. In the Search list field, select a search screen for users to find constituents. For example, to
allow users to select individual constituents only, select “Individual Search.” Once you add the
attribute category, you can change which search list is used.
7. To limit the category to one per record, select Allow only one per record.
Note: To include the attribute category on form extensions, you must select Allow only one per record. Form
extensions allow users to enter attribute information throughout the program. For more information, see
Manage Attribute Form Extensions on page 195.
8. To make the category available as a list column, select Make available in lists. After the program
executes a nightly business process which adds the categories and attribute values to lists, the category
appears as an option when you click Columns from list pages.
Note: For Friends Asking Friends lists and reports that refresh data from the Data Mart, the program also
executes a business process to refresh the data after the process to add the categories is complete.
Tip: We recommend you only select categories you need for lists. If you include a large number, the categories
will slow list performance.
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9. Click Save. You return to the AttribAute Categories page.
Note: If you add a query view after you create an attribute category, the program does not automatically add
the attribute category to the new query view. For information about how to add an attribute category to a
query view, see Update Attribute Query Relationship on page 198.

Add Attribute Category Screen
Screen
Item

Description

Enter a unique name to identify the attribute category. The name appears in the Category
field drop-down menu when you add or edit attribute information on a record.
If no attribute categories exist for a record type, the Attributes tab does not appear.
Record Select the record type for the attribute. For example, to track your constituents’ hobbies,
type
select “Constituent.” This attribute appears as an option for constituent records only.
To further define attribute categories, you can create attribute groups and assign the
Attribute category to a group. For example, you can create an attribute group called Outside Interests
that includes attribute categories of Athletics and Arts.
group
You add and manage attribute groups as code tables, in Administration.
Select the type of data users for users to provide in the attribute category. For example, for a
Data
Deposit Date category for revenue records, select “Date,” and for a Seating Preference
type
category for event records, select “Text.” For a detailed explanation of the available data
types, see Data Types on page 193.
If you select “Code table” as your data type, select a code table to associate with the
attribute in this category. Code tables help improve data entry speed and accuracy
throughout the program. When users enter information into a field with a code table, they
Code
can quickly select an entry for the field rather than type it in manually.
table
To create a code table, click the New button. The Add a code table screen appears. For
information about his screen, see Create Code Tables on page 195.
If you select “Constituent record” as your data type, select a search screen for users to select
Search
constituents as the attribute values for this category. For example, to allow users to select
list
individual constituent only, select “Individual Search.” Once you add the attribute category,
you can change which search list is used.
Allow
limit the attribute category to one per record, select this checkbox. If you select the
only one To
checkbox
and a user tries to use the category multiple times on a record, an error message
per
explains
the
restriction.
record
Name

Make
Select the checkbox to make the category available as a list column. The category appears as
available
an option when you click Columns from list pages.
in lists

Data Types
Data types determine the values that users can enter when they add attributes. When users add attributes, they
select attribute categories in the Category field. The data types you select for the attribute categories determine
the type of data that the users can enter in the Value field. For example, if you create an attribute category for
constituent records and select “Currency” as the data type, users who add attributes and select this attribute
category can enter only monetary values.
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Data Type

Allows

Text
Number
Date

Letters, numerals, and nonalphanumeric characters such as “!,” “@,” and “#.”
Numerals. If users enter anything else, including decimals, an error message appears.
Complete dates in the correct format. Users can select dates from a calendar.
Numerals and decimals. Automatically formats the monetary values to includes symbols
Currency
such as dollar signs or pound signs.
Yes/No
“Yes” or “No.”
table entries. You select a code table with this data type, and users select from the
Code table Code
code table’s entries when they add attributes.
names. You select a search screen with this data type to allow users to search
Constituent Constituent
for
constituents.
The search screen restricts the types of constituents that users can
record
select. Once you add the attribute category, you can change which search list is used.
Partial dates such as a year or a month and year. Partial dates must use an abbreviated
of the date format. For example, if the date format is “mm/dd/yyyy,” users must
Fuzzy date version
enter a fuzzy date such as January 2011 as “1/2011,” not “January 2011.” Users also can
select dates from a calendar.
Time
Time entries, such as 2:00 p.m. or 1:15 a.m.
Letters, numerals, and nonalphanumeric characters such as “!,” “@,” and “#.” The field
Memo
expands for this data type.

Edit Attribute Categories
You can edit attribute categories as necessary, however, due to the potentially pervasive use of attributes, you
can edit only the names and attribute groups. To change more than the name or attribute group, you can delete
categories and create replacements. For information about how to delete an attribute category, see Delete
Attribute Categories on page 195.
} Edit an attribute category
1. From Administration, click Attribute categories. The Attribute Categories page appears.
2. On the Attribute categories tab, select a category and click Edit. The Edit attribute category screen
appears.

3. Make changes as necessary. For a detailed explanation of these fields, see Add Attribute Category Screen
on page 193.
4. Click Save. You return to the Attribute Categories page.
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Delete Attribute Categories
You can delete an attribute category as necessary, such as when your organization no longer uses it. When you
delete an attribute category, the program completely removes the attribute category from any associated
records.
} Delete an attribute category
1. From Administration, click Attribute categories. The Attribute Categories page appears.
2. On the Attribute categories tab, select a category and click Delete. A confirmation message appears. Click
Yes. If the attribute category is used on existing records, a warning message appears. You cannot delete
an attribute category that exists on one or more records.
3. You return to the Attribute Categories page.

Create Code Tables
When you create an attribute category and select “Code table” as the data type, you must select a code table to
use as the source of the attribute. If a code table with the desired attributes does not exist in the program, you
can create a code table from the Add attribute category screen.
} Create a code table
1. On the Add attribute category screen, select “Code table” in the Data type field. The program enables the
Code table field.
2. In the Code table field, click New. The Add a code table screen appears.
3. In the Name field, enter a name for the code table in the program. This is the name that appears on the
Code Tables page in Administration.
4. In the DB table name field, enter a name for the code table in the database schema. This is the name you
use to reference the code table in SQL.
Note: The database table name can be up to 30 characters. It can start with a capital letter from “A” to “Z,”
followed by one or more uppercase letters or numerals and ending with “CODE.” To designate the table as a
code table, it must end with “CODE.” For example, the database table name for the Alias Type code table in the
program is ALIASTYPECODE.
5. In the Category field, select a category for the code table. The Code Tables page in Administration
organizes code tables by category for easier viewing. If the category does not exist, click Add a code
table category and you can create the new category.
6. In the Sort type field, select how to organize the entries in the code table.
7. In the Description field, enter a description of the code table.
8. Click Save. You return to the Add attribute category screen.

Manage Attribute Form Extensions
To create tabs or sections for users to enter attributes, you can add form extensions throughout the program.
Form extensions add tabs or sections to forms and pages that do not otherwise include attribute fields. On the
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Attribute form extensions tab, you can create and manage the form extensions for your organization.

Add Attribute Form Extensions
After you create attribute categories, you can use form extensions to create tabs or sections in related areas of
the program. This allows users to enter attribute information on forms and pages that otherwise do not include
attribute fields. For example, you can create attribute categories for constituent records and add a form
extension to the Individual, Spouse, Business Add Form. When users add constituents, they can then enter
attributes on the tab or section you create with the form extension.
When you create a form extension, you select the form or page to modify; select whether to create a tab or
section; enter a label for the tab or section; and select the attribute categories to include.
Note: To include an attribute category on a tab or section that you create with a form extension, the attribute
category must limit attributes to one per record. When you create an attribute category, you must select Allow
only one per record. For information about how to create attribute categories, see Add Attribute Categories
on page 191.
} Add an attribute form extension
1. From Administration, click Attribute categories. The Attribute Categories page appears.
2. On the Attribute form extensions tab, click Add. The Add attribute form extension screen appears.

3. In the Data form field, click the binoculars to search for a form or page to modify. A search screen
appears. You can search name, record type, and whether the form is in Add, Edit, or View mode.
4. In the Render style field, select whether to create a tab or section.
• If you select “Tab,” the program adds a tab to the right of any existing tabs. In the Tab caption field,
enter a label for the new tab.
• If you select “After parent,” the program adds a section below the existing content. If the form or
page includes tabs, the section appears on the first tab. In the Group caption field, enter a label for
the new section.
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5. Under Name, select the attribute categories to include on the form extension and click the right arrow.
Attribute categories only appear under Name when their record type matches the record type of the
form or page you select in the Data form field.
Note: Form extensions require attribute categories to limit attributes to one per record. If an attribute category
allows multiple attributes per record, it does not appear under Name. When you create attribute categories,
you must select Allow only one per record.
6. To require users to enter an attribute, select the Required checkbox for the attribute category.
7. If you include multiple attribute categories, use the up and down arrows to arrange the order.
8. Click Save. You return to the Attribute Categories page. The program creates the tab or section that
allows users to enter attribute information on the form or page you select.
Note: To disable a form extension, select it and click Disable. For more information, see Disable or Enable
Attribute Form Extensions on page 197.

Disable or Enable Attribute Form Extensions
After you add an attribute form extension, you can enable or disable it as necessary. For example, you may
disable a form extension if your organization temporarily stops its use. On the Attribute form extensions tab of
the Attribute Categories page, the Enabled column displays whether a form extension is enabled.
When you disable a form extension, the program removes the tab from the form or page but retains its
configuration for later use. To disable a form extension, select it on the Attribute form extensions tab and click
Disable.
To resume use of an attribute form extension, you can enable it when necessary. When you enable a form
extension, the program adds the tab to the applicable form or page so users can add attribute information as
necessary. To enable a form extension, select it on the Attribute form extensions tab and click Enable.

Delete Attribute Form Extensions
After you add an attribute form extension, you can delete it as necessary. When you delete a form extension, the
program removes the tab or section from its form or page and deletes the configuration from the database.
Tip: Rather than delete an attribute form extension, you can disable it. When you disable a form extension, the
program removes the tab or section from the form or page but retains the configuration for later use. For
information about how to disable a form extension, see Disable or Enable Attribute Form Extensions on page
197.
} Delete an attribute form extension
1. From Administration, click Attribute categories. The Attribute Categories page appears.
2. On the Attribute form extensions tab, select a form extension and click Delete. On the confirmation
message that appears, click Yes.
3. You return to the Attribute Categories page.
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Update Attribute Query Relationship
If you add a query view after you create an attribute category, the program does not automatically add the
attribute category to the query view. To add the attribute category to the query view, go to the Attribute
Categories page and click Update attribute query relationship under Tasks.

chapter 16

Global Data Entry Settings
To help ensure that your constituent data is clean and formatted consistently, you can define default rules for
data entry on the Global data entry settings page. To access this page, go to Administration and click Global data
entry settings under Data.
On this page, you select the type of settings to define. After you select a type, the page displays its existing rules,
the areas where those rules apply, and the areas where you can override the rules. To edit the data entry rules,
you click Edit.

Constituent Data Hygiene
To standardize the format of constituent addresses and names that you add or edit through batches, imports, or
the Add an individual or Add an organization screens, you can define data-formatting settings on the Global data
entry settings page. To access this page, go to Administration and click Global data entry settings under Data.
On the Global data entry settings page, select Constituent data hygiene to manage your data-formatting
options.

When you turn on data formatting options, the program automatically formats any text that users enter in
constituent address and name fields based on the standardization rules that you define. For example, if a user
enters "3186 WEST MAIN STREET" in the Address field, the program can automatically update that entry to "3186
W Main St" when the user moves on to the next field.
To turn on data formatting options, click Edit. The Configure data hygiene screen.
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l

To turn on automatic address formatting, select Use address standardization. For information about
address standardization rules, see Address Standardization Rules on page 200.
Address standardization applies to batch templates with the Constituent Address Update Batch,
Constituent Batch, Constituent Update Batch, Event Sponsorship Batch, and Registrant Batch batch
types, as well as to import processes that use batch templates with these types. Standardization also
applies to manual entry on batch templates with the Enhanced Revenue Batch, Sponsor Batch, and
Auction Item Batch batch types.

l

To turn on automatic capitalization, select Correct capitalization in name and address fields. For
information about capitalization rules, see Text Capitalization Rules on page 202
Automatic capitalization applies to batch templates with the Constituent Address Update Batch,
Constituent Batch, Constituent Update Batch, Donation Batch, Event Sponsorship Batch, and Registrant
Batch batch types, as well as to import processes that use batch templates with these types. Capitalization
also applies to manual entry on batch templates with the Enhanced Revenue Batch, Sponsor Batch, and
Auction Item Batch batch types.

Note: To overwrite a correction, delete the corrected entry and then re-enter the text. The program does not
standardize that text again. To re-apply a correction, delete the entry, tab out of the field, and then tab back to
the field and re-enter the text.
Note: If you use a CASS-certified address validation provider such as Satori, that address
validation/standardization process can overwrite standardization and capitalization corrections from the data
hygiene settings.

Address Standardization Rules
To view the address standardization rules, select Constituent data hygiene on the Global data entry settings
page and click View standardization table under Data formatting .
The address standardization table includes the rules on how to format addresses. By default, the program uses
standards defined by the U.S. Postal Service except for capitalization. Instead of capitalizing all letters in
addresses, the program title cases most words and removes punctuation. The changes during standardization
include:
l

Convert spelled-out numbers to numerals. ("Two" becomes "2" and "Tenth" becomes "10th")

l

Convert some spelled-out words to abbreviations, including:
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l

Street suffixes ("Street" becomes "St" and "Road" becomes "Rd")

l

Directionals ("North" becomes "N" and "Southwest" becomes "SW")

l

Secondary unit designations ("Apartment" becomes "Apt" and "Suite" becomes "Ste")

} Edit the address standardization table
1. On the Global data entry settings page, select Constituent data hygiene and click Edit . The Configure
data hygiene screen appears.
2. Under Use address standardization, click Edit standardization table. The Address standardization table
screen appears.

Note: You can use filters to limit the rules that appear in the grid.
l

To add a standardization rule, click Add. The Add replacement value screen appears.
a. In the Value type field, select the type of text to create a rule for.
b. In the Country field, select the country that the rule applies to.
c. In the Original value field, enter the text to replace.
d. In the Replacement value field, enter the text to use instead.
e. Click Save. You return to the Address standardization table screen.

l

l

To edit a standardization rule, select it in the grid and click Edit. The Edit replacement value screen
appears. Edit the Original value and Replacement value fields as necessary. Click Save. You return
to the Address standardization table screen.
To delete a standardization rule, select it in the grid and click Delete. On the confirmation screen,
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click Yes. After you delete a rule, the program no longer applies it to new addresses, but it does not
change existing addresses.
3. Click Close. You return to the Configure data hygiene screen.

Text Capitalization Rules
When you use automatic capitalization, the program capitalizes the first letter of every word. It then lowercases
all subsequent letters with the following exceptions:
l

First letter after an apostrophe ("O’donald" becomes "O’Donald.")

l

First letter after a space ("Mac donald" becomes "Mac Donald.")

l

First letter after a hyphen ("Smith-jones" becomes "Smith-Jones.")

l

l

Third letter when the first and third letters in a last name are both capitalized ("DeFazio" remains
"DeFazio" and "McDonald" remains "McDonald.")
First letter after “Mc” if the entire name is lowercase or uppercase ("MCDONALD" and "mcdonald" become
"McDonald.")
Note: If a name begins with "Mc" and all subsequent letters are lowercase, the program assumes this is
intentional and does not capitalize the third letter. ("Mcdonald" remains "Mcdonald.")

l

First letter after "Mac" if it is capitalized and all subsequent letters are lowercase ("MacDonald" remains
"MacDonald.")

Constituent Matching Settings
To prevent the creation of duplicate records, you can define constituent match settings on the Global data entry
settings page. To access this page, go to Administration and click Global data entry settings under Data. On the
Global data entry settings page, select Constituent matching to define the match confidence thresholds that the
program uses to determine whether new constituent records match existing records in your database.
Note: Constituent match settings only apply when you turn the matching feature on with the Enable/disable
matching configuration task in Administration.
When you add constituent records through batches, imports, the Add an individual screen, or the Add an
organization screen, the program applies an algorithm to calculate "match confidence scores." To measure how
similar new records are to existing records in your database, the algorithm compares field values on incoming
records with field values on existing records and then assigns match scores that are weighted by field type.
Records with high cumulative scores are likely matches, while records with low scores probably are not. For
information about how the algorithm calculates match confidence scores, see Constituent Matching Algorithm
on page 204.
The program then compares match confidence scores to the percentage ranges, or "match confidence
thresholds," that determine whether new records are matches, possible matches, or not matches. You manage
two separate sets of match confidence thresholds: one for records added by batch or import and one for records
added manually on the Add an individual or Add an organization screens. The default thresholds are 100-95%, 9470%, and 69-0% for batch and import and 100-70% and 69-0% for manual entry.
Warning: If necessary, you can edit default thresholds for your organization. However, we recommend that
you retain the defaults because the matching algorithm is designed to provide optimal results with those
percentages and may return unexpected results if you change them. For example, if two records have matching
email addresses but no other matching data, the program flags them as possible matches because their match
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confidence score of 70 is in the Possible matches threshold's default range of 94-70%. But if you change the
threshold by just one point to 94-71%, the program no longer flags those two records as possible matches. For
several factors to consider before you edit the default thresholds, see Constituent Matching Algorithm on page
204.

The first set of match confidence thresholds applies to batch templates with the Constituent Batch, Constituent
Update Batch, Membership Dues Batch, Enhanced Revenue Batch, Revenue Batch, Revenue Update Batch, and
Sponsor Batch batch types, as well as the import processes that use batch templates with these types. For
additional flexibility, you can overwrite match thresholds for individual batch templates and import processes.
For example, if data that you import from a particular vendor requires extra scrutiny, you can edit thresholds for
that vendor under Configure options on the batch template or under Set options on the import process.
Note: You cannot edit match thresholds on batch templates or import processes that use the Constituent
Batch or Sponsor Batch batch types. These batch types always use the thresholds on the Global data entry
settings page.
For information about how to edit constituent match settings on batch templates and import processes, see the
Batch and Import Guide.
Action

Process
automatically

Description
Use the percentage range for the Matched constituents threshold to indicate records with
match scores that likely match existing records. When a new record and existing record have a
match confidence score in this range, the program assigns the record ID from the existing
record to the matched record in the batch. If multiple match confidence scores are within this
range, the program uses the highest score as the match. This process occurs automatically and
requires no action from users.
Note: For Constituent Update and Enhanced Revenue batches, the program may update the
existing constituent with information from the incoming constituent according to your
organization's selected constituent update rules. For more information, see Constituent
Update Rules on page 208. For Constituent, Membership Dues, Revenue, Revenue Update,
and Sponsor batches, the program ignores any new or conflicting data. No updates are made
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Action

Review
constituents

Create new
record

Description
to the existing constituent.
To turn off automatic updates, clear Process automatically.
Use the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold to indicate records with match
scores that are similar to existing records but still require manual review. When a new record
and existing record have a match confidence score in this range, the program prompts you to
compare the records and select whether to update the existing record or create a new one.
For information about how to compare records on the duplicate resolution screen, see the
Batch and Import Guide.
To turn off manual reviews, clear Review constituents. For example, you might clear Review
constituents for an import process when you have a high volume of records but no time or
resources to manually compare records before you commit them. In this case, it might be
better to quickly add records and then find and delete duplicates later.
Use the percentage range for the No match threshold to indicate records with match scores
that are not likely to match existing records. This range is based on your settings for the upper
thresholds.
For Constituent, Constituent Update, and Sponsor batches, the program creates a new
constituent record. For Revenue, Enhanced Revenue, or Revenue Update batches, the
program creates a new constituent record and associates the revenue with that record. This
process occurs automatically and requires no actions from users.

The second set of match confidence thresholds applies to constituent records (individual, organization, vendor,
or vendor contact) that you enter manually on the Add an individual or Add an organization screens.
For information about how to manage duplicate constituents from forms, see the Constituents Guide.
Action
Review
constituents

Create new
record

Description
Use the percentage range for the Possible matches threshold to indicate records that are
similar enough to require manual review. When a record that you add on the Add an individual
or Add an organization screens and an existing record have a match confidence score in this
range, the program prompts you to compare the records and select whether to update the
existing record or create a new constituent.
Use the percentage range for the No match threshold to indicate records with match scores
that are not likely to match existing records. This range is based on your settings for the upper
threshold. The program creates a new record behind the scenes and requires no action from
users.

Constituent Matching Algorithm
The program performs several steps to identify matches. First, it standardizes data on the incoming record. Then
it selects a pool of records that are potential matches and standardizes data on those records for comparison.
Next, it compares field values on the incoming record with field values on the existing records and calculates
match scores and are weighted based on field type. Next, the algorithm deducts match scores from a perfect
score of 100 to calculate total match confidence scores. And finally, the program compares match confidence
scores to the match confidence thresholds to determine whether the incoming record is a match, a possible
match, or not a match.

Standardize Values
To ensure that minor differences such as capitalization and punctuation do not prevent the program from
finding matches, the program standardizes data from incoming records to make the values easier to match. The
standardization process:
• Capitalizes all letters
• Removes periods from first names, last names/organization names, and street names
• Removes apostrophes from last names/organization names
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• Removes extra spaces before and after all values
• Converts carriage returns, dashes, and double spaces in addresses to single spaces
• Removes add-on digits to convert ZIP+4 to 5-digit ZIP codes

Select a Pool of Records
To select the pool of potential matches from the records in your database, the program compares the following
fields on the incoming record to the corresponding fields on existing records:
• Lookup ID (Constituent Update batches only)
• Lookup ID that matches an Alternate ID on the existing constituent (Constituent Update batches only)
• Alternate lookup ID and Alternate lookup type (Constituent Update batches only)
Note: Matches found by Lookup ID or Alternate lookup ID/Alternate lookup type receive match confidence
scores of 100. If the Process automatically option is selected for batches, the program automatically assigns
record IDs from existing records to these matched records in batches.
• Email address
• Phone number
• Zip code and first four characters of Last name/Organization name
• Zip code, street name soundex (an algorithm that indexes names by sound), and first three characters of Last
name
• First three characters of Zip code, First name soundex (an algorithm that indexes names by sound), first four
characters of street name, and the street number
If the program does not find any potential matches based on these field comparisons, it compares incoming
constituents to existing constituents without addresses based on Last name/Organization name and the first
three characters of First name. For example, if the incoming constituent is Jonathan Mott, the program includes
Jon Mott, Joni Mott, or Jonathon Mott as possible matches.
If First name is blank on the incoming record, the program compares the incoming constituent to existing
constituents matching last names and blank first names based on Last name. For example, if the incoming
constituent has the last name Mott and First name is blank, the program only includes existing records with the
last name Mott and no first name.
If the first name-only search finds no matches for an incoming record without an address, the program attempts
to match that record by Organization name or Last name and the first three characters of First name to existing
records with addresses.
Note: To prevent performance issues, the program excludes common names from the name-only search. A
name is "common" if more than 1000 constituents in your database without addresses have the same last
name and first 3 characters of the first name. If no constituents without addresses have that name, but 1000 or
more constituents with addresses have it, the name is considered "common" and excluded from the search.
The program identifies the common names in your database when you upgrade to 2.94 or later and stores
them in a table. To edit this table, contact Professional Services.
After the program selects a pool of potential matches from the records in your database, it performs additional
standardization on addresses:
l

Convert spelled-out numbers to numerals. ("Two" becomes "2" and "Tenth" becomes "10th")

l

Converts some spelled-out words to abbreviations, including:
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l

Street suffixes ("Street" becomes "ST" and "Road" becomes "RD")

l

Directionals ("North" becomes "N" and "Southwest" becomes "SW")

l

Secondary unit designations ("Apartment" becomes "APT" and " Suite" becomes "STE")

Calculate Matching Scores
After the program determines its pool of potential matches, it compares the fields on the incoming record to the
corresponding fields on each of the records in the pool and then assigns match scores to each field. Each type of
field has a range of scores to determine whether it is a match, likely match, possible match, or not a match. The
algorithm checks the following scenarios:

Scenario

Example

Result

First name / First initial

John vs. J

Likely match

Middle name / First initial

John vs. J

Likely match

First name / First name & middle initial

John vs. John A

Match

First name spelling variation

Chris vs. Kris

Likely match

Different first names with similar spelling or pronunciation

John vs. Joan

Not a match

Nickname

Christopher vs. Chris

Match

Last name / Hyphenated last name

Smith vs. Smith-Jones

Match

Street number / Hyphenated street number

4 vs. 4-2

Match

Same base street names, different street suffixes
Same base street names, missing or reordered street suffixes
Three digits of zip code match, but not first three

Main St vs. Main Rd
Northwest vs. NW
Main vs. Main St
SE King St. vs. King St.

Possible match
Match

02138 vs. 02234

Not a match

02141 vs. 02138

Possible match

Titles are different but have the same gender

Mrs. vs. Ms.

Likely match

Titles are different and one or both genders are unknown

Mrs. vs. Dr.

Possible match

Titles are different and their genders are different

Mrs. vs. Mr.

Not a match

II vs. Jr.
blank vs. Sr.
Suffixes

blank vs. Jr., II, III, or IV
Sr. vs .Jr., II, III, or IV
II vs. III or IV
III vs. IV

Match
Likely match
Possible match
Not a match
Not a match

Not a match
Any other suffix
Possible match
combination without blanks
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Note: The FIRSTNAMEMATCH table in the database contains the nicknames (Christopher vs. Chris), spelling
variations (Allen vs. Allan), and different first names with similar spellings (John vs. Joan) that the program uses
to compare first name values.
For any data that does not fit these scenarios, the program applies a "fuzzy" matching algorithm to calculate how
similar field values are on a character-by-character basis. The program uses a few different methods to calculate
fuzzy match scores, but the simplest method compares two values and identifies the number of changes
necessary to make the values match exactly. Changes include adding, removing, changing, or transposing
characters. For example, if you compare "Christopher" vs. "Chrsitopher," you would need to transpose the "si"
in "Chrsitopher" to fix the misspelling (one change). The program divides the number of changes by the number
of characters in the longer name, multiplies the quotient by 100, and then subtracts the product from 100. For
this example, 1/11 = .09, .09 * 100 = 9, and 100-9=91.
Each type of field has a range of fuzzy scores to determines whether it is a likely match, possible match, or not a
match.

Likely Match

Possible Match

Not a Match

First name

77-99

68-76

less than 68

Last name/Organization name

86-99

50-85

less than 50

Street number

75-99

50-74

less than 50

Street name

81-99

58-80

less than 58

Zip code

80-99

60-79

less than 60

Calculate Total Matching Scores
After the program classifies fields as a matches, likely matches, possible matches, or not matches, it calculates a
total match score for the incoming and existing records. Each result equals a weighted number of points which
are deducted from 100 (100 being an exact match) as shown below.

Match

Likely
Match

Possible
Match

Not a
Match

Incoming is Blank,
Existing is Not

Existing is Blank,
Incoming is Not

Title

0

1

2

18

0

0

Suffix

0

1

3

18

0

0

Last
name/Organizatio
n name or Maiden
name

0

3

8

15

n/a

n/a

Street number

0

8

17

24

1

3

Street name

0

5

14

31

18

21

Zip code

0

7

12

31

6

1

First name and middle name combinations impact the matching score. If the same name or initial appears in the
First name field of one record and the Middle name field of a potential match, the program scores the records as
if the values were in the same fields on both records. For example, if the incoming constituent is First name =
John and Middle name = Anderson and the existing constituent is First name = John Anderson and Middle
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name = blank, the program scores the first and middle names as "Matches." If the incoming constituent is First
name = John and Middle name = Anderson and the existing constituent is First name = John A, the program
scores the first name as a "Match" and the middle name as a "Likely match." The table below demonstrates how
the program scores first and middle name combinations.

Should I Adjust Constituent Matching Settings?
A record's total matching score determines its matching threshold. This in turn determines whether the program
automatically assigns the record ID from the existing constituent to the matched incoming constituent, waits for
a user to manually review the match and make a decision, or automatically creates a record.
The matching algorithm provides optimal results when you use the default threshold percentages (such as 10095%, 94-70%, and 69-0% for batches). If you adjust the percentages, the program may automatically update
records that you do not expect or require you to manually review records that are not matches.
Before you adjust the default thresholds, you should weigh the following considerations:
• If you turn off the Matched constituents threshold for batches, all matches require manual review, even if the
Lookup IDs are the same or all values match exactly.
• If you lower the bottom percentage of the Matched constituents threshold for batches, matches that
previously required manual review may subsequently be automatic matches. Unless you consistently approve
matches with scores just below the current Matched constituents threshold, you should not edit this
threshold.
• If you raise the bottom percentage of the Matched constituents threshold for batches, matches that
previously were matched automatically may subsequently require manual review. Unless the program
automatically matches constituents that do not match, you should not edit this threshold.
• If you lower the bottom percentage of the Possible matches threshold, constituents that previously were not
considered possible matches may subsequently require manual review. Unless the program consistently
creates duplicate records for constituents that already exist, you should not edit this threshold.
• If you raise the bottom percentage of the Possible matches threshold, potential matches that previously
required manual review may no longer be flagged for manual review. Unless you consistently reject possible
matches with lower match scores, you should not edit this threshold.

Constituent Update Rules
To manage how the program resolves conflicting data on matched constituents, you can set constituent update
rules on the Global data entry settings page. To access this page, go to Administration and click Global data
entry settings under Data. On the Global data entry settings page, select Constituent updates.
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Note: Constituent update rules apply when you add a constituent using the Add an individual screen or the
Add an organization screen, or when you add a constituent through manual or imported Constituent Update or
Enhanced Revenue batches.
Constituent update rules apply when an incoming constituent matches an existing constituent by matching
algorithm or Constituent ID, but their names or contact information are different. For example, two records are
very similar but the first name is "Dave" on the existing constituent and "David" on the incoming constituent.
Update rules allow you to choose how the program handles this conflict for you. You can set the program to
update the existing name, add the incoming name as an alias, ignore the incoming name, or require users to
compare the constituents on the duplicate resolution screen to determine which action to take.
Note: When you add the constituent through manual Constituent Update or Enhanced Revenue batches, and
you enter the Constituent ID for an existing constituent, the program assumes you intend to update the
existing constituent manually and does not apply any constituent update rules to avoid overwriting the values
you enter.
If the matching constituents qualify for automatic updates (their match confidence score is above the top
threshold), the program applies the update rules automatically to an import or batch. For example, if you select
the Update name rule, the program automatically replaces the name on the existing constituent with the name
from the incoming constituent when the batch is committed. If the matching constituents qualify for manual
review (their match confidence score falls in the middle range), the program prompts you to resolve the conflicts
on the duplicate resolution screen. The duplicate resolution also appears if you selected Require manual review
(generate exception) for any field. On the duplicate resolution screen, you can click Use my organization's rules
to apply your selected update rules to conflicting fields automatically. For example, if you selected the Update
name rule, when you click Use my organization's rules, the program automatically moves the name from the
incoming constituent column to the existing constituent column. For any fields that are not resolved
automatically, you can use options to manually add, update, or ignore the incoming data. For more information
about the duplicate resolution screen for batches, see the Batch and Import Guide.
When you add a potential duplicate from the Add an individual screen or the Add an organization screen, you are
also prompted to resolve the conflicts on the duplicate resolution screen. In this case, the program applies your
selected update rules automatically; you do not need to click Use my organization's rules. For any fields that are
not resolved automatically, you can use options to manually add, update, or ignore the incoming data. For more
information about the duplicate resolution screen for individual constituents, see the Constituents Guide.

Configure Constituent Update Rules
To configure constituent update rules, from Administration, click Global data entry settings. On the Global data
entry settings page, select Constituent updates. The Constituent updates (for matched constituents) page
appears. Click Edit. The Configure constituent updates screen appears.
Note: Blanks are not considered conflicts. For more information about how the program handles blanks, see
Data Conflicts on page 214.
Warning: If you use a ClickOnce installation of Blackbaud CRM, Constituent updates is disabled on the Global
data entry settings page. For ClickOnce installations, the program uses the default constituent update rules;
you cannot edit these. Do not attempt to configure the constituent update rules using the web shell link
because it will make ClickOnce inaccessible.

Name Updates
Under Name updates, for the If name is different from existing name setting, select one of these options:
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• Update name — Select this option to replace the name on the existing constituent with the name from the
incoming constituent.
• Add name as an alias — Select this option to add the name from the incoming constituent as an alias to the
existing constituent rather than replace an existing name. For example, if the incoming first name is "David"
and the existing first name is "Dave," the program adds David an alias and leaves "Dave" as the first name.
• Ignore name — Select this option to never update the name on the existing constituent. For example, if the
incoming first name is "David" and the existing first name is "Dave," the program leaves the first name as
"Dave."
• Require manual review (generate exception) — Select this option to always require a user to manually
compare conflicting names on the duplicate resolution screen even if the match confidence score is high
enough to automatically update the name. Also, when you select Require manual review (generate
exception) for any field, the program does not apply updates to other fields on the existing record, regardless
of the selected rule, until you complete the duplicate resolution screen. For example, if you select Require
manual review for names but Update existing address for addresses, the program does not automatically
update the address fields on the existing constituent. On the duplicate resolution screen, when you click Use
my organization's rules, the program automatically moves the address from the incoming constituent column
to the existing constituent column, but you must manually select whether to add, update, or ignore the
incoming name.
For the Retain existing name for historical reference setting, to store the existing name on the constituent
record under Historical names, select Yes. This occurs when the batch is committed. To discard the existing
name, select No.
Note: Need a visual? View the name update flowchart.

Address Updates
Under Address updates, for the If incoming address is similar to an existing address setting, select one of
these options:
Note: “Similar” means the incoming address (Street number, Street name, and Zip code) is very close to an
existing address, but there are differences in one or more of the address fields. To find similar addresses, the
program compares the incoming address to each address on the existing constituent (home, business, etc.) and
applies the address portion of the matching algorithm to calculate how similar the addresses are. When a pair
of addresses score 86 or higher, they are considered similar. For example, if the existing street address is 1955
Main St. 29402 and the incoming is 1956 Main St. 29402, their address matching score is 92, so the program
applies the rule selected for the If address is similar to an existing address setting. If the incoming address is
similar to multiple existing addresses, the program applies the rule to the existing address with the highest
address matching score. If no existing addresses are found that are similar to an incoming address, the program
applies the rule selected for the If address is NOT similar to any existing address setting.
• Update existing address (old address will not be retained) — Select this option to replace the address on the
existing constituent with the address from the incoming constituent.
Note: For imported Constituent Update or Enhanced Revenue batches, if the constituent row includes the
constituent ID as well as the address ID (generally only used in vendor files), the address is always updated on
the constituent regardless of the selected constituent update rule. If the row includes the constituent ID but
not the address ID, the program applies the selected constituent update rule to the address.
• Add as new address — Select this option to add the incoming address as an additional address rather than
update the existing address.
• Ignore address — Select this option to never overwrite the address on the existing constituent. The program
discards the incoming address.
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• Require manual review (generate exception) — Select this option to always require a user to manually
compare conflicting addresses on the duplicate resolution screen even if the match confidence score is high
enough to automatically update the address. Also, when you select Require manual review (generate
exception) for any field, the program does not apply updates to other fields on the existing record, regardless
of the selected rule, until you complete the duplicate resolution screen. For example, if you select Require
manual review for addresses but Update name for names, the program does not automatically update the
name fields on the existing constituent. On the duplicate resolution screen, when you click Use my
organization's rules, the program automatically moves the name from the incoming constituent column to
the existing constituent column, but you must manually select whether to add, update, or ignore the incoming
address.
For the If address is NOT similar to any existing address setting, select one of these options:
• Add as new address — Select this option to add the incoming address as a new address to the existing
constituent.
• Ignore address — Select this option to never add the incoming address to the existing constituent.
• Require manual review (generate exception) — Select this option to always require a user to manually
compare conflicting addresses on the duplicate resolution screen even if the match confidence score is high
enough to automatically add the address.
Under When you add an incoming address as new, you can select additional options for the new addresses.
These options also apply to new addresses entered on the duplicate resolution screen.
For the If new address had the same type as any existing address setting, select one of these options:
• Make existing address inactive — Select this option to make inactive any existing addresses with the same
address type as the new address. The program updates the End date field on the constituent for all existing
addresses with that address type.
Note: If the new and existing addresses are similar and neither has an address type assigned, the program does
not make the existing address inactive. If the new address is not similar to any existing addresses and it does
not have an address type assigned, any existing addresses that do not have an address type assigned remain
active.
• Keep the existing address active — Select this option to keep the existing address active and add the
incoming address as an additional address with the same address type.
For the Make new address primary setting, select one of these options:
Note: If the existing constituent has no addresses, the primary address in the batch is always primary
regardless of the option selected for Make new address primary.
• Always — Select this option to always make the new address primary. If a constituent has more than one new
address in the batch, the one marked primary is made primary. If none of the new addresses is marked
primary, the one that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Only if the current primary address has the same address type — Select this option to make the new
address primary only if it has the same address type as the existing primary address. If there are multiple new
addresses in the batch and one has the same address type as the existing primary address, it becomes
primary. If there are multiple new addresses with the same address type as the existing primary address and
one of those new addresses is marked primary, it becomes primary. If there are multiple new addresses with
the same address type as the existing primary address and none of those new addresses is marked primary,
the one that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Never — Select this option to never make the new address primary.
Note: Need a visual? View the address update flowchart.
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Phone Number Updates
Under Phone number updates, for the If incoming phone is not identical to any existing phone setting, select
one of these options:
• Add as new phone — Select this option to add the incoming phone number as a new number.
• Ignore phone — Select this option to never add the incoming phone number to the existing constituent.
• Require manual review (generate exception) — Select this option to always require a user to manually
compare conflicting phone numbers on the duplicate resolution screen even if the match confidence score is
high enough to automatically update the phone number. Also, when you select Require manual review
(generate exception) for any field, the program does not apply updates to other fields on the existing record,
regardless of the selected rule, until you complete the duplicate resolution screen. For example, if you select
Require manual review for phone numbers but Update name for names, the program does not automatically
update the name fields on the existing constituent. On the duplicate resolution screen, when you click Use my
organization's rules, the program automatically moves the name from the incoming constituent column to
the existing constituent column, but you must manually select whether to add, update, or ignore the incoming
phone number.
Note: For imported Constituent Update or Enhanced Revenue batches, if the constituent row includes the
constituent ID as well as the phone ID (generally only used in vendor files), the phone number is always
updated on the constituent regardless of the selected constituent update rule. If the row includes the
constituent ID but not the phone ID, the program applies the selected constituent update rule to the phone
number.
Under When you add an incoming phone as new, you can select additional options for the new phone
numbers. These options also apply to new phone numbers entered on the duplicate resolution screen.
For the If new phone has the same type as any existing phone setting, select one of these options:
• Make existing phone inactive — Select this option to make inactive any existing phone numbers with the
same phone type as the new phone number. The program updates the End date field on all existing phone
numbers on the constituent with that phone type.
• Keep existing phone active — Select this option to keep the existing phone number active and add the
incoming phone number as an additional phone number with the same phone type.
For the Make new phone primary setting, select one of these options:
Note: If the existing constituent has no phone numbers, the primary phone number in the batch is always
primary regardless of the option selected for the Make new phone primary setting.
• Always — Select this option to always make the new phone number primary. If a constituent has more than
one new phone number in the batch, the one marked primary is made primary. If none of the new phone
numbers is marked primary, the number that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Only if the current primary phone has the same phone type — Select this option to make the new phone
number primary only if it has the same phone type as the existing primary phone number. If there are multiple
new phone numbers in the batch and one has the same phone type as the existing primary phone number, it
becomes primary. If there are multiple new phone numbers with the same phone type as the existing primary
phone number and one of those new phone numbers is marked primary, it becomes primary. If there are
multiple new phone numbers with the same phone type as the existing primary phone number and none of
those new phone numbers is marked primary, the one that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Never — Select this option to never make the new phone number primary.
Note: Need a visual? View the phone number update flowchart.
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Email Address Updates
Under Email address updates, for the If incoming email address is not identical to any existing email address
setting, select one of these options:
• Add as new email address — Select this option to add the incoming email address as an new email address.
• Ignore email address — Select this option to never add the incoming email address to the constituent.
• Require manual review (generate exception) — Select this option to always require a user to manually
compare conflicting email addresses on the duplicate resolution screen even if the match confidence score is
high enough to automatically update the name. Also, when you select Require manual review (generate
exception) for any field, the program does not apply updates to other fields on the existing record, regardless
of the selected rule, until you complete the duplicate resolution screen. For example, if you select Require
manual review for email addresses but Update name for names, the program does not automatically update
the name fields on the existing constituent. On the duplicate resolution screen, when you click Use my
organization's rules, the program automatically moves the name from the incoming constituent column to
the existing constituent column, but you must manually select whether to add, update, or ignore the incoming
email address.
Note: For imported Constituent Update or Enhanced Revenue batches, if the constituent row includes the
constituent ID as well as the email ID (generally only used in vendor files), the email address is always updated
on the constituent regardless of the selected constituent update rule. If the row includes the constituent ID but
not the email ID, the program applies the selected constituent update rule to the email address.
Under When you add an incoming email address as new, you can select additional options for the new email
addresses. These options also apply to new email addresses entered on the duplicate resolution screen.
For the If new email address has the same type as any existing email address setting, select one of these
options:
• Make existing email address inactive — Select this option to make inactive any existing email addresses with
the same email type as the new address. The program updates the End date field on all existing email
addresses on the constituent with that email type.
• Keep existing email address active — Select this option to keep the existing email address active and add the
incoming email as an additional email address with the same email type.
For the Make new email address primary setting, select one of these options:
Note: If the existing constituent has no email addresses, the primary email address in the batch is always
primary regardless of the option selected for Make new email address primary.
• Always — Select this option to always make the new email address primary. If a constituent has more than
one new email address in the batch, the email marked primary is made primary. If none of the new email
addresses is marked primary, the email that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Only if the current primary email address has the same email type — Select this option to make the new
email address primary only if it has the same email type as the existing primary email address. If there are
multiple new email addresses in the batch and one has the same email type as the existing primary email
address, it becomes primary. If there are multiple new email addresses with the same email type as the existing
primary email address and one of those new email addresses is marked primary, it becomes primary. If there
are multiple new email addresses with the same email type as the existing primary email address and none of
those new email addresses is marked primary, the email that appears first in the batch is made primary.
• Never — Select this option to never make the new email address primary.
Note: Need a visual? View the email address update flowchart.
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Birth Date Updates
Under Birth date updates, for the If incoming birth date is not identical to existing birth date setting, select
one of these options:
• Update birth date — Select this option to replace the birth date on the existing constituent with the birth date
from the incoming constituent. The program updates the date automatically for all matched constituents.
• Ignore birth date — Select this option to never overwrite the birth date on the existing constituent. The
program discards the incoming birth date.
Note: For imported Constituent Update or Enhanced Revenue batches, if the constituent row includes the
constituent ID, the birth date is always updated on the constituent regardless of the selected constituent
update rule.

Data Conflicts
When matching constituents have different names or contact information, we call these "conflicts." The program
compares data in these fields to find conflicts and then applies constituent update rules to resolve the
differences:
• Birth dates: Birth date field
• Phone numbers: Number or Phone type fields
• Email address: Email address or Email type fields
For names and addresses, the program first checks these core name and address fields for conflicts:
• Names: First name, Middle name, Last name, Title, and Suffix fields
• Addresses: Address type, Street number, Street name, City, State, Zip code, Is primary? and End date fields.
Then, the program checks all other additional name and address fields on the constituent record.
Automatic updates: If there are no conflicts in the core fields, the program updates them and then checks for
conflicts in all additional name and address fields. If there are no conflicts in the additional fields, the program
updates those as well. If there are conflicts in the additional fields, but not in the core fields, the program updates
the additional fields unless the constituent update rule is set to Ignore name/address. In that case, the program
does not add or update the additional fields. If there are conflicts in the core fields, the program uses the selected
constituent update rule for all fields (core and additional).
Manual Review: If there are conflicts in the core fields, the program uses the selected constituent update rule for
all fields (core and additional) except when the rule is set to Ignore name/address. In that case, the program does
not add or update the additional fields.

Rules For Resolving Conflicts
• If the existing constituent has a value for a field that is blank on the incoming constituent, the program does
not overwrite the existing value to make it blank.
• A blank value is not considered a conflict. When the incoming record includes values for fields that are blank on
the existing record, the program adds the new values to the existing constituent if there are no conflicts in the
other address or name fields. regardless of which constituent update rule is selected. For example, in the table
below, the blank apartment number is updated because there are no conflicts between the address fields. This
update occurs even if the rule is set to Add as new address, Ignore address, or Require manual review.

Incoming

Existing

Final

5 Main St.

5 Main St.

5 Main St.
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Incoming

Existing

Final

Apt. 5

blank

Apt. 5

Boston

Boston

Boston

MA

MA

MA

11111

11111

11111

• The program treats address and name fields as blocks. If there is a conflict in one address or name field, the
program applies the constituent update rule to all fields in the address or name block, including blank fields.
For example, in the table below, there is a conflict between the Street fields. If the constituent update rules are
set to Update existing address, the program updates the blank Apartment number field because it must
update the Street field.

Incoming

Existing

Final

12 Main St.

5 Main St.

12 Main St.

Apt. 5

blank

Apt. 5

Boston

Boston

Boston

MA

MA

MA

11111

11111

11111

The table below demonstrates what happens with the same records when the constituent update rules are set
to Ignore address. In this case, the program keeps the existing values for Street and Apartment number. The
blank value is not updated.

Incoming

Existing

Final

12 Main St.

5 Main St.

5 Main St.

Apt. 5

blank

blank

Boston

Boston

Boston

MA

MA

MA

11111

11111

11111
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184
113
115
116
115
113
19

P
permission
global change, assign
permissions
assign for configuration export
phone formatting, edit or disable
plan item task email alert
configuration
process
global change
process record, global change, view
process smart fields
prospect email alert
configuration

133
178
12
47
132
134
70
46

R
reason codes
add
delete
edit
inactive
record sources
add or remove
appeal field mappings
duplicate criteria
gift field mappings
membership field mappings
person field mappings
properties
source analysis rules

14
15
16
16
16
87
92
95
90
93
89
88
96

220 INDEX
specify list code
replace
search list
run
configuration export process

98
84
178

S
scholarship terms
add terms
delete terms
edit terms
search lists
configuration
configure filter fields
configure output fields
replacements
show lookup
smart fields
add
add value groups
delete
delete status record
delete value group
edit
edit value group
process
reset last run date
schedule job
sort, code table entries
state
add
delete
edit

171
172
172
172
83
83
83
84
126
53
69
68
72
70
68
69
70
70
73
126
5
6
6

9

U
user permissions, code table

127

V
value groups
add to smart field

70
69
179
113

Z

T
time zones, select default

delete for smart fields
edit for smart field
view
configuration export process status page
organization calendar

69

ZIP Code tables
zones, time

17
9

